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SALT LAKE CITY COUNCIL STAFF REPORT 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

DATE:    April 14, 2006 
 

SUBJECT:    Chapter 8.04, Salt Lake City code, relating to 
    Animal Control/Public Hearing 

 

AFFECTED COUNCIL DISTRICTS:  City-wide 
 

STAFF REPORT BY:    Jan Aramaki 
 

NOTICE REQUIREMENTS:    7 days (Published April 10, 2006) 
 
 

POTENTIAL MOTIONS:    
 
1. [“I move that the Council”]   Close the hearing and refer to a future Council meeting.  

 

2. [“I move that the Council”]  Close the hearing and oppose the proposed ordinance 
amending Chapter 8.04, Salt Lake City Code, relating to Animal Control. 

 

3.    [“I move that the Council”]  Close the hearing and adopt an ordinance amending Chapter 
8.04, Salt Lake City Code, relating to Animal Control (either as proposed by the 
Administration or with Council revisions). 

  
WORK SESSION SUMMARY/NEW INFORMATION:    
 
  On April 11, 2006, the City Council Animal Control Subcommittee members reported their 
recommendations and findings to their Council colleagues on the proposed revisions to Chapter 8.04 of 
Salt Lake City Code relating to animal control.   
 
  As a result of the City Council’s discussion, the following items were identified by the Council as 
issues of interest; however, clearly making reference to defer to public comment received at the public 
hearing scheduled for Tuesday, April 18, 2006 at 7:00 p.m. before making final considerations. 
 
The Council expressed interest in: 
 

1. Special Permits as an available provision for responsible pet owners to own more 
than the permitted number of animals.   
 

a. Revise Current Rescue Permit, Section 8.04.130 of Salt Lake City Code 
Revisions to the current annual rescue permit would provide an allowance for 
responsible pet owners to own one additional pet on a permanent basis beyond 
the permitted number of animals as long as the pet is adopted from a shelter or 
animal welfare organization with the requirement of sterilization, a microchip 
implant, and receiving Animal Services’ inspection approval. 
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b. Foster Permit  
An annual foster permit would provide a provision for responsible pet owners to 
foster animal(s) beyond the permitted number of animals on a temporary basis 
(limited time) pending an adoption and after receiving Animal Services’ 
inspection approval.  However, if a foster animal is kept in a household for more 
than 30 days, current City code requires licensing within 30 days. 
 

c. Fancier’s Permit: 
A Fancier’s Permit would provide a provision for responsible pet owners to 
breed their pets as long as they have obtained and maintained this annual permit 
and meet the requirements of Animal Services’ inspection. 
 

d. Hobby Permit: 
A Hobby Permit would provide a provision for responsible pet owners to have 
over the legal number of animals due to any circumstance, such as:  when two 
households are combined, a death in the family leaves a pet behind, adult 
children moving back home, or when a person has the permitted number of pets 
allowed in his/her municipality but later moves into Salt Lake City to find 
he/she now exceeds the permitted number of pets allowed according to Salt 
Lake City code, etc. The permit would be granted based on the number and type 
of animals requested for in the area where the permit would be located and 
history of violations.   This permit would also follow the same annual inspections 
conducted by Animal Services at a minimum or on a complaint-generated 
inspection. 
 

2. Support Animal Services’ recommendation to heighten enforcement efforts relating 
to nuisance issues:   
Include Section 8.04.370, Animal Nuisances Designated Penalty, and Sections 8.04.130 
through 8.04.210 (sections of City code pertaining to permits) as part of Section 8.04.220 
Court Order Procedures.  
 
By taking the approach of including these specific sections relating to nuisance and 
permits to Section 8.04.220, Court Order Procedures, the Director of the Animal Services 
Office, or his or her authorized representative will have the authority to petition the 
Court for the desired action.   
 

3. Support cat licensing:   
However the Council will defer to public comment to determine if they are in support of 
the Administration’s proposal to a limit of four (4) total cats per household (meeting the 
permitted animal total limit of four animals per household as per Administration’s 
proposal) along with three (3) or more adult cats requiring compliance with additional 
regulations. 
 

4. Support Animal Services’ recommendation to require sterilization for three (3) or 
more cats in a household. 
 

5. Support ferret licensing, with a limit of 2, but with same criteria for cat licensing. 
 

6. Establish a Feral Cat Colony Registration permit including the Trap-Neuter-Return 
(TNR) program 
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e. Consider $10,000 grant for No More Homeless Pets in Utah, as will be 
recommended by the Administration in the fiscal year 2006-07 budget (subject 
to “Doug Short” requirements). 

f. Consider the feral cat colony registration fee to be a one-time fee or reduce the 
fee from the proposed Administration’s $25 annual fee to $5 or $10. 
The City Council asked Council staff to conduct a budget fiscal year impact with 
the proposed fees. This analysis can be provided to the City Council at a future 
meeting if the Council decides to refer the ordinance to an upcoming Council 
meeting.   
 

5. Support a 3-Tier Animal License Fee Structure to serve as an incentive to sterilize and 
microchip an animal. 
The subcommittee supports a 3-tier structure for animal licensing with reductions for 
sterilization and microchipping to serve as an incentive for owners to sterilize and 
microchip, including incentives for senior citizens (60 years and over).   
 
For an unsterilized pet, rather than raising the fee from $25 to $35 as proposed by the 
Administration, the Council supports the Council subcommittee’s recommendation to 
raise the fee to $45.   The City Council identified the following proposed fee schedule 
options for a three-tier structure starting from the base license fee for an animal that is 
not sterilized or microchipped with incentive cost reductions in license fees for 
sterilization and microchipping.    
 
Again, the City Council asked Council staff to conduct a budget fiscal year impact with 
the proposed fees. This analysis will be provided to the City Council at the follow-up 
briefing to be scheduled at a later date. 

 
Annual Animal License Fee 

 Administration’s Proposal 
Annual license fee 

City Council’s Proposal 
Annual license fee 

Base License 
(Unsterilized animal) 

$35 $45   

Discount for sterilization (27) 
 

(30) 

Subtotal $8 $15 
Microchip implant discount (3) (10) 
License Fee $5 $5 

Senior Citizen (60 years and older) Annual License Fee 
Unsterilized $25 $35 
Discount for sterilization -- (15) 
Subtotal $25 $20 
Microchip implant discount -- (15) 
License Fee $25 $5 

 $20 “LIFE-TIME” Senior Citizen License Fee (Requirement:  Sterilized and Microchipped) 
 

The Administration proposes raising the “LIFE-TIME” Fee for senior citizens from a current fee of $15 to 
$20 (This is a one-time license fee; subsequent annual renewals are at no cost to resident). 
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6. Supports the Administration’s proposal to increase Violation fee for pet ‘at large’. 
 

The Council wishes to defer to the public hearing prior to expressing policy direction on the 
following:   
 

1. Consider whether to limit the total number of pets per household to four (4) – 
(Administration’s proposal of a four animal limit allows a combination of not more than 
two dogs, two ferrets, or up to four cats) or to focus on nuisance issues in lieu of a limit  
 

2. Rescue Permit:  consider allowing more than one additional animal under a rescue 
permit, Section 8.04.130 of Salt Lake City Code. 
 

3. Foster Permit:  consider identifying a limit on the allowable number of foster animals in 
a household at one time and set a Foster Permit fee in line with other permit fees or 
implement a higher fee. 
 

5. Fancier’s Permit:  consider identifying a limit on the allowable number of animals for 
purebred dogs and cats and set a Fancier’s Permit fee in line with other permit fees or 
implement a higher fee. 
 

6. Consider establishing a 60 day grace period for cat licensing as to when the ordinance 
would go into effect to allow ample time for pet owners to be informed and provide 
ample time for them to license their cats before the ordinance goes into effect.   

 
 

The following information was provided previously.  It is provided again for your reference. 

 

KEY ELEMENTS:  (ordinance)   
 

1. Requires Cat licensing:   total maximum limit of four (4) adult cats per household is 
proposed, including a microchip implant requirement.  However, it should be noted that 
when a pet owner has three (3) or more adult cats, a pet owner must also comply with an 
additional section of City code (Section 8.04.074, Licensing and Keeping Three (3) or More 
Cats—Additional Requirements) that requires compliance with Salt Lake Valley Health 
Regulation #9, Section 7.0 General Requirements for Kennels, Catteries, and Groomeries 
(refer to page 10 of Transmittal for details).  In general, these provisions identify steps that a 
responsible pet owner would commonly follow such as proper:  handling of solid and liquid 
waste; handling of storage of chemicals, medications and supplies; managing upkeep of 
buildings, cages, and runs; handling of animal and food waste; handling storage of food 
products; managing noise beyond the property line; and providing of receptacles that 
contain clean litter. 
 

2. Requires Licensing of Ferrets with a limit of two (2).   
 

3. Limits the Total Number of Pets Allowable in a Household to four (4) comprised of a 
combination of dogs, cats, and ferrets, as long each animal does not exceed its permitted 
limit.  An adult cat’s kittens or an adult dog’s puppies are excluded as part of the pet limit 
until they reach 4 months old, at which time they are considered an adult.   
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4. Animal license fee proposed changes and other fee changes to Appendix A:   
• Increase from $25 to $35 for an unsterilized pet 
• Maintain a $5 fee for a sterilized pet with the requirement of a registered microchip 

(involves an additional cost of $15 for implant fee charged by Salt Lake County Animal 
Services)   

• $8 license fee for a sterilized pet without a microchip. 
• Senior citizen (60 years and older) annual fee increased from $20 to $25 for an 

unsterilized pet 
• Senior Citizen life-time fee increased from $15 to $20 for sterilized/microchipped 

 (life-time requires microchip) 
• Add feral cat colony registration permit of $25 
• Adoption fee increase from $25 to $30 
• Transfer fee increase from $3 to $5 
• Replacement tag fee increase from $3 to $5 
• Elimination of multi-year licensing 
• Add voluntary relinquish fee of $25 
• Add microchip implantation fee of $15 (for microchip implanted by SL County Animal 

Services) 
• Add Sterilization fee for cats of $35 (for sterilization services provided by SL County 

Animal Services) 
• Add Sterilization fee for dogs of $65 (services provided by SL County Animal Services) 
• The time period for fees for second, third, and subsequent violations is proposed to 

change from 12 months to 24 months 
• Current impound fees for first offense is $25; second offense is $50; and third offense is 

$100; however, for subsequent offenses, it is being proposed to change the fee from 
“criminal” to a $200 civil fee. 

•  “At large” fee is proposed to change reclassification in Appendix A from “minimum 
notice of violation penalties” to “animal nuisances” which results in an increase from a 
current rate of $25 to $50 for first offense; increase from $50 to $100 for second offense; 
and increase from $100 to $200 for third offense. 

 
5. Feral cat colony registration permit includes the Trap-Neuter-Return (TNP) program as a 

requirement.  Feral cat colonies form when unsterilized pet cats are abandoned or allowed 
to wander off.  Because cats are unsterilized, the colonies grow in number.  The “Trap-
Neuter-Return” (TNR) method which includes sterilization of cats prevents breeding, 
provides vaccination and marking, allows for the return of healthy cats to the site, provides 
adoptive homes for kittens, and reduces euthanasia. 
 

6. Commercial and Pet Rescue permit Requirement provides an opportunity for a pet owner 
who already has two dogs to rescue a third dog as long as the third dog is rescued from Salt 
Lake County Animal Shelter or a non-profit humane society shelter.  This section of City 
code has the tendency to be confused when a person is interested in “fostering” for a limited 
time until a pet is found an adoptive home. 
 

7. Proposed Increase Violation Fee for a pet “at large” 
 

8. Housekeeping Items 
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MATTERS AT ISSUE: 

 
1. Requires Cat Licensing (Limit 4):    
 
  On November 2001, Council Member Carlton Christensen initiated a legislative action 
(copy attached) to request an ordinance requiring that pet owners provide licensing for pets in 
Salt Lake City.  At that time, there was an increase in the number of calls Council Member 
Christensen received relating to unattended cats creating a nuisance in Council District One.  
The intent of the legislative action was to add a nuisance control measure, create a differential in 
licensing fee for sterilized pet as opposed to unsterilized pets, and increase the chances of safe 
return to pet owners.  Cat over-population creates significant problems in Salt Lake City 
neighborhoods; therefore a lower licensing fee for sterilized cats would be an incentive for 
spaying and neutering pets.   
 
  According to the Administration’s paperwork, local municipalities such as Murray, 
Sandy, Taylorsville, Cottonwood Heights, Herriman, and Ogden currently require cat licensing 
fees that are in line with dog licensing fees.  (Refer to a comparison chart of licensing fees on 
page 3 of the Administration’s transmittal).   The Administration recommends a $5 cat licensing 
fee for a sterilized and microchip cat (microchip involves an additional $15 implant fee); and 
$35 for an unsterilized cat. Salt Lake County Animal Services’ 2005 numbers reflecting the 
number of cats licensed in Taylorsville and Herriman are:  296 cat licenses in Taylorsville; and 
54 cat licenses in Herriman.   

  When a cat strays away from its home, it is estimated that a microchip implant will 
increase the cat’s chances of being returned safely to its owner, and eliminate the confusion of a 
pet cat being mistaken for a feral cat.   There is the potential that pet owners may be resistant to 
cat licensing, but licensing is intended to benefit cats, their owners, and the general public just 
as dog licensing protects dogs.   Salt Lake County Animal Services statistics for 2003-04 reveal 
1,999 dogs were received in the shelter in comparison to 2,265 cats received in the shelter.  The 
percentage of stray dogs returned to their owners was 44 percent in comparison to only 4 
percent of stray cats.    

   If cat licensing is enacted, the Council Office can inform the public by having Animal 
Services post information at the shelter, on the Council’s website and Channel 17, and prepare a 
press release from the Council.  However, City Council Members may wish to inquire with the 
Administration regarding other methods to notify the public of the cat licensing and microchip 
requirements.  Council Members may wish to incorporate a grace period as to when the 
ordinance would go into effect (perhaps 60 days) to allow ample time for pet owners to be 
informed and provide ample time for them to license their cats before the ordinance goes into 
effect.  Educational awareness will be an important component to encourage pet owners to 
comply with cat licensing requirements.  As part of the educational awareness, the City Council 
may wish to have some type of brochure available from the City, similar to Salt Lake County 
Animal Services’ pet adoption brochure, covering information that pertains to the long-term 
commitment involved in pet ownership, such as, costs associated with annual vaccinations,  
medical care, grooming care, and pet food and supplies, etc.   
   
  The following are constituent comments received in the City Council Office regarding 
cat licensing for Council’s information and consideration:  
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• There was an incident reported in the Avenues whereby a resident found a dead bat on 
top of her bed.  The bat tested positive for rabies.  Cat licensing and vaccination 
requirements will protect cats from getting rabies from bats. 
 

• A constituent expressed opposition about collars for cats stating cats generally do not 
adapt well to a collar, and there is the potential for a cat to be strangled if a cat’s collar is 
caught on an object such as a branch.   The constituent also expressed:   “those in rural 
areas, especially farmers and ranchers, would be penalized by the concept of a licensing 
requirement because out of necessity, they own multiple cats that control mice, rats and 
other small mammals – ecological issue – cats control problems with mice and 
grasshoppers.”    
 

• Animal Services reported a success incident whereby a stray cat with a microchip was 
picked up, and the cat was returned to its owner in Bountiful who had lost the cat five 
years ago.   
 

• In the past, the question has been raised whether the late fee of $25 is in line with other 
City late fees.  The $25 late fee is a 400 percent increase from the $5 license fee (sterilized 
and microchipped).  According to the Administration because Animal Services takes a 
diligent approach on  enforcing  late fees, the result has been that more pet owners have 
become more conscious and aware of their renewal deadline – pet owners are more apt 
to make payments in a timely manner to avoid late fees.  Animal Services sends a 
reminder card to pet owners to inform them of their license renewal date; and in 
addition, a volunteer makes a reminder call to pet owners prior to the expiration date of 
the current license.  Renewals can be accomplished through the mail.   
 
A constituent expressed at one time that a microchip implant is costly – current costs 
vary:  a veterinarian charges approximately $50, the Humane Society of Utah charges 
$25, and the Administration is proposing a fee of $15 for a microchip implant by SL 
County Animal Services.   

 
Grace Period for Licensing: 
 
  A Council Member inquired about a grace period for pet owners who license their pets.   
The Administration did not propose a grace period for the fact it would have the effect of 
licenses being extended for 15 months rather than a year.   According to Animal Services, it 
becomes more difficult for them to maintain current addresses beyond one year.   The more 
successful Animal Services is in keeping current records on pet owners, the more successful 
they are in returning pets to their owners.   
  

2. Requires Licensing of Ferrets (limit 2):  8.04.135 and 8.04.136  
 
  “Ferrets are domestic animals, cousins of weasels, skunks and otters.  Other relatives 
include minks, ermines, stoats, badgers, black-footed ferrets, polecats, and fishers“ (Ferret 
FAQ). 
 
  Current Salt Lake City Code classifies ferrets under wild animals and therefore ferrets 
are not permitted licensed animals.  However, it is becoming increasingly popular to have a 
ferret for a pet.  In 2000, Salt Lake County adopted an ordinance allowing residents to 
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license ferrets as pets.  The Administration proposes an ordinance amendment to allow 
residents to license ferrets as pets (limit 2) with the requirement of the pets being vaccinated 
and having a microchip implant.  Also, a pet owner of a ferret is required to attend a ferret 
ownership class and to allow an Animal Services Officer to inspect the ferret housing facility 
once a year.  The Council may wish to ask for further information on the policy reason for 
this higher inspection requirement, about the staffing level necessary to meet this 
requirement, and whether Animal Services will view these visits as a higher priority than 
public enforcement of issues such as dogs off leash.   
   

3. Total Number of Pets Allowable in a Household,  Sections 8.04.070 and 8.04.074 (Limit of 4 
pets per residence.  An adult cat’s kittens or an adult dog’s puppies are excluded as part of 
the pet limit until they reach 4 months old.  Once a puppy or a cat reaches four months old, 
it is considered an adult.  Also at 4 months of age, a cat or dog receives their first rabies shot 
for licensing at which time they can be placed in a new home.  It should be noted that 
typically a puppy and a kitten are generally weaned from its mother at approximately 6-8 
weeks.) 

 
  Current Salt Lake City Code permits a person to have 2 cats and/or 2 dogs.  In 2004, 
Administrative staff attended the Mayor’s monthly community council chair meeting at 
which time the Administration offered to attend any community council meetings to discuss 
the issue of the number of pets permitted in a household.  Five community councils made a 
request for Administrative staff to attend their meetings (Wasatch Hollow, Fairpark, Rose 
Park, Liberty Wells and Rio Grande).  Administrative staff also received comments from 
Glendale community council.  The Administration reports the majority of the community 
councils supports keeping the limit of dogs to two (2) for the reason that dogs tend to create 
more of a nuisance than cats.  It should also be noted that the number of cats may not have 
been discussed at all the meetings due to the focus of discussion being on the number of 
dogs.   
 
  In the past, Council Members have heard from constituents who have expressed concern 
with a neighbor’s dog barking excessively.   Enforcement is a challenge for residents who 
reside near a neighbor with a barking dog, especially if the neighborhood is a high density 
neighborhood.  Before enforcement measures begin, Animal Services requires a complainant 
to provide documentation as to when a dog barks and how long a dog barks – this requires 
diligence and time on the part of the complainant. 

 
  The Administration reports they also heard from 30 plus residents who provided 
feedback via email and phone calls regarding the allowable limit of pets.  The majority of 
the calls and emails received support increasing the number of pets permitted.   However, 
based upon input received from the community councils, the Administration proposes a 
limit total of four (4) licensed pets per residence (total can be comprised of a combination of 
dogs, cats, and ferrets, not to exceed the limit allowable for each pet).     
 

• Limit 4 adult cats (excludes kittens younger than 4 months):   
 
The number of cats is proposed to increase from two (2) to four (4) in conjunction 
with the proposed cat licensing requirement.  However, as noted above, when a pet 
owner has three (3) or more adult cats, a pet owner must also comply with an 
additional section of City code (Section 8.04.074, Licensing and Keeping Three (3) or 
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More Cats—Additional Requirements) that requires compliance with Salt Lake 
Valley Health Regulation #9, Section 7.0 General Requirements for Kennels, 
Catteries, and Groomeries (refer to page 10 of Transmittal for details). In general, 
these provisions identify steps that a responsible pet owner would commonly 
follow such as proper:  handling of solid and liquid waste; handling of storage of 
chemicals, medications and supplies; managing upkeep of buildings, cages, and 
runs; handling of animal and food waste; handling storage of food products; 
managing noise beyond the property line; and providing of receptacles that contain 
clean litter. 
 

• Maintain dog limit to 2 (excludes puppies younger than 4 months)  
 

• Limit 2 ferrets (excludes ferrets under the age of 5 months) 
 
    A constituent stated that the real problem does not pertain to the number of dogs 
and/or cats living in a household, but suggests it would be more effective to address too 
many animals through a nuisance ordinance rather than limiting the number of pets 
allowed in a household.    The constituent believes that people who continue to have as 
many pets as they desire will continue to do so even if there is a number limit.   
 
  Council Member Nancy Saxton wishes to propose that rather than allowing a 
household, which includes single-family and multiple dwellings, to have up to four (4) 
animals (combination mix not to exceed the permitted limit of two (2) dogs, two (2) ferrets, 
or four (4) cats) as proposed by the Administration:   
 
For a “single-family dwelling:” 
 

• Limit the number of dogs, cats, or ferrets to three (3) – number of each species 
limited to three (3). 

• Total number of animals per “single-family dwelling” be limited to four (4). 
• The limited total number of four (4) for a “single-family dwelling” may contain a 

combination of species (dogs, cats or ferrets), but not to exceed three (3) of the same 
species.   

   
For a “multiple dwelling” (2 units or more): 
 

• Limit the number of dogs, cats, or ferrets to one (1). 
 
Council Member Saxton indicates that she realizes often times landlords of multiple 
dwellings have restrictions of no pets, but she is concerned of the potential impacts 
when pets are permitted in multiple dwellings.  For example, if the limit of pets is 
four (4), a tri-plex has the potential to have a total of 12 pets.     
 

 
 
4. Proposed Animal License Fee Changes and Other Fee Changes to Appendix A 

 
  Salt Lake City license fees have not been increased since 1999.  Salt Lake County recently 
adopted new fees in keeping with the proposed license fee increases (below) that are in line 
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with other Utah jurisdictions.   
 
 In the past Council Member(s) have inquired about potential ways to streamline pet 
licensing to make it as convenient as possible for pet owners to license their pets; for 
example, when a pet owner is at the veterinarian for a vaccination or when purchasing a pet 
at a local pet store, can forms be available to license pets on the spot?  According to the 
Administration, jurisdictional boundaries create a challenge to provide a service of this type.  
For example, a person buys a pet in Salt Lake City, but lives in a different city where license 
requirements may differ.   Council Members may wish to discuss this further with Animal 
Services.  

Proposed Licensing Fees 
 

• Unsterilized pet  Increase from $25 to $35 
• Sterilized pet    Increase from $5 to $8 

without microchip 
• Sterilized & microchip Maintain $5 (incentive to microchip, but also involves a  

     $15 implant fee) 
• Senior Citizen annual fee Increase from $20 to $25 per year/unsterilized pet 
• Senior Citizen life-time fee Increase from $15 to $20 for sterilized/microchipped 

     (life-time requires microchip) 
• Multi-Year Licensing fee The Administration proposes to eliminate because Animal      

(Eliminate)     Services states it helps them to keep current phone  
     numbers and addresses on pet owners when licensing is  
     renewed on an annual basis rather than every three years;  
     however a constituent contacted the Council Office stating  
     multi-year licensing should be an option for pet owners 
     because due date runs in conjunction with the due date 
     of a rabies vaccination  (every three years) 

• Transfer Fee   Increase from $3 to $5 
• Replacement tag fee  Increase from $3 to $5 
• Feral cat colony  New fee of $25 

registration permit 

Proposed Service and Violation Fees for Pets 
 

• Add voluntary Relinquish Fee  $25 
• Add Microchip Implantation fee  $15 
• Add sterilization fee for cats   $35 
• Add sterilization fee for dogs   $65 
• Adoption fee     Increase from $25 to $30 
• The time period for fees for second, third, and subsequent violations is proposed to 

change from 12 months to 24 months 
• Current impound fees for first offense is $25; second offense is $50; and third offense is 

$100; however, for subsequent offenses, it is being proposed to change the fee from 
“criminal” to a $200 civil fee. 

• “At large” fee is proposed to be reclassified with animal nuisances rather than under 
“minimum notice of violation penalties” which results in an increase from a current rate 
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of $25 to $50 for first offense; increase from $50 to $100 for second offense; and increase 
from $100 to $200 for third offense. 
 

 

5. Feral Cat Colony Registration Permit to Include Trap Neuter Return (TNR) Program:  
Sections 8.04.135 and 8.04.136 

 
  No More Homeless Pets defines a feral cat as:  “a cat that has been born into the wild or 
forsaken by the original owner for an extended period of time.”  Feral cat colonies form 
when unsterilized pet cats are abandoned or allowed to wander off and because cats are 
unsterilized, the colonies grow in number. 
 
  Feral cat colonies exist in Salt Lake City.  The City Council Office was contacted by a 
constituent who expressed concern about a problem with stray cats in the area of 632 N. 
Colorado Street (District One).  Attached is a copy of a Salt Lake Tribune article dated May 
12, 2002 that mentions feral cat colonies that roam throughout neighborhoods in the Salt 
Lake Valley.    
   
  One method of managing the feral cat colonies is to employ the “Trap-Neuter-Return” 
(TNR) method which includes sterilization of cats to: 

a. Prevent breeding 
b. Provide vaccination and marking 
c. Allow for the return of healthy cats to the site 
d. Provide adoptive homes for kittens 
e. Reduce euthanasia. 
 

   The Administration reports that TNR has been established in some areas of the country 
with great success, and states:  “The American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals 
endorses TNR as the only proven humane and effective method to manage feral cat colonies.”  As 
cats are trapped, neutered, and returned to the same area, the colony population can be 
controlled in number.  The Administration reports that community councils support an 
ordinance revision to permit feral cat colonies with a Trap Neuter Return (TNR) program.  
One community council expressed opposition.  However, Rio Grande community council 
reported a positive experience some residents had with TNR.  Twelve residents submitted 
their support for TNR.   
 
  On January 17, 2006, a meeting was held with representatives from:  Salt Lake Valley 
Health Department, the President-elect of the Utah Veterinary Medical Association, the US 
Department of Agriculture-Wildlife Services, No More Homeless Pets in Utah, West Valley 
City Animal Services, the Humane Society of Utah, Salt Lake County Animal Services, and 
Salt Lake City. 
 
Salt Lake Valley Health Department raised the following concerns: 

 
• “When residents set out food for feral cats, it attracts rodents, raccoons and 

skunks and contributes to the spread of disease (skunks and raccoons are 
nocturnal); 
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• Initial rabies vaccination is good for one year only; 
 

• If someone is bitten by a feral cat, it may difficult to determine responsibility.” 
 

Other concerns raised at the meeting: 
 

• Water that is left out for long periods of time can create an attraction for 
mosquitoes – important to change water often.   
 

• From an enforcement standpoint, a mechanism needs to be in place if 
circumstances warrant a permit to be revoked.  Also, should a mechanism be in 
place to include neighborhood notification and/or approval?  
 

•  If permit holder moves or no longer maintains the colony, it should be clear that 
a future property owner has full legal right to remove the colony.   
 

• If a person loses interest in maintaining a cat colony, who will step in? 
 

• Salt Lake County reported that they have only two feral cat permits on record, 
what is the success rate in having residents apply for a feral cat permit? 
 

• Chances are slim that a vaccinated feral cat will be identified at a later point in 
time to accomplish another vaccination – statement was made that one 
vaccination is better than none. 
 

• What will be the long-term impact in an urban environment? 
 

    The Administration states that West Valley City has partnered with No More Homeless 
Pets in Utah to implement a feral cat TNR program and reports that within a year, there was 
a 26 percent decrease in the number of stray cats received and 34 percent reduction in the 
number of cats euthanized.  There are reports of TNR programs that have been successful, 
however, uncertainties about TNR do exist.  It has been proven that TNR programs do 
minimize the feral cat population and accomplish vaccinations for a part of the feral cat 
population, therefore, the Administration recommends implementing a TNR program and 
proposes a $25 feral cat colony registration permit including the following requirements 
under Section 8.04.135 Feral Cat Colony Registration Permit: (obtained through Salt Lake 
County Animal Services): 

 
• Proof that the cats in the maintained colony have been sterilized, given their 

vaccinations and ear-tipped, or are being actively trapped so as to perform 
sterilization, vaccination, and ear-tipping (marking of a neutered feral cat – a 
procedure that involves removing a quarter-inch in a straight line cut off the tip 
of the cat's left ear while the cat is anesthetized). 
 

• Present a detailed description of each cat in the colony including vaccination 
history. 
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• Present proof of property owner and/or landlord permission at the site that the 
colony is being maintained. 
 

• Provide contact information in the event that complaints are received by the 
Office of Animal Services regarding management of the colony. 
 

• Animal Services will recommend that permit holders are affiliated with a local 
animal rescue organization. 

 
In addition, the Administration proposes Section 8.04.136 Maintaining a Registered Feral 
Colony requires a feral cat colony permit holder to: 
 

• Take responsibility for feeding the cat colony regularly throughout the year 
while ensuring that the food storage area(s) are secure from insect, rodent, and 
other vermin attraction and harborage.  Feeding times shall be set, and any 
remaining food shall be immediately removed from feeding. 
 

• Sterilize, vaccinate, and ear-tip all adult cats that can be captured. Implanting a 
microchip is recommended; and  
 

• Remove droppings, spoiled food, and other waste from the premises as often as 
necessary, and at least every seven (7) days to prevent odor, insect, or rodent 
attraction or breeding, or any other nuisance. 

 
   To assist the City Council Members in learning more about feral cat colonies and to provide 

examples of what other cities have implemented, the Administration has provided copies of 
the following list of articles and information sheets (refer to Administration’s paperwork):    
 

• Information sheet on rabies control and about feral cats in the U.S. from the 
Alley Cat Allies. 
 

• Humane Society of Utah Letter dated October 25, 2004 
 

• The American Humane Association (AHA) 1999 article titled “AHA 
Announces New Position Statement on Feral Cats” 
 

• The Humane Society of the United States (HSUS) 1998 article titled:  “HSUS 
Statement on Free-Roaming Cats”   
(Also attached is an October 14, 2005, HSUS Announcement on New 
Resources for Feral Cat Management provided by No More Homeless Pets in 
Utah who states this reflects the current position of HSUS.) 
 

• No More Homeless Pets in Utah Trap, Neuter, Return (TNR) information 
 

• Proclamation by Mayor of the City of Moab to proclaim October 16, 2004 to 
be National Feral Cat Day 
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• Alley Cat Allies (2005) articles:  1)   “In Partnership with Animal Control to 
Save Feral Cats;” 2) “One Caregiver’s Story: Making A Difference for Feral 
Cats” 

 
6. Commercial and Pet Rescue Permit Requirement, Section 8.04.130   
 

  Proposed changes to this section of Salt Lake City Code, would allow pet owners of 
dogs, cats, and ferrets to keep one additional dog, cat or ferret beyond the limited number 
for each species – permitting no more than five total licensed animals (consisting of a 
combination of dogs, cats and/or ferrets), per residence provided the rescued animal is 
pending adoption from a local City or County operated animal shelter or a non-profit 
humane society shelter.  Salt Lake County is currently considering an ordinance to allow a 
person to “own” a third dog on a “permanent” basis rather than on a temporary basis as 
long as it is rescued from a local City or County operated animal shelter or non-profit 
humane society shelter. 
 
  Section 8.04.130 is not intended to permit a person to “own” a third dog permanently, 
but is intended to permit a person to “rescue” a third dog with the understanding it is on a 
temporary basis until the animal is found an adoptive home; however, there is no time limit 
requirement as to when a pet shall be adopted.   This in effect creates a potential loophole 
allowing a resident to keep one additional pet for an extensive and/or unlimited time as 
long as the annual pet rescue permit and license fees are paid.   
 
  Council Member Nancy Saxton wishes to propose a six month time frame be 
incorporated, with an option for an extension of an additional six months if more time is 
needed to find an adoptive home.  Her concern is that a person tends to become attached to 
an animal if within the home for an extended period of time. 
 
   Also, because this section of City code requires an annual rescue permit fee of $25 and a 
license fee of $5 (sterilized/microchip implant involves a $15 implant fee), the City Council 
may wish to discuss with SL County Animal Services and the Administration the pros and 
cons of adding some type of exemption provision which would allow a rescue pet owner to 
transfer a license to the new adoptive owner or even consider a license fee exemption in 
rescuing situations. 
 
  This section of City code is intended to address situations when a pet owner already 
owns the permitted number of pets for a particular species and is interested in rescuing an 
additional animal of the same species.  Council staff would like to emphasize that if a 
person who does not own any pets or is under the limit of four pets, that person is 
permitted to rescue the maximum permitted number of four (4) pets, not to exceed more 
than one additional pet beyond the limit for each species.  According to Section 8.04.070,  
“any person owning, possessing or harboring any dog, cat or ferret shall obtain a license for 
such animal within thirty (30) days of the acquisition of the animal.”  Therefore, when a 
person applies for a rescue permit, a person may keep the animal(s) without having to 
license within 30 days.  However, if the animal is rescued beyond the 30 days pending an 
adoptive home, a person would automatically become the owner of the animal which 
requires licensing and vaccinating the animal.  Again, the City Council may wish to inquire 
with SL County Animal Services and the Administration about adding some type of 
exemption provision which would allow a rescue pet owner to transfer a license to the new 
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adoptive owner or look at the option of an license fee exemption under the circumstance 
when a pet is being fostered on a temporary basis.   
 
  No More Homeless Pets in Utah suggests that under Section 8.04.130, a pet owner 
should be allowed to rescue an additional 4 animals – in addition to the limit of 4 pets an 
owner may already own.  Since there is no time limit requirement as to when a pet shall be 
adopted, if a pet owner were allowed to rescue an additional four pets, it would contradict 
what the community councils support  in keeping the number of dogs allowed in a 
household to two (2).  For example, if a pet owner owns two dogs and two cats (limit of four 
pets) and was allowed to rescue four additional pets as proposed by No More Homeless 
Pets in Utah, there would be 4 cats and 4 dogs total in a single household.   
 
  An argument can be made that when a person rescues a pet, the time from when the 
animal is rescued to the time it is adopted often times involves a short time frame. Also, if 
more animals are allowed to be rescued more animals would avoid euthanization.  
However, again, a rescue time frame is lacking in this section of City code.    
 
  This section of City code has the potential to be interpreted as an opportunity to “foster” 
a pet.  According to Animal Services, when a pet is referred to as “rescued,” the animal 
becomes the sole responsibility of the person who rescues the animal.  However, when a pet 
is deemed “fostered,”Animal Services’ expectation is that the animal should return to the 
shelter at some given point in time to be cared for by the shelter.  According to SL County 
Animal Services, there is a distinction between “rescue” and “foster.”  The City Council may 
wish to discuss at a later point in time whether a “foster” component should be considered 
as part of Salt Lake City Code.  Council Member Nancy Saxton wishes to propose that the 
City Council discuss options specifically to “foster” a pet.   
 
  There is also a provision in this section of City code that requires approval from the 
appropriate zoning authority, Salt Lake Valley Health Department, and Office of Animal  
Services.  No More Homeless Pets in Utah would like to see that approval from these 
various authorities be managed by one entity to make the process more feasible for a person 
who wishes to rescue an animal.  SL County Animal Services reports that they are in the 
process of managing the three approvals, and they report it will help to streamline the 
process at no additional cost in services.   
 

7. Proposed Increase Violation Fee for a Pet “At Large” 
 

  The Administration proposes that the violation for having a pet “at large” be reclassified 
in Appendix A from “minimum notice of violation penalties” to “animal nuisance” which 
results in an increase from a current rate of $25 to $50 for first offense; increase from $50 to 
$100 for second offense; and increase from $100 to $200 for third offense -- doubling for each 
subsequent offense within a proposed 24 month period rather than a 12 month period.   In 
the past, the City Council has received complaints when pet owners allow their dogs to run 
“at large” which increases the chances of bites and attacks.  The intent of a higher fine is to 
encourage pet owners to keep their pets on leash when in public places.   For example, a 
common reported complaint involves dogs running off-leash in Liberty Park.  
 

8. Housekeeping Items/Other Changes (Refer to Administration’s paperwork pages 8 thru 
14) 
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   The Administration provides an extensive list of housekeeping items on pages 8 through 
14 in their transmittal.  However, following are items from the housekeeping list that 
Council staff considers more significant.  

 

a) Rabies:  Current code Section 8.04.260 Rabies Control currently shall not apply to any 
animal owned by a person temporarily remaining within the City for less than 30 days – 
change requires a current vaccination even if animal residence is temporary.   
 

b) Section 8.04.280H Biting or Potentially Rabid Animals – proposed language to allow the 
Animal Services Director to deem a bite or attack to be vicious by virtue of the severity 
of the bite. 
 

c) Section 8.04.350 Impoundment-Redemption Conditions: 
 
Language has been included that states:  “If any animal is impounded on two or more 
occasions without wearing identification or license tags, the owner shall be required to 
purchase and have implanted in the animal microchip identification; and upon the third 
impoundment and prior to the release of a fertile animal, said animal shall be 
sterilized…” Also, “no impound fee will be charged to the reporting owners of 
suspected rabid animals if the owners comply with Section 8.04.240 through 8.04.290 of 
this Chapter…)” 
 

d) Section 8.04.370 Animal Nuisances Designated:   
 
  Council Members may recall two incidents reported to the Council Office:  1) a 
constituent contacted the Council Office and reported an incident involving her dog in 
Liberty Park (District 5).  The constituent was walking her dog on leash and another dog 
on leash attacked it.   The other dog was taken away by its owner before any follow-up 
action could be taken, and 2) an incident occurred in Wasatch Hollow Park (District Six) 
whereby a person attempted to break up a dog fight and was injured when the dog that 
had been attacked bit the person who was trying to break up the fight. It was argued 
that the dog that initiated the attack was not responsible.  
 
  The Administration proposes language to clarify actions that are designated as 
nuisances “and also clarifies that an attack may be designated as a nuisance whether or 
not the injured person or animal is the one to whom the attack was directed. 
 
  The following language is proposed:   “The following shall be deemed a 
nuisance:  any animal which… 7) molests, or intimidates neighbors, pedestrians, cyclists, 
or passersby by lunging at fences, chasing, or acting aggressively toward such person(s) 
or by acting in such a way to cause unreasonable annoyance, disturbance or discomfort, 
or which chases passing vehicles.  8) Attacks people or other animals whether or not 
such attack results in actual physical harm to the person or animal to whom or at which 
the attack is directed and whether or not the injured person or animal is the one to 
whom or at which the attack is directed.” 
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e) Section 8.04.410 Animals Attacking Persons and Animals 
 
  Language proposed that indicates a court order may be appropriate to seek 
forfeiture or euthanasia of an attacking animal.   
 

f) Section 8.04.450 Animals Injured by Motorists 
 
  Current code states that an operator of a “motor or other self-propelled vehicle” 
upon the streets of the city shall, immediately upon injuring, striking, maiming or 
running down any domestic animal, notify the office of Animal Services.  New language 
also includes a requirement to notify the Salt Lake City Police Department and operator 
has the duty to comply with the instructions given by the agency contacted. 
 

g) Section 8.04.460 Using Animals for Fighting 
 
  Language proposed to state that anyone convicted of using animals for fighting 
automatically is ineligible to adopt an animal from the Animal Shelter, criminal 
violation, a Class B misdemeanor, to include a $1,000 fine and up to six months in jail. 
 

h) Section 8.04.470 Cruelty to Animals Prohibited 
 
  Proposed language:  “An Animal Services officer may require an examination of 
the animal by a licensed veterinarian upon suspicion of abuse.”  Language also specifies 
that “care and maintenance of an animal must meet the needs of the species and breed 
since different breeds may require different care.”  Additional language is proposed 
relating to when animals are in vehicles stating it is unlawful to carry or confine any 
animal in or upon any vehicle “in extreme hot or cold temperatures that may harm the 
animal.  Persons transporting an animal in the open bed of a vehicle shall physically 
restrain the animal in such a manner as to prevent the animal from jumping or falling 
out of the vehicle.”   
 
   The Council may wish to consider adding additional language that requires that 
a restraint is made in a manner to avoid any harmful affect to the animal – comments 
have been received in the past from constituents who have expressed concern regarding 
tethering a pet while riding in a vehicle.  The Council may wish to raise this discussion 
with Animal Services. 

 
9. Suggested changes made by constituents that are not included in Administration’s proposed 

ordinance. 
 

a) Section 8.04.010 Definitions: 
 
For definition of “owner” change to “guardian”  -- The Administration did not 
include this change because “ownership has been necessary to assign responsibility 
for violations.” 
 
Add definition for “Backyard Breeding” Any animal allowed to breed without a 
license. – The Administration did not include this change for the reason that there 
are cities that require a separate permit to have an unsterilized dog (or a breeder’s 
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permit) and this definition would fit under that scenario. 
 

b) Section 8.04.065 Permit and License Fees: 
 
Create a penalty for breeding without a license.  The Administration did not propose 
this change.  Would the Council wish to require a separate permit for unsterilized 
pets and/or breeding? 
 

c) Implement a mandatory requirement to microchip pets and eliminate licensing.  
According to SL County Animal Services, if microchip implants were mandatory, it may 
eliminate the tag requirements but Animal Services’ position is that licensing serves as an 
important tracking mechanism to ensure vaccinations are current and pet owners’ records 
are current should their pets are ever received in the shelter and are needing to be returned. 
 

d) No More Homeless Pets in Utah’s recommendations and position on various aspects 
of the Administration’s proposed changes and a comparison chart on license fees 
from other cities are attached. 
 

 

BUDGET RELATED FACTS 
 
  The Administration reports that no budget increases are expected in the current year.  
The contract price for fiscal year 2005-06 between Salt Lake City Corporation and Salt Lake 
County Animal Services is $867,000.  Although the proposed increase in license fees will 
increase revenue for Salt Lake County and the TNR program is expected to decrease the 
number of nuisance calls, the workload associated with licensing cats and ferrets will increase.  
Salt Lake County reports $65,800 of revenue for fiscal year 2004-05 for approximately 8,500 dog 
licenses.  It would appear that cat licensing could potentially double revenue. However, 
according to the Administration, this is not anticipated.  The fee increase for sterilized dogs 
(comprised of 13 percent of the dogs licensed) would increase revenue by about $11,000 for pets 
currently licensed.  A large majority of the remaining 87 percent of unsterilized pets are 
microchipped, therefore, there would be no licensing fee increase.  Taking into consideration 
Salt Lake County Animal Services quarterly information on their operation costs, increases in 
licensing revenue will more than likely offset future cost increases. 
 
 
 
cc:   Sam Guevara, Rocky Fluhart, Rick Graham, Ed Rutan, Larry Spendlove, Steve Fawcett, Kay 
Christensen, Lisa Romney, Ken Miles, Shon Hardy, Holly Sizemore, Karen Bird, Mike Bodenchuk, Drew 
Allen, Diane Keay, Peggy Raddon, Sylvia Jones, Lehua Weaver, Marge Harvey, Diana Karrenberg, 
Annette Daley, Gwen Springmeyer, Barry Esham, Val Pope, and Lisa Romney 

 
 
 
 
 
 



COUNCIL TRANSMITTAL

TO: RockyJ. Fluhart G- ~
Chief Administrative Officer IrV (

DATE: January 26,2006

FROM: Laurie Donnell ~ ~
Sf.AdministrativeAnalyst

SUBJECT: Amendments to Chapter 8, Animal Control Ordinance

STAFF CONTACT:
Laurie Donnell
Department of Management Services
535-7766

DOCUMENT TYPE: Ordinance Revision

RECOMMENDATION: Approve the ordinance amendment.

BUDGET IMPACT:
No budget increases are expected in the current year. The licensing fees for cats and
ferrets will cover the additional workload. Increasing the licensing fees will help meet
current and future increased expenses. By requiring cats to be licensed, the number of
cats returned to their owners should increase. Allowing residents to operate a feral cat
colony and to Trap, Neuter and Return the vaccinated and sterilized cats to the colony is
expected to decrease the number of nuisance calls. Both of these measures should reduce
the number of cats euthanized. These actions may result in limiting the increases in
overallcostsratherthanan actualreductionin cost. .

BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION:

Several changes to the Animal Control ordinance have been under consideration for quite
some time. The major changes included in this transmittal are:

· Licensing of cats, allowing up to 4 cats per residence with no more than 4
licensed pets total, and requiring a microchip for each cat

· Licensing of ferrets with 2 per residence allowed, and requiring a microchip for
each ferret

· Permit for a feral cat colony, provided the Trap-Neuter-Return program is
implemented

· Increase in licensing fees from $25 to $35 for an unsterilized pet, but remaining at
$5 for a sterilized pet with a registered microchip. The license for a sterilized pet
without a microchip would be $8.

---
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Several other changes are included to add definitions, clarify sections of the ordinance,
eliminate multi-year licensing, update the names of organizations, and increase the
penalty for animals at large.

PUBLIC PROCESS: The changes were discussed in two meetings with the Community
Council Chairs, and the possible revisions were presented at six Community Council
meetings in 2004. The changes were discussed, but formal votes were not taken. The
Community Council Chairs were about evenly split on supporting an increase in the
number of pets allowed. Concerns were expressed in those meetings specifically about
allowing more than two dogs. One community council supported increasing the number
of dogs; while four community councils were opposed to allowing more dogs. Two
community councils were in favor of allowing more cats (although one of them indicated
that there should be no more than four pets total), and two were opposed to allowing
more cats. The other community councils did not discuss the cat issue in detail. Feral cat
colony registration was opposed by one community council, and supported by two. One
ofthose supporting feral cat colony registration (Rio Grande) has seen the Trap-Neuter-
Return program work in their neighborhood.

In addition to the feedback from the Community Councils, more than 30 citizens
provided their input through e-mail and phone calls on increasing the number of pets
allowed and allowing feral cat colonies with a Trap-Neuter-Return program. Most of the
calls and e-mails were supportive of increasing the number of pets allowed and
supportive of TNR.

INFORMATION REGARDING PROPOSED CHANGES
The major changes to the Animal Services ordinance are discussed below in the
following order:

. Required licensing of cats

. Increasing the number of cats allowed

. Required licensing of ferrets

. Feral cat colony registration

. Licensing fee increases
Following these sections, each specific ordinance change is discussed in the order in
which it appears in the ordinance.

Required Licensingof Cats - 8.04.070and 8.04.080 D2.
Cat licensing is becoming more common. Locally, Murray, Sandy, Taylorsville and
Ogden require cat licensing. The licensing fees are proposed to be the same as the fees
for dogs. The following chart shows licensing requirements for many local jurisdictions
and larger western cities. The proposed changes also include requiring a microchip for
cats. The licensing fees are recommended at $5 for a sterilized, microchipped cat, $35
for an unsterilized cat.

2
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City I County Cat Licensing Cost per License Number of Pets Allowed

Required? per Residence

Murray yes $5 (dog or cat) 2 dogs, 2 cats

North Ogden voluntary $40 dog 2 dogs, 2 cats

cats $5 sterilized, microchipped Kennel permit allowed in some

$10 sterilized, not chipped areas

$30 non-sterilized, not chipped

Ogden yes $10 sterilized dog, $5 sterilized cat 2 dogs, 8 cats
$30 non-sterilized

$25 lifetime for sterilized cat

$75 lifetime for sterilized dog

Provo voluntary $8 sterilized 2 dogs, 2 cats, 1 pot-bellied pig
$12 non-sterilized Kennel license available

Salt Lake City voluntary $5 sterilized 2 dogs, 2 cats
current $25 non-sterilized

Salt Lake County voluntary $8 sterilized Permit required for more than
License for $35 non-sterilized 2 dogs, 2 cats or 2 ferrets

ferrets required

Sandy yes $6 sterilized 2 dogs, no more than 6 pets
$24 non-sterilized total

Hobby permit for up to 5 dogs
($53 )

Taylorsville yes $5 sterilized 2 adults (dogs, cats, or ferrets),
License for $25 non-sterilized No more than 4 pets total

ferrets required Various permits available ($15)
West Valley City voluntary $5 sterilized 2 licensed animals

License for ferrets $25 non-sterilized Sportsman's permit allows up
and pot-bellied to 5 dogs
Dias required

Boise, ID no $15 sterilized dog 4 total (dogs and cats)
$40 non-sterilized dog Non-commercial kennel license

available
Denver, CO yes $7 sterilized not listed

(permit required for non-sterilized
Det)

Multnoma County yes $9 sterilized cat 2 animals

(Portland, OR area) $18 sterilized dog
$30 non-sterilized

Seattle, WA yes dog - $33 unsterilized,
$15 sterilized

cat - $20 unsterilized,
$10 sterilized

potbelly pig - $115, renewal $25
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The microchip requirement for cats is to increasethe chancesthat, if lost, they will be
returned, and also to eliminate the possibility of mistaking a pet cat for a feral cat.
Requiring a microchip in pets hasbeencontroversial. In the City ofEI Paso,microchips
were recently proposed to be required. The American Kennel Club opposedthat
requirement, noting that while they promote responsible pet ownership, they had
concerns about the government requiring microchip identification, and believed that how
to identify a pet is a decision the owner should make. The Humane Society supports
mandatory cat licensing and says communities should consider back-up identification
methods such as microchipping of cats.

The main benefit of licensing cats is that they can be returned to their owners if they
stray. Ten times more dogs are returned to their owners than cats. The statistics in the
following tables demonstrate the value of licensing for returning animals to their owners.
For the 2003-04 fiscal year, slightly more cats than dogs were received into the Salt Lake
County Animal Shelter: 1999 dogs and 2265 cats. Of those, 872 dogs were returned to
their owners (44%), but only 90 cats were returned to their owners (4%). The percentage
for other animals (not licensed) received vs. returned is even lower than for cats.
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Animals Received Compared to
Animals Returned to Owner

FY FY FY FY
01-02 02-03 03-04 04-05

Dogs Received 1844 1740 1999 1831

Dogs Returned 845 839 872 834

% Returned 46% 48% 44% 46%

Cats Received 1882 1907 2265 2055
Cats Returned 76 95 90 74
% Returned 4.0% 5.0% 4.0% 3.6%

Other Received 786 980 594 429
Other Returned 10 15 16 11

% Returned 1.3% 1.5% 2.7% 2.6%



Increasing the Number of Cats Allowed - 8.04.070 and 8.04.074
These changes allow up to four cats per residence, with a limit of no more than four total
licensed pets. Dogs and ferrets are limited to no more than two of each. The number of cats
allowed is proposed to be increased because of the licensing requirement. Residents with more
than two cats may not license any of their cats if only two were allowed.

The community is divided on the issue of limiting the number of pets per residence. The idea of
allowing more than two dogs and more than two cats per residence was discussed with the
community council chairs and in several community council meetings last year. Increasing the
number of dogs was opposed by all but one of the community councils. The reasons given were
the small lots in many areas ofthe City, and the fact that dogs tend to make more noise and have
the potential to be more of a nuisance than cats. Increasing the number of cats was not opposed
to the same degree, although there was some opposition to that idea from the community
councils. Through e-mail and phone calls, 28 residents voiced their support for increasing the
number of pets allowed per residence (generally both dogs and cats, although one individual
specifically said only the number of cats should be increased). Because the response of the
citizens at the community council meetings was generally against increasing the number of dogs,
this proposal reflects that sentiment. .

Required Licensing of Ferrets - 8.04.070, 8.04.074, 8.04.076, and 8.04.080 D3.
In the past, Salt Lake City code did not allow ferrets as pets because they were included in the
definition for wild animals. The proposed changes allow ferrets to be licensed as pets, and
require them to be vaccinated and microchipped. No more than two ferrets are allowed per
residence. Other requirements are to complete a ferret ownership class and to allow the
inspection of the ferret housing facility by an animal services officer once per year.

FeralCatColonyRegistration- 8.04.135 and 8.04.136
Feral cat colonies following a Trap-Neuter-Return policy have been established in some areas of
the country with a large degree of success (e.g. Maricopa County, Arizona). Trap-Neuter-Retum
(TNR) is a non-lethal policy that advocates spaying and neutering for feral cats and then
allowing them to live out their lives in managed feral cat colonies. The intent behind
establishing these colonies is the long term control and health of the feral cat population. Cats
are trapped, neutered, and returned to the same area, where they can help control the rodent
population, but do not continue to reproduce. The cats are also vaccinated at this time. The
ASPCA (American Societyfor the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals) endorses TNR as the only
proven humane and effective method to manage feral cat colonies.

Allowing people to get a permit for a feral cat colony was discussed with the COl1imunity
Council chairs and in several Community Council meetings. One community council opposed
the registration of feral cat colonies, but in the others there was no strong opposition to the idea,
although many residents had questions about allowing them. The Rio Grande Community
Council discussed a positive experience some residents had with a TNR program for feral cats in
that area. Twelve citizens expressed their support ofTNR programs through e-mail.

The Salt Lake Valley Health Department expressed three main concerns about allowing feral cat
colonies. They were:
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1) the food set out for feral cats attracts (and supports) the rodent, raccoon and skunk
population, and can act as a place for the spread of disease;

2) the initial rabies vaccine is good for only one year; and
3) it may be difficult to assign responsibility if someone is bitten by a feral cat.

These issues were discussed in a meeting on January 17th,2006 with representatives from the
Salt Lake Valley Health Department, the President-Elect of the Utah Veterinary Medical
Association,theUS Departmentof Agriculture- Wildlife Services, No More Homeless Pets in
Utah, West Valley City Animal Services, the Humane Society of Utah, Salt Lake County Animal
Services, and Salt Lake City. Agreement on all the issues by all the parties was not reached, but
the ordinance changes propose that set feeding times be scheduled, after which the food is
removed. This will minimize the feeding of animals other than cats. Also, the proposed
ordinance changes include giving the feral cats vaccinations "as required" to encourage colony
caretakers to get more than the initial rabies vaccine for the cats. Even an initial rabies vaccine is
beneficial, though, according to a 2005 report by Alley Cat Allies, "Rabies Control and Feral
Cats in the U.S." This report is attached.

The Humane Society of Utah provided a letter and statement regarding their recommendations
for dealing with feral cats, which is attached. The letter (on page 2) recommends a
comprehensive approach which includes mandatory licensing and microchipping for cats,
mandatory rabies vaccines, mandatory sterilization of all cats adopted from community animal
shelters, limiting the number of cats per household, promoting low-cost sterilization,
consideration ofTNR programs for feral cat populations, public education about the problems
caused by abandoning cats or allowing them to run loose, and encouraging residents to keep their
cats inside. The proposed changes to the ordinance support all of these recommendations.

West Valley City has implemented a feral cat TNR program through a partnership with No More
Homeless Pets of Utah. West Valley City does not register the colonies, but refers interested
parties and complaints to a third party who coordinates with WVC Animal Services and No
More Homeless Pets. West Valley City provided a grant of$50,000 to fund the coordinator
position and to provide funds for the trapping, neutering, vaccinating and dealing with other cat-
related problems, such as motion-activated sprinklers to repel cats from certain areas. In a year,
West Valley City has seen a 26% decrease in the numbers of cats taken in and a 34% reduction
in the number of cats euthanized. A chart showing the actual numbers is attached.

While TNR programs have been successful in many areas, they are not without criticism. No
More Homeless Pets has provided a comprehensive summary of TNR programs. This document
is attached to provide more information. A recent article which points out that TNR programs
may provide only short term reductions in the feral cat population is also attached ("Analysis of
the Impact of Trap-Neuter-Retum Programs on Populations of Feral Cats"). In spite of the
questions about the long-term effectiveness of TNR programs, they do provide some relief in
terms oflimiting the feral cat population and having at least some of the cats get vaccinations.
For these reasons the program is recommended for Salt Lake City.

Residents may register a feral cat colony if they meet specific requirements, including, providing
proof of sterilization, vaccination, and ear-tipping ofthe cats or the progress being made in doing
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that; providing a detailed description of each cat in the colony; presenting proof that the property
owner is willing to have the colony on the property; and providing contact information to Animal
Services in case of complaints. Animal Services will recommend but not require affiliation with
a local animal rescue organization. Permit holders are also responsible to feed the colony only at
specific times, to ensure that food storage areas are free from rodents and to keep the area clean
(free of droppings, spoiled food, and other waste).

Licensing Fee Increases and Other Changes to Appendix A
Annual licensing fees are proposed to increase from $5 to $8 for sterilized pets, and from $25 to
$35 for unsterilized pets. Animal Services estimated in 2004 that their cost per license was about
$6 -$7 in direct costs. These changes will bring the average revenue per license issued to $10 -
$11. As an incentive to have a dog microchipped (the proposed changes require cats and ferrets
to have a microchip), the license fee will remain unchanged at $5 per year if a pet is sterilized
and microchipped. Senior citizen pet licenses are proposed to increase from $20 to $25 per year
for unsterilized pets, and from $15 to $20 for a lifetime license for a sterilized and microchipped
pet. The lifetime license would now require that the animal be microchipped. This will help
ensure that a new animal is not licensed under the prior lifetime license.

Multi-year licensing will no longer be offered. Animal Services has found that contact on a
yearly basis is much better than only once every three years to maintain current phone numbers
and addresses for people licensing pets.

Licensing fees were last increased in 1999. At that time, Salt Lake City's fees were revised to be
consistent with the fees Salt Lake County was charging. The Salt Lake County Council recently
approved increasing the County fees, and these changes would keep the fees the same for the
City and the County. A history of the fees is listed in the table below. The proposed fees are
within the current range of licensing fees in other Utah jurisdictions. Along the Wasatch front,
licensing fees range from $5 to $40 for an unsterilized pet, and $5 to $10 for a sterilized pet.
Outside of Utah, Boise charges $15 for a sterilized pet and $40 for an unsterilized; Denver
charges $7 for a sterilized pet and required a separate permit for an unsterilized pet. Some
citizens have suggested raising the license fee for an unsterilized pet to $50 to further encourage
people to sterilize their pets. This may be something the Council would want to consider, but the
fees in the current proposal increase at a more gradual rate.
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Licensin2 Fees 1988-1999 1999-Current Proposed
Unsterilized pet $18 $25 $35
Sterilized pet $8 $5 $8
Sterilized & microchipped pet na na $5
Sr. Citizen Fees

Unsterilized pet (annual) $8 $20 $25
Sterilized & microchipped $13 $15 $20
(for lifetime of pet) (Microchip was (Microchip was

not required) not required)
Transfer $1 $3 $5
Replacement $2 $3 $5



--

The increase in licensing fees will increase revenue for Salt Lake County, but the workload for
licensing cats and ferrets will also increase. In FY 2004-05, Salt Lake County collected $65,800
from licensing fees for about 8500 dogs. If every cat were licensed, the revenue could double,
although this is not anticipated. The increase in the fee for unsterilized dogs (about 13% of the
dogs licensed) would increase revenue by about $11,000 for those currently licensed. Many of
the remaining 87% of unsterilized pets are microchipped so there would be no licensing fee
increase for them. Salt Lake County Animal Services provides information quarterly on their
cost of operations. Increases in licensing revenue will offset future cost increases, which are
allowed annually after this year according to the contract (the cost of that contract is $867,000
for FY 2005-06).

The fee for the violation of having a pet "at large" has been increased from $25 to $50 for the
first offense. This fee then doubles for each subsequent offense within a 24 month period
(unchanged from the current ordinance). The increase in this particular violation is to discourage
pet owners from allowingtheir animal to run at large, which can then lead to vehicle accidents,
bites, and attacks. Four fees have also been added to Appendix A for feral cat colony
registration, voluntary relinquishment, microchip implantation, and sterilization.

ADDITIONAL CHANGES PROPOSED
The other proposed changes are briefly discussed below in the order in which they appear in the
ordinance. These changes are generally in support of the changes mentioned above. Additional
changes are "housekeeping" changes to update names of organizations, such as references to the
Salt Lake Valley Health Department instead of the City-County Health Department, and
additions to incorporate county or state requirements, such as the sterilization requirements in
DCA 17-42-101.

A change in the title for Chapter 8.04 is proposed from Animal "Control" to Animal
"Services". This change reflects the overall view of providing services rather than just a
concentration on enforcement.

8.04.010 Definitions
Added or revised definitions for:

Animal under restraint - an animal within the real property limits of its owner will no
longer be considered to be under restraint. An animal must be on a leash or a lead, or in
a physical enclosure to be under restraint.
Attack - anybite,attemptedbite,or similarfiercebehaviorby an animalwhichplacesa .

person or another animal in danger of, or in reasonable fear of, immediate physical harm.
Actual physical contact is not required to constitute an attack.
Cattery - the words, "for profit" were removed from this definition because residents.
with more than two cats must comply with the Salt Lake Valley Health Department
requirements for catteries, which includes co~ercial and residential properties.
Feral cat - any homeless stray, wild or untamed cat.
Feral cat colony- a groupof homeless,stray,wild or untamedcats livingor growing
together.
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Ferret - anydomesticMustelaputorius(excepttheblackfootedferret)morethan four
(4) months of age or older. The domesticated ferret was listed as an exclusion in the
definition for a "wild, exotic or dangerous animal".
Harbor - housing, feeding or caring for a pet without the pennission of the owner within
a person's house, yard, or premises for more than 24 consecutive hours.
Livestock - animals kept for husbandry, including but not limited to fowl, horses, mules,
burros, donkeys, cattle, sheep, goats, llamas, swine, and other farm, hoofed domesticated
animals, excluding dogs, cats, and ferrets.
Owner - added than an owner could "have an ownership interest in" one or more
animals, and also included "maintaining" and "possessing" one or more animals.
Harboring was moved from this definition to its own (DD).
Stable - waschangedto includeanystable,notjust thosewhichofferhorses,etc. for
hire.
Weasels- exempted ferrets from the definition.

8.04.030 Animal Services Officials

The word "dog" was changed to "animal", to apply to all licensed animals rather than just
applying to dogs. Similar changes were made in several other sections, 8.04.090, 8.04.100,
8.04.130, 8.04.240, and 8.04.352 to include cats and ferrets when discussing requirements for
licensing, vaccinations, and various fees.

8.04.040 Director's and Officers' Powers

A.2. Deleted the word "municipal" from the reference to the animal shelter. This no longer
applies.
A.S. Changed Salt Lake City-County Health Department to its current name of Salt Lake
Valley Health Department. This change also appears in other sections (8.04.130 A2, 8.04130
B2, 8.04.230, 8.04.270, 8.04.280 C2, and 8.04.360 B6).

8.04.065 Permit and Lice,nseFees
Deleted the reference to multi-year licensing. Animal Services has found that annual contact is
needed to maintain current phone numbers and addresses for people licensing animals. The
rabies vaccination, however, is not required each year since the license can be renewed if the
rabies vaccination is still valid.

8.04.070 Dog, Cat and Ferret License
Most ofthese changes were discussed above. Section F adds, "No person or persons at anyone
residence or property. .."This addition is intended to include the limitations on numbers of
pets to properties without a building or residence, such as a vacant lot. Section F also
clarifies the number of licensed pets allowed: no more than 2 dogs, no more than 2 ferrets, and
up to 4 cats provided there are no more than 4 pets in total.

8.04.074 Licensing and Keeping Three (3) or more Cats
Salt Lake Valley Health Department regulations require that certain conditions be met if
three or more cats are kept, whether in a commercial or residential setting. Salt Lake City
does not have the authority to revise these regulations. Rather than specify all the requirements,
the reference is listed. The current requirements are listed below:
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7.0 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR KENNELS, CAITERIES, AND GROOMERIES.

7.1 All parts of a facility shall be maintained in good repair.
7.2 Provisions shall be made to effectively collect, treat, and dispose solid waste,
including dead animals and liquid waste. Solid waste shall be stored, collected, and disposed
to minimize vermin infestation, odor, and any health hazard.
7.3 Chemicals, medications, and other supplies shall be stored away ITom animal
contact and ITom unauthorized persons.
7.4 All buildings, cages, and runs shall be built to reasonably prevent the escape
of any animal. A security fence or wall shall protect animals ITom trespassers.
7.5 The building(s), storage area(s), and waste handling facility(s) shall be
maintained secure ITomrodents, insects, and other vermin.
7.6 Outside runs of facilities constructed after the effective date of these

regulations shall be at least ten feet (3.05 meters) ITom the property line at least 50 feet
(15.25 meters) ITom all dwellings on adjacent property.
7.7 Outside runs of facilities in existence prior to the effective date of these
regulations shall not create a nuisance or health hazard because of their proximity to other
preID1ses.
7.8 Animal and food waste, bedding, hair, dead animals, and other waste material
shall be disposed in accordance with Section 6.1, and at a ITequency and location established
in the Department's Health Regulations #1, Solid Waste Management.
7.9 The facility and premises shall be clean and ITee oflitter, trash, and garbage.
7.10 Runs using gravel shall be cleaned and sanitized by removing the soiled gravel.
Disinfectants or deodorizers or both shall be used to control odors, if necessary.
7.11 All feed shall be ITeeof contamination and adequately stored to protect it
against infestation or contamination by vermin.
7.12 All food products shall be stored on racks or shelves high enough above the floor
so cleaning can be done efficiently and rodent harborage is prevented.
7.13 All fencing shall be maintained in good repair and shall be of sufficient strength
to protect the animals from injury, prevent escape, and restrict the entrance of other
animals.

7.14 Any broken sections or any areas in the fencing that may cause injury to the
enclosed animals or allow them to escape shall be repaired immediately.
7.15 Noise beyond the property line of any facility shall not exceed legal limits.
7.16 All dogs shall be enclosed in a building( s) or shelter( s) between the hours of
10:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m.
7.17 Enclosures housing cats shall be provided with a receptacle( s) containing at least
3 inches (7.62 centimeters) deep of clean litter.

8.04.076 Licensing and Keeping Ferrets
These changes were discussed previously. Requirements for owners are listed in the ordinance.

8.04.080 Dog, Cat and Ferret License - Tag and Microchip Requirements
As mentioned previously, these changes propose that a cat or ferret be required to have a
microchip implanted for identification. In section E, it requires any "person or business that
implants or furnishes information for" microchips to provide that information to the Office of
Animal Services, rather than referring only to the "vendor" of microchips.
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8.04.090,8.04.100, and 8.04.130 Dog, Cat and Ferret License
The changes to these sections add cats and ferrets to the lists of exemptions ffom licensing,
revocation procedures, and pet rescue permits.

8.04.120 Cats and Rabbits - Number Per Residence
This section has been deleted because the number of cats is now addressed in 8.04.070F. The
number of rabbits is controlled under 8.08.010 Domestic Fowl And Livestock-Permit Required:
A. It is unlawful for any person to keep within the City any chickens, turkeys, ducks,
geese, pigeons or other similar domestic fowl, or more than two (2) rabbits, or other similar
animals, without first making application for and obtaining a permit from the Office of Animal
Services to do so. The fee for such permit shall be five dollars ($5.00) per animal, but shall not
exceed forty dollars ($40.00) per year.

8.04.130 Commercial and Pet Rescue Permits
One clarification was added for the pet rescue permit: that the "rescued" animal must be
pending adoption. This is not a change to the prior requirement that the animal must be pending
adoption, just a clarification.

8.04.135 and 8.04.136 Feral Cat Colony
These changes were discussed previously.

8.04.140 Commercial Permits - Establishments Exempt from Licensing
This change clarifies that the facilities listed are exempt only from the licensing requirements.

8.04.150 Permits - Fee Schedule
This adds the new feral cat colony permit to this section.

8.04.170 Permits - Expiration and Renewal
This change allows the permits to be renewed one year from the date they were issued,
rather than having all the permits expire on December 31 of each year. This change is consistent
with the way most permits are renewed in other business areas ofthe City.

8.04.180 Permit - Suspension or Revocation
This adds a condition for revocation or suspension: if there is a material change in the
conditions upon which the permit was granted.

8.04.200 and 8.04.210 Permits
These changes allow for residential as well as commercial inspections when a permit is
requested. Adding feral cat colony permits will likely require residential inspections, and pet
rescue permits may require an inspection.

8.04.230 Bites
These changes are to correct the name of the Salt Lake Valley Health Department.
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8.04.240 Rabies Control
These changes add ferrets to the rabies vaccination requirements.

8.04.250 Rabies Control
These changes allow animals implanted with a microchip, and having the information
registered with Animal Services, as not being subject to impoundment for being
unvaccinated. However, the owner retains the risk of loss or destruction of the animal if the
microchip cannot be located or if the owner information cannot be found. The proposed changes
also require veterinarians to provide rabies vaccination information.

8.04.260 Rabies Control-Transient Animals
This change requires that all animals in the jurisdiction, whether they are here temporarily or
not, must have a current rabies vaccination.

8.04.270 Rabies Control
This change corrects the name of the Salt Lake Valley Health Department.

8.04.280 Biting or Potentially Rabid Animals
Section C2 corrects the name of the Salt Lake Valley Health Department.
Section H clarifies actions that may be taken in situations involving vicious animals, including
deeming a bite or attack as being vicious, allowing either a civil or a criminal court to take
action, and specifying that forfeiture or euthanasia of an animal may take place instead of
"destruction".

8.04.290 Animals Without Rabies Vaccination Tag
This change essentially treats the lack of a microchip or the lack of a rabies tag the same for
the purpose of verifying rabies vaccination information..

8.04.320 Impoundment
This change essentially treats the lack of a registered microchip or the lack of a tag the same
for the purpose of verifying licensing information..

8.04.340 Impoundment
Paragraph A changes "calendar" days to "working" days in order to comply with DCA 77-24-
1.5. (2)(a). In paragraph B, ferrets are added to the requirements listed. The changes also
state "animal" in some cases rather than specifying only dogs or cats. The changes also
reference the "date specified in the adoption agreement" rather than allowing 180 days. This
change is expected to generally make the time period from adoption to sterilization shorter. In
paragraph D, it is noted that written policies and procedures must be in place to guide
decisions about euthanasia. This is in compliance with UCA 77-24-1.5. (2)(b).

8.04.350 Impoundment - Redemption Conditions
These changes add requirements for owners whose animals have been impounded more than
once. A microchip will be required if the animal has been impounded without wearing
identification on two or more occasions. The requirements set by the State of Utah regarding
sterilization of impounded dogs and cats are also referenced. Upon the third impoundment of
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a fertile animal, it will be required to be sterilized prior to its release. Owners of a suspected
rabid animal will not be charged an impound fee ifthey comply with the ordinance sections
indicated.

8.04.351 Removal of Dead Pets or Companion Animals
This portion of the ordinance was made a new section, rather than being part of the
impoundment section. The changes clarify the fees to be charged.

8.04.352 Impound Fees for Voluntary Relinquishment By Owner
The words "dog or cat" were changed to "animal", to apply to all animals rather than just
applying to dogs and cats. As in prior ordinance changes, the fees are referenced in Appendix
A rather than listed within the body of the ordinance.

8.04.356 Sterilization Required for Adoption
This change includes the requirement that ferrets and rabbits also be sterilized upon
adoption, rather than dogs and cats only

8.04.360 Dogs - Prohibited Where
This change corrects the name of the Salt Lake Valley Health Department.

8.04.370 Animal Nuisances Designated - Penalty
These changes clarify actions that are designated as nuisances, and also clarifies that an
attack may be designated whether or not the injured person or animal is the one to whom
the attack was directed. This change was prompted by a situation in which a dog attacked
another dog. A person trying to break up the dog fight was injured when the dog that had been
attacked bit the person. The dog that initiated the attack was argued to not be responsible for the
person getting bitten.

8.04.410 Animals Attacking Persons And Animals
This change indicates that a court order may be appropriate to seek forfeiture or euthanasia
of an attacking animal.

8.04.450 Animals Injured By Motorists
These changes add the Salt Lake City Police Department as an agency to contact, and
requires that a vehicle operator comply with the instructions given by the agency that was
contacted.

8.04.460 Using Animals for Fighting
A statement has been added that will make anyone convicted of using animals for fighting
automatically ineligible to adopt an animal from the animal shelter.

8.04.470 Cruelty to Animals Prohibited,
In paragraph A, a statement has been added to allow Animal Services to have an animal
examined by a veterinarian upon suspicion of abuse. In paragraph C, the wording has been
changed to make it consistent with the rest ofthis section. In addition, statements have been
added to say that care and maintenance must meet the needs of the species and breed ofthe
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animal since different animals may have different requirements. In paragraph D, statements
have been added to state that an animal should not be carried or confined in a vehicle in
extreme hot or cold temperatures, and to specifically require an animal riding in the open
bed of a vehicle to be physically restrained.

8.04.510 Issuance of Citations
Paragraph B has been updated to adjust for the number of pets allowed.

Appendix A
The changes to this section were discussed previously. One additional change requires
impound fees to be doubled upon the third offense within a 24 month period, rather than
making it a criminal violation. The impound fees relate to a monetary penalty rather than a
situation that would need to be pursued in a criminal court. The penalties for notices of violation
are unchanged; they continue to become criminal charges upon the third offense in 24 months.
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Rabiesis an acute viral infection of the central nervoussystem.If a person hasbeen exposed to the rabies
virusand does not receivetreatment while the virus is incubating, i.e., before onset of symptoms, the

resultwill virtually alwaysbe fatal. This is why rabiescontinues to be the most feared of all zoonotic diseases
(diseasesthat can be transmitted from animals to humans). In fact, fear of rabiesfar outweighs the actual
threat from this disease.

The danger of humanscontracting rabies in the United Statesis extremelyslight. although in many other
countriesrabiescontinues to be a danger to the human population. Much unnecessaryfear can be
alleviatedby educating people that rabies in the U.S.is overwhelmingly a diseaseof wildlife that is in most
areascontained, that treatment is fully effective if begun within a known time frame, and that the threat to
humansand companion animals is minimal and can be even further reduced.

FACTSABOUTRABIESINTHEU.S.

1. Massiveimmunization and education programs
begun in the 1940s havevirtually eliminated
rabiesin domestic animals.

2. Oral rabiesvaccine(ORV)has been highly effec-
tive in halting the spreadand eliminating rabies
in severalwildlife specieswhere adequate pro-
gramsare carried OUt.1.2.11,13

3. Treatmentfor humanswho have been exposed
to the rabiesvirus, calledpost-exposureprophy-
laxis(PEP),is fully effective in destroying the virus
when it is administeredbefore the onset of
symptoms. "In the United States,human fatali-
ties associatedwith rabiesoccur in people who
fail to seek medical assistance,usuallybecause
they were unaware of their exposure."3

While no one underestimates the lethal nature
of this disease when it is left untreated, the
fact is that ongoing immunization, prevention,
and awareness campaigns currently exceeding
$300 million annually (most for dog vaccina-
tions)3 have contained the danger of rabies to
humans. Rabies is not a public health crisis in
the United States.

Compare these statistics from the Centers for
Disease Control (CDC):

Period
Cases in humans

Disease in the u.S.

Rabies4 36*1990-2002
(12 years)

2002
(1 year)

West Nileviruss 4,161 resulting
in 277 deaths

*Of 36 laboratory-confirmed rabiescases,at least
sevenwere known to originate outside the U.s.
None was acquired from a cat.

BACKGROUNDOF RABIES CONTROL

Rabies is an ancient diseasewhich appears in record-
ed human history as earlyas 2,300 B.C. Rabiesis
found throughout much of the world today and, in
many countries'other than the U.S.,stillpresentsa
seriousthreat to humans.

In the United States,rabieswas found primarily
in dogs through the middle of the last century, but
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starting as early as the 1940s,widespread immuniza-
tion and education programs brought canine rabies
under control. Today,more than 90 percent of rabies
casesoccurin wildlife.1 Theprimarycarriers,in
descending order, are raccoons,skunks, bats, and
foxes. Infection is extremely rare, although not
unheard of, in rodent populations.

With the effective end of the canine rabiesepi-
zootic, cats became the domestic animal with the
highest incidence of rabies,possiblybecausewhile
laws requiring vaccination of dogs are standard,
many jurisdictions still do not require vaccination of
cats. Although catsare now the domestic animal
with the highest rabiesrate, it should be noted that
the rate is consistently very low, ranging between
three and four percent of reported cases.6.7.8

Raccoonrabies is the most prevalent variant of
the diseasetoday. Raccoonrabiesappeared in
Florida in the 1950s and spreadvery slowly through
Florida and neighboring statesuntil 1976, when
some 3,500 raccoonswere transported to West
Virginia as hunting stoCk.9.IDHow many of the
translocated raccoonswere infected with the rabies
virus is unknown, but the diseasebecameestab-
lished in the Mid-Atlantic Statesand rapidly spread
northward, reaching Maine and into Canada by the
century's end.

CONTROLLING RABIES IN WILDLIFE

Development of an oral rabiesvaccine(ORV)for rac-
coon-strain rabiesbegan in the 1970s,with the first
field evaluation conducted in 1990. ORVis a liquid
vaccineembedded in baits that are distributed either
manually or by air throughout target areasand has
been found to be effectivefor speciesother than rac-
coons. ORVhas been or is being utilized in at least
eleven rabiescontrol efforts in Pennsylvania,New
Jersey,Massachusetts,Florida,New York, Vermont,
Ohio, Maryland, Virginia, and Texas.1Forexample:

. UsingOR\!.infiveyears(1996-2000)thestateof
Ohio was able to establishan effective buffer
zone of immunity along its border with
Pennsylvaniaand West Virginia, thereby halting
the westward progressof raccoon-strain rabies.
This buffer zone and the natural barrier formed
by the Appalachian mountains haveprevented
the possiblyuncontrollable spread of raccoon

rabiesthrough the Midwestern and western
UnitedStates.11

. In 1988, caninerabieswas discoveredin coyote
populations in South Texas.The sameyear,gray
fox rabiesappearedin West CentralTexas.The
state experiencedhuman deathsfrom these out-
breaks,as well as significant costsfor extensive
PEPtreatments which were necessarybecause
canine rabiesspreadeasilyfrom coyotesto pet
dogs and then to humans.12

Beginning in 1995, intensiveORVbaiting pro-
grams were conducted in South and West
Central Texasthat have resultedin a 100 percent
decline in reported canine(coyote)rabiescases
and a 91 percentdecline in gray fox rabies.13

BASIC FACTSABOUT FERALCATS

1. Feralcat populationsare prevalentthroughout the
United States.Theyare the resultof decadesof
human irresponsibilityin failing to neuter pet cats.

2. Feralcatsbreedprolifically-far fasterthan they
can be effectivelytrapped and removed.Decades
of trap-and-removecampaignshavefailed to
either stabilizeor reducethe numbersof feral
cats.There is no realisticexpectationthat ongoing
trap-and-removeprogramswill succeedin elimi-
nating feral cat populations in the long term.

3. The public is becoming increasinglyintolerant of
the massivekilling of healthyanimals.14.15No
jurisdiction hasenough money to exterminate all
feral cats if the public won't cooperate.

VALUEOFTRAP-NEUTER-RETURN(TNR)IN
RABIESCONTROL

The best way to eliminate the threat of rabiesto
feral cats (and thereby protect humanswho may
come into contact with them) is to vaccinateferal
cats for rabies.Feralcats that undergoTNRin any
jurisdiction where rabies is enzootic or vaccination
for rabiesis requiredby law, and in many other juris-
dictions aswell, are vaccinatedfor rabies.The multi-
tudes of feral catsthat escapetrap-and-remove
efforts are not vaccinated.

If exposedto a rabid raccoonor other rabid ani-
mal, a vaccinatedcat will not acquirethe rabiesvirus
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and therefore cannot transmit it to other animalsor
humans. Sterilizedferal catsalsoare lesslikely to
encounter infected wildlife becauseof behavioral
changesthat result from neutering, such as reduced
roaming. In the veryunlikelyevent of a fer'! I cat com-
ing into contact with a human other than a caretaker,
a vaccinated(TNR-ed)cat presentsno rabiesthreat.

Is revaccinationnecessary?Thisquestion arises
becausepet catsare traditionally boostered at regu-
lar intervalsand many local ordinances require it.
However,virtually no feral cat TNRprograms in place
around the country require a second rabiesvaccina-
tion for cats in managed colonies.

One reasonfor this is that rabies immunity far
outlasts the expiration date indicated on the vaccine
label. According to "Experimental Rabiesin Cats:
Immune Responseand Persistenceof Immunity,"16a
study conducted in 1981, "Complete protection was
observedafter more than 3 yearsfollowing a single
vaccination." In other words, a one-year rabiesvac-
cine maintained immunity for a full three years,and
possiblyfor much longer.The study was concluded
after three years,however,so the actual period of
immunity could not be determined.

Further,a WallStreet Journal article published
July 31,2002 reported: "No one truly knows how
long protection from vaccineslasts.Vaccinemakers
say that proving their duration would be expensive
and would require large numbers of animalsto be
isolatedfor years.One company,pfizer Inc., .. .sells
the identical (rabies)formula simply packaged under
different labels- Defensor 1 and Defensor3 - to
satisfydifferent vaccination requirements."17

RABIES CONTROLAND PEOPLE

Humansare most commonly exposedto rabies
when bitten by a rabid animal.Thisexposuredoes
not constitute "getting rabies." A person is only
classifiedas having rabiesat the onset of symptoms,
at which point there is no cure. However,the incu-
bation period in humans is generallyfrom three to
eight weeks, during which treatment is completely
effective in eliminating the virus.

Treatmentfor exposureto the rabiesvirus con-
sistsof one doseof human rabies immune globulin
(HRIG)and five dosesof rabiesvaccineover a 28-day
period, with the regimen begun assoon as possible

after exposure.Current vaccinations are given in the
arm, like a tetanus vaccine,and are painless.

Peoplewho work with wild animals often receive
pre-exposurerabiesvaccinations. If a person heeds
establishedsafety precautions for working with feral
cats, it is unlikely that he or she will ever get close
enough to be bitten and, therefore, would not need
a pre-exposurerabiesvaccination. However, persons
working with feral catsshould be aware that pre-
exposurerabiesvaccinationsare available to them.

If a person with a current pre-exposure rabies
vaccination is subsequently bitten by an animal sus-
pected to have rabies,that person will still have to
undergo treatment for rabies, but to a lesserdegree
than someone who was not vaccinated. Pre-expo-
surevaccination eliminates the need for HRIGand
decreasesthe number of vaccine doses needed. This
can be significant in areaswhere treatment products
are not readilyavailableor where post-exposure
therapy could be delayed. It also lowers the risk of
adversereactionsto multiple dosesof vaccine.
Finally,pre-exposurevaccination may provide protec-
tion when a person'sexposureto rabies is not obvi-
ous, e.g., a bat's teeth are very small and a bat's bite
may not be recognizedas such.18

RECOMMENDATIONS

Alley Cat Allies advocates comprehensive rabies con-
trol based on three initiatives:

1. Further implement widespread oral vaccine(ORV)
immunization barriersfor key wildlife speciessus-
ceptible to rabies.

2. Educatethe public on steps to minimize human
risk from wildlife rabies, including vaccinating
outdoor cats and dogs, reporting sick or suspi-
cious-acting animalsto appropriate agencies,ani-
mal-proofing homes and outbuildings, and edu-
cating children on safety precautions.

3. Support and promote the vaccination and
nonlethal management of feral cat colonies as an
effective part of a comprehensive control
program.

TNR is the only widely available, effective, and
cost-effective method to exclude rabies infec-
tion from feral cat populations.

Alley Cat Allies ·7920 NORFOLKAVENUE,SUITE 600 ·BETHESDA,MD 20814-2525
AllEYCAT@AllEYCAT.ORG ·WWW.AllEYCAT.ORG
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October 25, 2004

Mayor Richard Owen
Garland City Offices
PO Box 129
Garland. Utah 84312

Dear Mayor Owen,

I recently had my attention called to an Ogden Standard-Examiner
article dated October 22. 2004. "Kitties Litter Garland Streets," which
describes several complaints from area residents concerning stray and/or
feral cats in your community. Unfortunately, this is not an uncommon
problem throughout Utah.

Traditionally, the most common method for control of stray cats has
been to use live traps to capture the cat and then euthanize them
following the prescribed three-working day holding period mandated by
state law, Title 77, Chapter 24, Part 1.5 (2) (a). Unfortunately, this simply
removes one animal from the environment, reducing the population
pressure and as a consequence, usually resulting in larger litters of kittens
and more available food for the remaining cats in the community, thereby
exacerbating the problem.

The usual source of "stray" cats in our communities is from human
caretakers' neglect of their unsterilized domestic house cats, allowing
them to roam and reproduce. "Feral" cats are the offspring of stray or
abandoned domestic cats who revert to a wild state. Feral cats are
elusive, often nocturnal, and usually fearful of humans. This population
problem is further heightened when sympathetic neighbors place food out
for these stray and/or feral cats, allowing their population to expand far
beyond the normal carrying capacity of the area.

The first step in developing a realistic plan to control the number of
stray and feral cats in a community is to develop a long-term,
comprehensive plan which addresses the concerns of the city. cat-
owners, and non-cat owning residents. West Valley City has recently
begun a program of trap, sterilize, and release throughout the city. You
may want to contact their shelter manager, Ms. Karen Bird (801-250-
4102) for information on their program.

- - -- -- - -
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The lifespan of a companion cat kept indoors can be as long as twenty years.
The lifespan of an outside or feral cat, taking into consideration the hazards with which
they must contend may be much shorter than that of the indoor cat. Many estimates
place the average lifespan of outdoor cats at about three years!

Free-roaming cats are often hit by cars, fall victim to disease, starvation, poisons,
death in vehicle fan belts/engines, attacks by other animals, or mistreatment by
humans. Free-roaming cats also prey on small mammals, songbirds, and other wildlife;
spread zoonotic diseases such as rabies; defecate and urinate on people's property;
fight with other pets or strays, aggravate confined dogs, walk on freshly-washed cars or
freshly-poured cement, and cause vehicular accidents; among other problems.

The Humane Society of Utah recommends a combination of the following
options to help limit the number of stray and feral cats in our communities: (1)
mandatory registration and licensing / microchip implanting of cats (2) mandatory rabies
vaccinations of all cats more than three months of age (3) mandatory sterilization of all
cats adopted / purchased from community animal shelters (4) limiting the number of
adult cats which can be possessed by anyone household (5) promoting low-cost
sterilization (6) consideration of live-trapping, sterilization, rabies vaccination, and re-
release of appropriate stray and feral cats to stabilize the area cat population (7) public
education programs designed to inform residents about the problems caused by
abandoning cat or allowing cats to run loose, and (8) encouraging residents to keep
their cats inside to promote a longer, healthier life for their animals.

I suggest that you visit http://www.utahpets.org to apply for the No More
Homeless Pets In Utah's Feral Fix program. This program offers feral cat surgeries for
a much reduced rate for caregivers who could not afford the surgery. Some restrictions
do apply, so call for more information (1-866-738-7349). They can also be reached via
e-mail at feralfix(ci)utahDets.oru.

If live-trapping is instituted in an area, signs should be placed in the area and
informational leaflets should be distributed to residents to give owners of outdoor cats a
reasonable time to safely confine their cats. Ensure that traps are checked frequently
(ideally every two to three hours), at a minimum every eight hours so that captured
animals can be transported quickly. Captured, unclaimed animals should be evaluated
to determine which cats, if any, are appropriate candidates for sterilization, rabies
vaccination, and return into the community. Any released cats should be permanently
marked using either a microchip, ear-tipping, or tattoo.
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"

Thank you for your community's concern over this issue. We hope that Garland
will take a humane approach in dealing with resident's concerns over outdoor, stray, or
feral cats.

Sincerely,

Gene Baierschmidt
Executive Djrector

. GB/jpf



AHAAnnouncesNewPosition
Statement on FeralCats

Recently, the AHA issued a new position statement
on the treatment of feral cats. The position reads as
follows:

The American Hun1aneAssociation has a history
of concern for the hunlane treatment and responsible
ownership of cats. vVhenthese conditions are not
n1et,some cats becon'lefree-roaming/ feral/
unowned. Recognizing that this population is large,
the An1ericanHumane Association strongly supports
policies and programs that work to reduce the
overpopulation and ubandonrnent of cats in a
humane o'anner. In some C<1Ses,the most hun1ane
solution is euthanasic.1.The American Hum,lne
Association opposes ,those 111ethodsthut are
inhul11(H1€(traps that injure, poisoning).

The Alnerican f-h.l111,1neAssociation also
recognizes that concern f()rpursuing non-lethal
alternatives for cats who are not suitable candidates
foradoptiol1, and therefore acknovvledges that
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interim programs may be needed to provide these
cats with sterilization, disease prevention, safety,
and sanctuary. The goal of these progran'\s should be
to eventually eliminate feral cat colonies. The
American Hun1ane Association does not condone
the placen1entof socialized cats (e.g., those that can
be handled and relate to humans) in feral cat type
colonies because life on the street is not acceptable
when life in a loving horne is a possibility. Every
effort should be made to ren10vesocialized cats or
kittens'from these colonies so that they l11ayhave the
opportunity for adoption.

, The An)(~ricanHun1ane Association recotlunends
that comIl1unitiesdevelop programs to deal w'ith ~

feral cats 'within the scope of this policy, with
consideration given for public health issues, .
possible negative impact on wildlife, and regional
concerns, such as diInate that n1ightapply. The
An,erican Hurnane Assoch1tionstrongly urges
research t.1nddata collection that would define the
scope of the problem, indicate sources of feral cats,
and docU111cntthe results of ferillcat rnanagcrnent
programs.



HSUS Statement
on Free-RoamingCats

The Humane Society of the United States
(HSUS) believes that every community has
a legal and ethical responsibility to address

problems associated with free-roaming domestic
cats.

Free-roaming cats-owned cats allowed to go
outside as well as stray and feral cats-ohen are
hit by cars or fallvictim to disease, starvation, poi.
sons, attacks by other animals, or mistreatment by
humans. Free-roamingcats also prey on small mam-
mals, songbirds, and other wildlife;spread zoonot-
ic diseases such as rabies; defecate on other peo-
ple's property; and cause car accidents, among oth-
er problems. .

When developing approaches to address prob-
lems associated with free-roamingcats, animal care
and control agencies, policy makers, public health
officials, veterinarians, cat owners, and the public
should recognize the following:
. CATSBELONGINHOMES.Altcats deserve lov.

ing, permanent homes wich responsible caregivers
who keep cats safely confined and meet their spe-
cial needs. Long-term solutions developed to
respond to cat-related conflicts should foster the
responsible caretaking of cats:
. CATSELUDE SIMPLE CATEGORIZATIONS. Free-

roaming cats are often referred to as either stray or
feral, but these designacions do not reflect the many
types of outdoor cats. Free-roaming cats can be
owned cats who are al10wed to roam; owned cats
who have become lost; previously owned cats who
have been abandoned and no longer have a home;
quasi-owned cats who roam freely and are fed boy
several residents in an area but downed" by none
of them; and so-called working cats who serve as
"mousers." Almost every community also has feral
cats, unsocialized cats who may be one or more
generations removed from <1home environment
and who may subsist in a colony of similar cats Ii".
ing on the fringes of human existence. Because cats
exhibit varying degrees of sociability, even an
animal care and control professional may not im-
mediately be able to tell the difference between a
fcral cat and a frightened indoor-only cat who has
escaped and become lost.

. CATSARE NOT ADEQUATELYPROTECTEDBY
LAWS.Domestic cats have been the nation's most
popular pet since the mid- 1980.5,and more than
()(}minion now live in U.S. households. Bur laws
,1nd polkie.. devdoped to protect and control cats
have not kept pace with their ~[,Hus as America's

preferred pet. Few communities, for example,
registeror licensecatsor requirethat they becan.
finedor supervisedwhenoutdoors.Fewerstillreg.
ulate feral cats.

Comprehensive Cat Control Programs

HistOrically,communities have responded to cat-
related conflicts by using methods that rarely pro.
vide long-term solutions. For example, traditional
programs to reduce feral cat populations include
either live-trapping and euthanizing cats or live-
trapping, sterilizing, and releasing cats so that they
cannot reproduce. Neither approach, however, pro-
videsa long-term solution unlesscarried out in con-
junction with a comprehensive cat control pro-
gram. Moreover, these approaches are labor- and
cost-intensive and may alienate feral cat caregivers
or residents not wilting to tolerate free-roaming
cats in eheir neighborhoods.

The HSUS believes that communi tics must
develop, implement, regularly evaluate, and
update comprehensive laws, policies, and
education programs about cats and cat care.
These must be pragmatic approaches designed
to reduce cats' suffering and also respond
to cat-related conflicts, yet remain acceptable
to people in the community.

Local governments must adequately fund ani.
mal care and control programsand enforce caecon.
trol ordinances, using general revenues as well as'
monies collected through licensing and user fees.
Sufficient funds must be allocated to implement
prevention programs; hire and train staff;construct
or renovate animal-holding facilities;and purchase
and maintain equipment to handle, house, and care
forcats.

The HSUS believesthat community cat care and
control programs should include the following:
. Mandatory registracion or licensing of cats. If a
fee is charged, it should be higher for unsterilized
cats than sterilized cats (a concept termed "differ-
entiallicensingR).
. Mandatoryidentificationofcats. In addition to
requiring that cats wearcollarsand tags,commu-
nitiesshould consider implementing a back.up per-
manent identification system such as microchips.
. Mandatory rabies vaccinations (or all cats more
than three months of age.
. Mandatory sterilizatjon of all cats adopted from
public and pnvate animal shelters and rescue
groups.
. Mandatory sterilization of all fn~c-roamjngCats.

AnimalSheltering/ September~October 1998.
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. A mandatory minimum shelter holding period
for stray cats consistentwich that establishedfor
stray dogs. This policy should allow for euthanasia
of sufferinganimalsprior to completion of the hold-
ing period.
. Adequate and appropriate shelter holding space,
staffing, and other resources necessary to hold
stray felines for the mandatory minimum holding
period.. An ongoing public-education program that pro-
motes responsible cat carc.. Subsidized sterilization servicesto encourage cat
owners to sterilize their animals.

Trap-Remove-Evaluate Programs

The HSUS recognizes that, in many instances, free-
roaming cats must be live-trapped and, after com-
pletion of the mandatory holding period, evaluat-
ed for adoption or euthanasia. The HSUS believes
that any individual or group that initiates a trap-re-
move-evaluate program should:
. Beforetrapping, place trapping-notification signs
in the area and distribute informational leaflets to
residents to give owners of outdoor cats a reason-
able amount of time to safely confine their cats.
Signs and leafletsshould also educate readers about
abandonment laws and restrictions on feeding un-
owned cats.
. Schedule several days for live-trapping and fol-
low humane trapping guidelines. Ensure that traps
are checked frequently (ideally every two to three
hours, at a minumumevery eight hours) so that cap-
tured animals may be transported quickly_
. Carefully evaluate captured cats to ascertain
whether they are owned or possible candidates for
adoption. Give them a "calm-down"period to help
distinguish between cats who arc simply frightened
or stressed and those who are truly unsocialized.
. Survey the area regularly to ensure that all cats
have been captured. Retrap if necessary.

TTVARMPrograms

In recent years, traditional trap, sterilize, and re-
lease programs have been supplanted by more re-
sponsibly managed programs that trap, test, vacci-
natc, alter. release, and monitor (TTVARM) frce-
roaming cats. The goal of any TTVARM program
should be to stabilize and eventually eliminate the
colony through attrition. If a community's animal
care and concrol agency or other group chooses to
participate in TrVARM programs in cooperation
with feral cat caregivers, it should:
. Make slire that feralconcolony maintenance pro-
grams are consistent with cat-related laws such as
mandatory shelter holding periods for stray animals
and ordinancesprohibitingcats fromroamingat large.

. Registercaregivel'$who are willing to devote the
time and resources necessary to fulfill program
goals. In cooperation with caregivers, develop uni-
form guidelines covering colony care and mainte-
nance, spaying and neutering, health monitoring,
census-taking, and related topics.
. Assesseach area to determine whether a colony
can be safely maintained. For example, colonies
should not be maintained near roads with heavy
traffic or in areas with extreme weather conditions
and insulficient shelter.
. Assess the impact of feral cats on local wildlife
populations before deciding whether to return the
animals to an area. Cat colonies should never be
maintained on lands managed for wildliFl:(such as
wildlife sanctuaries).. Secure the permission of landowners and resi-
dents to maintain feral cat populations on their
property.. Assess the carrying capacity of each area to
determine how many cats can be released.
Carrying capacity should be based on the num-
ber of colony members, the number of caregivers,
the size and nature of the area, and the available
resources.. Beforetrapping, place trapping-notification signs
in the area and distribute informational leaflets to
residents to give owners of outdoor cats a reason-
able amount of time to safely confine their cats.
Signs and leafletsshould also educate readers about
abandonment laws and restrictions on feeding un.
owned cats.
. Schedule several days for live-trapping and fol-
low humane trapping guidelines. Ensure that traps
are checked frequently (ideally every two to three
hours, at a minimum every eight hours) so that cap-
tured animals can be transported quickly.
. Carefully evaluate captured cats to derermine
whether they are appropriate candidates for rc-
admission into the colony. Socialized cats should
be removed from the colony and, if possible, placed
for adoption.
. Test trapped cats for fatal infectious diseases such
as feline leukemia (FeLV)and fdine immunodefi-
ciency virus (FIV). Remove from the colony any
cats who test positive for FcLV,Fry, or any other
chronic or debilitating disease.
. Prior LOrelease, vaccinate cats against rabies and
other common diseases or viruses for which vacci-
nations are available.
. Sterilize cats prior to release.
. 'permanently identify animals prior to release lIS-
ing a microchip andlor a visible means of identifi-
cation such as ear-tipping or tattooing.
. Immediatelytr.lpany new catswho enter a colony
and assessthem for placement or release. ~i,,_~
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"The ASPCA supports Trap-Neuter-Return (TNR) as the most humane and effective
strategy for managing the feral cat population.. ..."1
American Societyfor the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Policy Statement

" . ..I, Dave Sakrison, Mayor of the City of Moab, do hereby endorse nonlethal Trap-
Neuter-Return (TNR), when accompanied by ongoing feral cat management.. .and
encourage all citizens to support Trap-Neuter-Return for feral cats throughout the Moab
area."2

" I was skeptical when first presented with TNR.. ..(but) now when other animal control
agencies come to me, I can say 'yes, it works. We are giving the public the tools to
resolve problems."3
Karen Bird, Supervisor, West Valley City Animal Control

" ...The problemis there are a lot of wild catswithoutowners,Ferre(UtahCounty
. Sheriffs Lt. andformerdirectorof UtahCountyAnimalShelter)said, andit isvery

difficult, if not impossible, to rehabilitate a feral cat and turn it into a family
cat.. . .euthanization helps to manage the problem, but a more effective approach would be
to stop the animals from reproducing. . ."4

Introduction
No More Homeless Pets in Utah's Feral Fix is an animal control program designed
To help resolve our community's severe feral and stray cat overpopulation crisis through
the use ofTrap-Neuter-Return, popularly known as TNR.5Theprogram includes
workshops to train members of the public in how to perform TNR, support services such
as trap loans and free or low cost spay/neuter, referrals by animal control of feral and
stray cat complaints to the program, and shelter policies/training designed to encourage
the use ofTNR by the public. The question now before city leaders is whether to make
Trap-Neuter-Return an official option for dealing with feral and stray cats in Salt Lake
City and how to best incorporate such policy into our animal control ordinances.

I SeeAppendix1forfullASPCAStatementon Trap-Neuter-Return.
2SeeAppendix 2 for full Moab City proclamation on TNR.
3See Appendix 3 for full article on WVC TNR program
4 "Catproblem,"DailyHerald,November15,2004
s"Feral" refers to cats who are living outside human homes and have reverted to a wild state, while "stray"
refers to cats that have been recently abandoned and are still domesticated. Most street cats are feral and
tend to live in family groups referred to as colonies.
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Feral and stray cats can be found throughout our community. Their unchecked
reproduction has created a significant burden in tenns of quality of life. As catalogued by
Dr. Margaret Slater, DVM, of Texas A&M, another leading veterinarian in the field,
complaints include such behaviors as, "spraying, fouling yards and gardens with feces,
yowling and fighting; sick, injured, or dead cats; and dirty footprints on cars."6The cats
have commonly been accused of driving people from their gardens and backyards with
the noxious odor of unaltered males spraying, and waking residents up night after night
from the noise of fighting and mating.

The impact of the feral and stray cat population goes beyond quality oflife issues and
reaches far into the cost and effectiveness of our community's animal control system.
The un-neutered street cat population serves as a constant source of new cats and kittens.
Many of these animals find their way into local shelters, taking up badly needed space,
making it more difficult to adopt out cats already rescued and contributing to a financial
burden of hundreds of thousands of dollars a year from the cost of euthanizing cats.
To date, the official policy for dealing with feral cats has been a mixture of "trap-and-
kill"- so named because ferals are unadoptable and invariably end up being euthanized
when captured -and doing nothing. Both approaches have failed and will continue to fail
if further pursued. As will be explained fully, because of feral population dynamics, trap-
and-kill has little impact on the overall number of cats, creating no more than short-lived
dips in their levels. The method is particularly ineffective when practiced sporadically
and in random locations as has been the case for many years in our community. Doing
nothing happens when limited resources demand that animal control rely on the citizenry
to trap the cats for impound. Many people will either resent having to spend the time, or
feel an aversion to trapping cats they know will be killed. So, they do nothing.

In sum, the present situation in Salt Lake City is characterized by a city overrun with
feral and stray cats, an animal control agency flooded with complaints that cannot be
properly addressed, a shelter system overburdened with the cats and their offspring, and
the employment of methodologies that have completely failed in the past and have no
reasonable chance of success in the future. Clearly the time has come to take a new
approach. An alternative that has proven effective at controlling the cats' population in
many communities does exist: Trap-Neuter-Return (TNR).

TNR involves three steps: (1) trapping the cats in a colony, (2) veterinary intervention in
the fonn of neutering, eartipping7and rabies vaccination, and (3) return of the cats to their
home territory where they are then fed, sheltered and monitored on an ongoing basis by a
designated caretaker. Whenever possible, kittens and friendly, adoptable adults are
removed from the colony and offered for placement in homes.

6Slater, Margaret R., DVM, Community Approaches to Feral Cats, p. 39 (Humane Society ofDS Press,
2002) [hereinafter refemd to as "Slater"].
7"Eartipping" is the universal sign of a neutered feral cat and involves removing the tip of the left ear in a
straight line cut.
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As described in this report, TNR is growing increasingly popular and being utilized in
more and more communities across the nation. This movement can be attributed to its
many proven advantages over more traditional methods of animal control, including
permanent reduction of feral and stray cat populations, cost savings to animal control and
the elimination of nuisance behaviors like spraying and fighting. In addition, by
returning the ferals to their territory, TNR allows the neutered and vaccinated cats to
provide the public health benefits ofrat abatement and protection against rabies
transmission from wildlife species. The lower feral population also helps to lower any
predation on birds and wildlife by the cats. .
Unlike any other method known, Trap-Neuter-Return holds out the realistic
possibility of a permanent, long-term solution to feral and stray cat overpopulation and all
its associated ills. That is what the Feral Fix is all about.

The Advantages of TNR
· Feral andStrayCat PopulationReduction '"
TNR reduces free-roaming cat populations through two means .:.-first, by the removal
of adoptable cats,8and, second, through attrition outpacing births over time.
An excellent example of both means is provided by the twelve-year-old TNR program
practiced with municipal approval and cooperation in Newburyport, a popular coastal
town in Massachusetts. In 1992, after attempts to eradicate the approximately 300 cats
living on the town's waterfront had failed, the municipality agreed to allow a TNR
project. In 1992 through 1993, a private organization, Merrimack River Feline Rescue
Society,9trapped all ofthe cats and kittens. 200 were removed for adoption, resulting in
an immediate population decline of over 66 percent.10The other 100 cats were returned
and then closely monitored over subsequent years. Some died or disappeared, while
others became adoptable and were removed. Presently in 2004, there are 17 cats left,
representing a decline of 83 percent from the original number returned, and a drop of 94
percent from the 300 cats present prior to the initiation ofTNR. 11
In San Diego County, from 1988 through 1991, stray cat intake rates for municipal
shelters were rising at a rate of approximately 10% a year, peaking in fiscal year 1991-
1992 at a total of 19,077 cats, of whom 15,525 were euthanized.12In 1992, the Feral Cat
Coalition of San Diego was founded and began implementing TNR on a county-wide
basis. Two years and 3100 neutered feral cats later, stray intake rates had dropped by
35% and euthanasia by 40% with no other plausible explanation for the declines other
than the TNR efforts. 1314

8Slater, Margaret R., DVM, Community Approaches to Feral Cats,p. 39 (Humane Society ofDS Press,
2002).
9www.mrfrs.org
10Correspondence of Stacey LeBaron, President, Merrimack River Feline Rescue Society, to Bryan Kortis,
Executive Director, Neighborhood Cats, July IS, 2004.
11Ibid

12Chappell, Michelle, DVM, "A Model for Humane Reduction of Feral Cat Populations," California
Veterinarian (Sept/Oct 1999).
13Ibid.

14Cat Fanciers Association Almanac (1995), www.cfainc.org/artic1es/trap-alter-release.html
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In San Francisco, beginning in 1993, the San Francisco SPCA combined with San
Francisco Animal Control to introduce a comprehensive city-wide TNR program, one
that combined no cost spay/neuter with educational initiatives and incentives for getting
feral cats altered. From 1993 through 1999, cat impounds dropped by 28%, euthanasia
rates for feral cats dropped by 73%, and euthanasia rates for all cats fell by 71%.15

Maricopa County, Arizona, is one of the most heavily populated and rapidly growing
Maricopa County Animal Care & Control introduced a TNR program (entitled Operation
FELIX) as part ofa comprehensive spay/neuter and adoption program. As a result ofllie
overall program, there was a drop in the euthanasia rate from 25 cats per 1000 county
residents to only 9 cats per 1000.16FELIX was considered so successful that the
Maricopa County Board of Supervisors has passed a resolution declaring TNR the
official county policy for feral cat control.

In southern Florida, where local TNR programs were introduced in the early 1990's,
euthanasia by animal control has dropped by half with most of the decline attributed to
fewer cats being killed. For example, in 2001, all shelters combined in the Fort
LauderdalelMiami corridor euthanized 14.1 cats and dogs per 1000 residents, compared
to 33.0 per 1000 in 1997.17In Tampa, where TNR has not been implemented, the
euthanasia rate in 2001 was 32.4 cats and dogs per 1000 residents, while across the bay in
St. Petersburg where TNR has been widely practiced, the rate is only 13.7.18
Proof that TNR effectively reduces feral populations in the long tenn also comes
ITomthe academic community. Dr. Levy conducted an eleven-year TNR project at her
campus at the University of Florida, Gainesville.19The program resulted in a 66%
decline in the feral population over the course of the study. Dr. Levy concluded that, "A
comprehensive long-tenn program of neutering followed by adoption or return to the
resident colony can result in reduction of free-roaming cat populations in urban areas."

·Cost Savings
TNR provides substantial cost savings to animal control in two ways. First, there is
the volunteer manpower generated to get the cats fixed and stop them from reproducing.
Even now, at its early stages in Salt Lake County TNR has brought countless hours of
volunteer labor to bear on getting the feral cat situation under control, none of which has
cost the community a cent. Given the magnitude of the problem, there is no realistic
possibility the municipality could ever itself fund a large enough animal control work
force to resolve the overpopulation crisis. The volunteers and the cost savings they
represent are crucial to move beyond the current state of affairs.

15 Reducing the feral population Jowers euthanasia rates in primarily two ways. First, fewer feral cats are
brought into shelters and euthanized. Second, fewer feral kittens means friend]y cats already in the system
face less competition for shelter space and homes and are spared euthanasia.
] 6 Leonard, Christina, "Animal Control sets records with more adoptions, less euthanasia," The Arizona
Republic, July 15,2002.
17 Clifton, Merritt, "Where cats belong--and where they don't," ANIMAL PEOPLE, June 2003.
]8 Ibid.

19 Levy, J.,"Evaluation of the effect of a long-term trap-neuter-retum and adoption program on a free-roaming cat population,"
JOllmal of the American VeterinalY Medical Association, Vol. 222, No. I,
January 1,2003.
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Substantial cost savings are also realized when TNR is implemented on a large
enough scale to realize lower euthanasia rates in municipal shelters. In San Diego, during
the period of 1992 through 1994, the average cost of interning and then euthanizing a cat
was $121. The 40% drop in euthanasia over those two years from the privately funded
county-wide TNR program saved the county approximately $796,000.20

Studies have found there is a significant cost savings even when the municipality
itself funds TNR efforts and does not rely on private organizations to bear the costs.
Orange County, Florida, implemented a TNR program for two and a half years from i995
through 1998. Previously, when they received a feral cat complaint, they sent out an
officer to trap the cat, held the animal for the mandatory waiting period, then euthanized.
This cost $105 per cat. By contrast, having volunteers trap the cats and then providing
spay/neuter and vaccination services cost the county $56 per cat, a savings of $109,172
over the length ofthe study (2228 cats).21·Reduced Nuisance Behavior and Fewer Complaints
Neutering the cats resolves most quality of life issues. The noxious odor associated
with the spraying of unaltered males is caused by testosterone in the urine. Once the cat
is fixed, this is no longer a problem. The cessation of reproductive activity also brings
an end to mating behavior and the noise associated with it - both the yowling of females
in heat and the fighting among male cats. In addition, neutered feral colonies tend to
roam much less and so become much less visible.
According to Dr. Slater's research, "Managed colonies of feral cats can be part of the
solution to nuisance complaints."22Dr. Slater cites one animal control agency in Florida
that found complaints in a six-square block area dropped by half after implementation of
a TNR program.23In the city of Cape May, New Jersey, complaints to animal control
about cats dropped by 50 percent after four years of sanctioned TNR.24After funding
and running its own TNR program, the Animal Services Department of Orange County,
Florida, also reported decreased complaints about catS.25

· Caretaker Cooperation
No effective animal control policy for feral cats can be implemented on a large scale
without the cooperation of the people who feed and watch over the cats on a daily basis.
Trapping cats is generally accomplished by baiting humane box traps that close behind a
cat when he enters to eat the bait. If food is not withheld the day prior to trapping, many
cats will not enter the traps. Caretaker cooperation in withholding food is thus essential.
Caretakers also possess unique knowledge regarding the cats, including their numbers,
habits and whereabouts. As a result, a caretaker can either greatly assist or effectively
thwart animal control efforts.

20 Chappell, Michelle, DVM, "A Model for Humane Reduction of Feral Cat Populations," California
Veterinarian (Sept/Oct 1999).
21 Appendix 15 ("Orange County, Florida," Alley Cat Allies fact sheet).

22Slater, p. 39.
23Ibid.
24Ibid.

2SLevy, p. 381.
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A survey of cat caretakers who presented cats for sterilization in a TNR program
revealed that they are intensely bonded to the cats they feed and will not participate in
animal control programs that threaten their felines' welfare.26At the same time,
caretakers are easily recruited to perform much of the labor involved in getting the cats
controlled through sterilization, representing, as mentioned, a substantial cost savings
compared to traditional animal control programs using paid staff.27Thus, TNR is an
effective tool for enlisting public support to solve a difficult community problem while at
the same time mitigating public anger resulting from either the "trap-and-kill" or "do.
nothing" methodologies.

The Lack of Effective Alternatives for Feral Cat Control
One of the most powerful arguments for Trap-Neuter-Return as a fi?ethodof feral and
straycat controlis alsoone of the mostbasic- nothingelseworks.Whateverits
imperfections in practice and theory, TNR is the only animal control methodology that
has shown a reasonable chance of controlling feral cat populations in an urban
environment like Salt Lake County. Whatever ills one may rightly or wrongly associate
with feral cats - whether it's public health concerns, wildlife predation or anything else -
those problems will not be reduced without a reduction in the level of the feral cat
population. To achieve this, TNR is the only approach with hope of success, as an
examination of the available alternatives makes clear.
· Trap-and-kill
Trap-and-kill has been the traditional approach of animal control in the United States
towards free-roaming cats for decades. It should be enough to conclusively establish the
complete failure of this method by pointing out that current estimates of the number of
feral cats in this country now run into the tens ofmillions.28Trying to remove the cats
doesn't work to lower their numbers. It's a clumsy, simplistic technique that completely
fails to take into account critical environmental factors and feral cat population dynamics.
Trap-and-kill results in nothing but turnover - new feline faces, but not fewer. There are
a number of reasons for this, including (a) the "vacuum effect," (b) over breeding by
untrapped cats, (c) abandonment of domestic cats and, (d) lack of animal control
resources.

The Vacuum Effect
Wildlife biologist Roger Tabor first chronicled the "vacuum effect" during his
studies of London street cats. He observed that when a colony of feral cats was suddenly
removed from its territory, cats from neighboring colonies soon moved in and
began the unchecked cycle of reproduction anew until the population was back up to its
former level. 38As explained in another study, "the presence of feral cats in a place
indicates an ecologic niche for approximately that number of cats; the permanent removal

26Centonze LA, Levy JK, "Characteristics of feral cat colonies and their caretakers," Journal of the
American Veterinmy Medical Association 2002; 220: 1627-1633.
27See caretaker participation in sterilization clinics described in: Williams LS, Levy JK, Robertson SA,
Cistola AM, Centonze LA, "Use of the anesthetic combination oftiletarnine, zolazepam, ketarnine, and
xylazine for neutering feral cats," Journal of the American Veterinmy Medical Association 2002;
220:1491-1495.
28Slater, p. xi.
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of cats from a niche will create a vacuum that then will be filled through migration from
outside or through reproduction within the colony, by an influx of a similar number of
feral cats that are usually sexually intact; and removal of cats from an established feral
colony increases the population turnover, but does not decrease the number of cats in the
colony. "29Migration of new cats into recently vacated territory can be traced to two
factors: first, feral cats are present at a particular location for a reason - the habitat
provides adequate food and shelter. Second, no feral colony is an island, but is part of an
extensive ecosystem containing similar colonies, one adjoining the next. As a result, if a
colony is removed from its territory, but the habitat is left unchanged, neighboring cats
will move right in to take advantage of the food source and shelter that remains.
Reproduction and population growth ensue until the natural ceiling is again reached, that
being the number of cats the habitat can sUpport.30Eliminating all food sources is
virtually impossible.3)Once a cat is spotted by a kind soul who starts to leave food, a
food source is created. People are going to feed outdoor cats no matter what, as the
ineffectiveness of feeding bans with serious civil and criminal consequences has
demonstrated.32It is also difficult in institutional settings, whether it's jails, restaurants or
apartment complexes, to adequately seal dumpsters and other garbage containers to keep
out feral cats.
Over breeding
The trapping and removal of every member of a feral colony is a difficult and time-
consuming task. Even TNR activists have great difficulty in capturing 100percent of a
colony and must allow at least several days of trapping efforts to accomplish this. When
busy animal control personnel attempt to trap a feral colony, inevitably some cats are left
behind. With less competition for the food and shelter that remains, these cats reproduce
faster and more of their offspring survive until the carrying capacity of the habitat is
again reached.33
Abandonment

Unaltered domestic cats are constantly being abandoned into our streets, often by
uneducated owners who do not realize problem behaviors by sexually intact cats could be
readily resolved by neutering. Without monitors and caretakers in place to quickly
capture and either fix or adopt out these former domestics, they too, are available to
repopulate any suitable habitat made vacant by trap-and-kill efforts.
Lack of animal control resources
Few communities, including Salt Lake County have the resources to devote to routinely
trying to trap and remove a significant percentage of the feral cats in the municipality.

29 Tabor, Roger, "The Wild Life of the Domestic Cat," p. 183 (1983) [hereinafter referred to as "Tabor"].
30 Zaunbrecher, Karl I., DVM, & Smith, Richard E., DVM, MPH, "Neutering of Feral Cats as an
Alternative to Eradication Programs," Journal of the American VeterinaryMedical Association, Volume
203, Number 3, August I, 1993.
31 Clifton, Merritt, "Seeking the truth about feral cats and the people who help them," ANIMAL PEOPLE,
Nov. 1992.

32 Hartwell, Sarah, "Why Feral Eradication Won't Work," (1994, 2003), E.g., a court in Fort Lee,NJ, where feeding
any animal outdoors is banned, recently fined a stray cat
feeder $300 and threatened her with a 30 dayjail term if she continued. Nonetheless, Neighborhood Cats
has documented the ongoing feeding and care of scores of feral cats in the township.
www.messvbeast.comleradicat.htm.

33 Clifton, Merritt, "Street Dog & Feral Cat Sterilization and Vaccination Efforts Must Get 70% or Flunk,"
ANIMAL PEOPLE, October 2002.
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Waukegan, Illinois: a case study in the failure oftrap-and-kill
Waukegan, Illinois is a township of 88,000 located on the shore of Lake Michigan.
Waukegan's long-standing method for controlling their feral cat population has been the
traditional trap-anq-kill.34Recently, the town has made news by trying to effectively ban
TNR. The town's council enacted an ordinance that forbids the release of any cat except
into an outdoor enclosure. To build and operate such an enclosure, a kennel license must
be sought and paid for. In addition, a prior ban against feeding stray cats is in effect.
Stiff fines enforce these provisions.35
According to Tina Fragassi, the local animal control warden, her agency has trapped
and removed approximately 500 feral cats each of the past eleven years.36In Ms.
Fragassi's view, this steady number reflects the success ofWaukegan's policies in
controlling the catS.3?The truth is just the opposite and points to the futility of trap-
andkill. That every year 500 cats need to be trapped indicates the feral population is
remaining at the same level. The feline faces may be changing, but the total number of
cats is staying the same. As a result, every year in Waukegan the same amount of time
and wages is invested in animal control seizing 500 cats, the same cost is incurred by the
township in adhering to mandatory waiting period and euthanasia requirements, and the
same number of complaints are made. By contrast, a successful animal control approach
would mean fewer and fewer feral cats in the community as reflected by continually
falling seizures, costs and complaints. This is the goal ofTNR. As explained by Dr.
Slater, TNR "should be considered an interim solution to the problem of feral,
freeroaming
cats - the first step towards reducing the size ofthe colony through attrition."38
· Eradication
Eradication of feral cats, defined as the one hundred percent removal of all ferals
from an area, has been advocated since at least 1916.39The method has proven
successful, however, only on small, uninhabited islands after decades of intensive control
measures including poisoning, hunting, trapping and introduction of infectious feline
diseases.40One of the best-known examples of the difficulty of eradication is Marion
Island, a small uninhabited island (12 miles x 8 miles) located southeast of South Aftica
between South Africa and AntarctiCa.41

In 1949, a group of scientists left the island, leaving behind 5 unneutered cats. By
1977, there were an estimated 3,400 cats preying on ground-nesting seabirds.42
Deliberate infection of the feral cat population with Feline Panleukopenia Virus (feline
enteritis) followed and killed around 65% of the cat population by the early 1980's.43
Many of the remaining 35% developed immunity to the disease and continued to breed.44

35 Ibid.
36 Hamill, Sean, Chicago Tribune reporter, interview of Tina Fragassi.
37 Ibid.
38 Slater, p. 14.
39 Berkeley, Ellen Perry, Maverick Cats, p. 121 (New England Press, 1982,200 I).
40 Levy, Julie, DVM, "Feral Cat Management," Chap. 23, p. 378, in She/ter Medicinefor Veterinariansand
Staff(Blackwell Publishers, 2004) [hereinafter referred to as "Levy"].p. 380.
41 Hartwell, Sarah, "Why Feral Cat Eradication Won't Work," (1994, 2003),
www.messybeast.comleradicat.htm.
42 Ibid.53 Id.; Berkeley, pp. 123-124.
43 Hartwell (see fn. 71, supra).
44Ibid
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Between 1986 and 1989, 897 cats were further extenninated by hunting. Traps with
poison baits were then used to kill the cats who eluded the guns. No cats have been seen
since 1991. In 1993, sixteen years after it was begun, the eradicationprogram was
declared a sUCCeSS.45

The methodsusedonMarionIsland- introductionof infectiousdisease,shootingand
poisoning - would be unfeasible in a populated area such as Salt Lake County for safety,
cost and aesthetic reasonS.46Even assuming such techniques could be employed, the
vacuum effect discussed earlier, which was not present in a geographically isolated >

situation like Marion Island, would likely outpace eradication efforts.
Despite these considerations, Akron, Ohio recently undertook an attempt to eradicate
all free-roaming cats within its city limits. On June 25,2002, the City Council passed a
cat confinement law that authorized the animal control warden to seize and euthanize any
cat at large if left unclaimed.47Animal control reportedly requested an additional annual
budget of$410,385 to trap-and-kill what they estimated would be a total of3500 catS.48
Over the next two years following the law's enactment, a total of2750 cats were
picked up and killed.49It is too soon to say whether the law will eventually have its
desired effect of eliminating free-roaming cats or whether, as in Waukegan, animal
control will continue to seize a consistent number of cats on an annual basis. But it is
already abundantly clear that the trap-and-kill program has had serious negative side
effects. The killing has spawned extreme divisiveness within the community between
animal advocates and municipal officials,5ohas given rise to at least one lawsuit,51has
created negative publicity for Akron on a national scale,52has cost the city hundreds of
thousands of dollars between the trapping efforts and litigation, and has ship-wrecked the
county animal shelter because of the sudden deluge of cats53
Akron represents the antithesis of what is needed to successfully control feral cat
populations on a large scale. According to Dr. Levy, "Clearly, any realistic plan to
control feral cats must recognize the magnitude of the feral cat population, the need to

45 Ibid.
46 Levy, p. 381.
47 Akron OH Municipal Code, Title 9, sec. 92.15; see also, Sangiacomo, Michael, "Akron law to trap, kill
cats is OK, judge rules," Cleveland Plain Dealer, May 6, 2004.
48 Pet FBI (2002), www.petfbi.comlissuetravel.htm
49 Sangiacomo, Michael, "Akron law to trap, kill cats is OK, judge rules," Cleveland Plain Dealer, May 6,
2004.
50 Protest held in front of City Hall (Wallace, Julie, "Akron may help cats get to homes," Akron Beacon
Journal, Feb. 11,2004); City Council received 1200 letters protesting the ordinance, 10 in favor (Cat
Fanciers' Association Legislative Group, "Trends in Animal Legislation: The Year 2002 in Review,"
)www.cfainc.orglartic\es/legislativellegislation-review02.html; nonprofit organization called Citizens for
Humane Animal Practices formed to fight the Akron law (USA Today.com, "Ohio city council considers
electronictrackingof cats,"Feb. 10,2004). .

51 Lawsuit filed by Animal Legal Defense Fund and six Akron residents with cats (Animal Legal Defense
Fund [Akron, Ohio], pub. 10/27/03, www.aldf.orglartic\e.asp?cid=249).
52 Akron referred to by Florida resident as having "a national reputation for using the most ineffective,
expensive and morally reprehensible means of dealing with feral cats," (Letter to the Editor, Miami Herald,
December 21,2003); Akron website's message board closed down due to deluge of angry emails from
around the world (Sangiacomo, supra, Cleveland Plain Dealer).
53 Summit County Executive Director James McCarthy "has blamed Akron's cat law for worsening shelter
problems," (Abraham, Lisa, "Animal Shelter Review Approved - Summit County will bring in national
experts to evaluate the troubled program," Akron Beacon Journal, Jan. 23, 2004)
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engage in continuous control efforts, and the significance of the public's affection for
feral cats. The most successful examples of enduring community-wide animal control
have incorporated high-profile non-lethal feral cat control programs into integrated plans
to reduce animal overpopulation."s4
· Trap-and-remove .

Compassionate callers reporting feral cats often initially seek the adoptive placement
of the cats or their relocation to a safer place. This "trap-and-remove" approach is
impractical on a large scale. Socialization of feral cats is an uncertain process, and even
if the time and resources existed to implement socialization on a widespread basis, there
are not enough available homes for them. As it is, completely tame cats already in city
shelters and up for adoption are regularly euthanized for lack of space. Regarding
relocating the cats, Dr. Slater writes, "Transfer to a new location is rarely recommended
because finding a suitable site can be difficult, time consuming, and stressful for the cats
and often has low survival rates at the new site,"ss
Furthermore, trap"and-remove creates the same vacuums in the original territory as
trap-and-kill and so will likewise have no long-term impact on feral population levels.
· Do nothing
The growth of an uncontrolled feral cat population, as with any wild species, will
level offwhen the cats exceed the capacity of the habitat. Beyond capacity, population
control comes in the form of starvation and disease.56The problems associated with
unneutered feral cats remain. Usually, doing nothing, "results in continued breeding,
increased cat mortality, continuing complaints by those near the colony, public health
concerns, animal welfare concerns (often generated by high kitten mortality rates), and
eventual financial costs in personnel, transportation, and euthanasia to animal care and
control agencies and local govemments."s7

Issues Surrounding Trap-Neuter-Return
· Wildlife Predation
Despite its proven track record for reducing feral cat populations and animal control
Gosts,and despite the lack of any effective alternatives, TNR is still controversial. Much
ofthis controversy can be traced to concerns that feral cats are responsible for a
disproportionate amount of predation on birds and other forms of small wildlife. The
American Bird Conservancy, sponsor ofthe "Cats Indoors!" campaign, claims feral cats,
"are efficient predators estimated to kill hundreds of millions of native birds representing
20-30% of the prey of free-roaming cats, and countless small mammals, reptiles, and
amphibians each year.. .."58The argument goes that by returning feral cats to their
territory, TNR encourages this predation to continue and so should be outlawed for the
protection of wildlife.59
The American Bird Conservancy's position suffers from two key defects. First, no

54 Levy, p. 381.
55 Slater, p. 12.

56 Clifton, Merritt, "Street Dog & Feral Cat Sterilization and Vaccination Efforts Must Get 70% or Flunk,"
ANIMAL PEOPLE, Oct. 2002.
57 Slater, p. 15.
58 American Bird Conservancy's Resolution on Free-Roaming Cats, www.abcbirds.org/cats/resolution.pdf
59 Ibid.; see also Wildlife Society's Policy Statement on Feral and Free-Ranging Domestic Cats,
www.wildlife.org/policv/index.dm ?tname=po Iicvstatements&statement=ps28
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reliable studies support the predation levels being claimed and none identify feral cats as
a contributing factor to the decline of any bird or wildlife species. Second. TNR does not
encourage but actually discourages predation - in the long run. by reducing the feral cat
population in a given area. it red~ces whatever level of predation already existed
A vailable research does not support the conclusion feral cats have a species level
impact on bird or wildlife populations
Studies that claim feral cats are responsible for substantial numbers of bird deaths
over wide geographical areas. like a state or an entire country. are based on insufficiept
data and highly questionable extrapolations. and have been repeatedly discredited.6oOne
example is the oft-cited study of predation by cats conducted in a village in the English
countryside.6\ The researchers counted the number of prey brought home by 77 cats.
Based on this one small sample. they projected a total of70 million prey by Britain's
entire free-roaming cat population. with birds accounting for 30 to 50 percent of the
catch.62Extrapolating from one non-randomly selected village to the whole of Great
Britain lacks all scientific validity.63Yet this and similar small-scale studies have been
repeatedly subjected to extrapolation and have been sensationalized.64
Dr. Gary 1. Patronek. DVM. Ph.D.. commented on the use of unreliable
extrapolations to quantify cat predation as follows:
If the real objection to managed colonies is that it is unethical to put cats in a
situation where they could potentially kill any wild creature. then the ethical
issue should be debated on its own merits without burdening the discussion with
highly speculative numerical estimates for either wildlife mortality or cat
predation. Whittling down guesses or extrapolations from limited observations
by a factor of 10or even 100 does not make these estimates any more credible.
and the fact that they are the best available data is not sufficient to justify their
use when the consequences may be extermination for catS.65The use of small-scale. non-
random studies by the American Bird Conservancy and other organizations to make the
case that feral cats are killing hundreds of millions of birds annually in the United States
and negatively impacting entire species amounts to no more than sheer propaganda. "In
mainland ecosystems. no published data have shown that cats have a detrimental impact
on wildlife populations of particular species."66 The American Bird Conservancy's claim
that birds make up 20 to 30 percent of a free-roaming cat's diet is also based on
misinterpretation of several studies.67The assertion is "misleading. inflammatory.

60 "Many studies indicate that claims about wildlife mortality due to cat predation are overblown, not based
on data or scientific study, or are extrapolated to dissimilar populations or environments." TheAnimal
Policy Report, p. 1, Tufts University School of Veterinary Medi<;ine,March 2000.
61 Churcher PB, Lawton JH, "Predation by domestic cats in an English village," J ZooI (London) 1987;
212:439-455; Churcher PB, Lawton JH, "Beware of Well-Fed Felines," Natural History (July 1989) 98(7):
40-46.
62 Ibid. .
63 Slater, p. 34; see also Elliot, J., "The Accused," The Sonoma County Independent (March 3-16, 1994)
[criticizing extrapolations made by Churcher and Lawton], article excerpted at:
www.stanford.edulgroup/CA1NET/articleslunderstdyred.htrn1;
64 Slater, p. 34.
65 Leiter to Editor, Journal of the American Veterinary Medical Association, Vol. 209, No. 10(November
15,1996).
66 Ibid.
67 Berkeley, pp. 137-138.
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self-serving, and undeserving of the repetition it has received in the media."68To the
contrary, reputable studies have repeatedly demonstrated that birds are a relatively small
percentage of a feral cat's diet, which relies much more on ground mammals when
they're available.69Further pointing to the complexity of the issue is a recent study by
Britain's Royal Society for the Protection of Birds. The study was designed to determine
the causes of the decline of Britain's most common garden birds. It was found that cats
and magpies preyed on robins, chaffinches, collared doves and wood pigeons, but these
bird species were actually rising in number.7oThis study, as well as others, demonstrates
that predation alone does not necessarily have a negative impact on the total prey .
population.7l Factors that have been reliably demonstrated to significantly contribute to
the decline of bird and wildlife species include, foremost, habitat destruction, then also
pollution, competition from other bird species, and predators such as raccoons and
opossum.72Effectively exonerating cats is an exhaustive study of the causes of migratory
bird decline in the United States published in the spring of2003 by David 1.King of the
USDA Forest ServiceNortheastern Research Station and Jolm H. Rappole, a research
scientist with the Smithsonian Conservation and Research Center.73The study was
commissioned by the Defenders of Wildlife,74a prominent national organization whose
mission is the protection of native wild animals and plants in their natural environments.
The researchers, after reviewing annual bird census data and 36 earlier studies,
reached three important conclusions: (1) the migrant bird populations have declined in
numerous species, (2) the most threatened group of species are long distance migrants,
and (3) the most important threat to migrants is the destruction of breeding, stopover and,
especially, winter tropical habitat.75Specifically, they identified 106 different types of
migrant birds and listed the proposed or documented causes for the decline of each. Loss
of habitat was by far the cause listed most often. Other causes included human
disturbance of breeding sites, pesticides, poisons, and hunting. "Cats" was not listed
once.76At least one wildlife author has concluded this study indicates that, "[W]indows,
cats,WestNile virus,windturbines- all thosespecificcausesof deaththat are apparent
in people's backyards --are not, at present, having any known effect on the population
size of any continental bird species."77

68 Berkeley, p. 137.
69 Coman, Brian J. and Brunner, Hans, "Food Habits of the Feral House Cat in Victoria," Journal of
WildlifeManagement 36:3 (1972) 848-853; Fitzgerald BM. Chapter 10: "Diet of domestic cats and their
impact on prey populations," in: Tuner DC, Bateson P, eds. The domestic cat. Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1988;123-147.
70 "Cats in Clear re: Birds," Best Friends, July/Aug. 2004.
71 See "Predation by house cats, Felis catus, in Canberra, Australia. I. Prey composition and preference,"
WildlifeResearch 1997,24:263-277 & H. "Factors affecting the amount of prey caught and estimates of the
impact on wildlife," WildlifeResearch 1998,25:475-487.
72 Slater, p. 34.
73 King, D., Rappole, 1.,Population Trendsfor Migrant Birds in North America: A Summary and Critique,
www.defenders.org/wildlife/newlbirds.html (2003)
74 www.defenders.org/wildlife/newlbirds.html.
75 Ibid.
76 Id. (contained in appendix 3 of the King & Rappole report).
77 Yakutchit, Maryalice, "Plight of the Vanishing Songbirds," Defenders of Wildlife Magazine, Spring
2003; www.defenders.org/defendersmag/issues/spring03/plightsongbil.d.html
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Further support for the position that feral cats do not have a significant impact on bird
species comes from the most recent issue of Audubon, the magazine published by the
National Audubon Society. The Sept/Oct. issue contains a report entitled, "Stateof the
Birds 2004." According to the magazine, "Audubon's science team has pooled the best
data available since Silent Spring to report on [the nation's birds'] overall health."
The report opens with an article by Greg Butcher, Audubon's director of bird
conservation. He writes that, "Threats to avian life in the United States are many, but the
most serious is the outright loss of habitat due to expanding agriculture, the clear-cutting
of forests, the draining of wetlands, and sprawl."88Mr. Butcher also states that, "...birds
here face other perils, as well. Climate change, air and water pollution, pesticides, and
colli,sionswith buildings, towers, and wind turbines also take a toll."89
Notably, Mr. Butcher does not cite cats as posing a risk to bird species. The only
specific mention of cats in the entire State of the Birds 2004 report is in an article entitled
"What You Can Do," in which the common sense advice of keeping pet cats indoors is
given. The National Audubon Society's conclusions are consistentwith all available
research that is regarded as reliable and credible and which concludes feral cats do not
have a species-wide impact on any birds or wildlife. The Audubon's director of bird
conservation would not fail to mention feral cats as a risk to bird species if he agreed with
the American Bird Conservancy's claim that these cats are killing hundreds of millions of
birds .annually.The Audubon report points to the limited scopeof the predation issue,
which in truth involves select, isolated sanctuaries and wildlife habitat and not the vast
majority of cities, towns and rural settings where feral cats live.
TNR reduces rather than encourages predation
Rather than encouraging predation, TNR can actually aid in the protection of wildlife
and bird interests. It must be kept in mind that before any TNR work is done at a given
site, the cats are already there, preying upon other species to whatever extent they do. If
the cats are then neutered, returned and monitored by a caretaker, reproduction ceases
and the population goes down over time, with the fewer cats leading to less predation.
The American Bird Conservancy argues wildlife would be best protected if the first
step of trapping is taken, but not the second of return. Euthanasia, they believe, is a more
acceptable solution.9oThis amounts to no more than advocacy ofthe trap-and-kill
method and suffers from all its flaws - the vacuum effect of cats migrating into newly
vacant habitat to take advantage of food sources, the over breeding of any cats in the
colony left behind, the lack of adequate animal control resources, and the opposition of
caretakers to trapping efforts.
What many bird and wildlife advocates fail to come to grips with is the impossibility
of quickly ridding the environment of feral cats in order to protect other species - it
simply cannot be done. The only known way to eliminate feral cat colonies, as has been
accomplished in Newburyport, is gradually through the TNR process. In Newburyport,
where 300 feral cats resided twelve years ago, there are now 17.Plainly, whatever
predation existed in 1992 is far lower now. The return of the neutered ferals was not an
encouragement for more predation - it was part of the method for pennanently lowering

88 Butcher, G., "The Big Picture," Audubon State of the Birds 2004, Audubon, Vo\. 106,No.4 (Sept.-Oct.
2004).
89 Ibid.
90 American Bird Conservancy's Resolution on Free-Roaming Cats, www.abcbirds.org/cats/resolution.Ddf
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the cats' numbers. Ironically, and sadly, groups like the American Bird Conservancy are
actually harming their own interests by opposing the only known method of feral cat
control with any reasonable chance of success. By advocating what amounts to either
"trap-and-kill" or "trap-and-remove" instead of TNR, they help perpetuate the failed
methods of the past- the methods which have led to a national overpopulation of feral
cats in the tens of millions. To protect the birds, new approaches and open minds are
needed. It's also important in considering the predation issue to draw a distinction
between two very different situations that the current debate tends to muddle together.
It's one thing if the particular site in question serves as a unique and critical habitat for
wildlife, especially endangered species or migrating birds who might be vulnerable to a
cat attack because of factors like their ground-nesting behavior. In those situations,
humane alternatives to TNR such as relocation must be considered. It's another thing if
the geographical area in question is an entire city or town. Simply because TNR might
not be appropriate in a bird sanctuary doesn't mean it should be rejected for all of Salt
Lake County
· Public Health
From the perspective.of public health, feral cats and TNR touch upon three major
issues: (1) rabies, (2) other zoonotic diseases, and (3) rat abatement. An examination of
these issues demonstrates that on balance, the public health benefits of maintaining
neutered, rabies-vaccinated feral cats in their environment through TNR far outweigh any
possible public health threats.
Rabies
In 2001, according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), wild
animals accounted for 93% of reported cases of rabies in the United States. Among wild
animals, the leading species were raccoons (37.2% of all animal cases in 2001), followed
by skunks (30.7%), bats (17.2%), foxes (5.9%) and other wild animals, including rodents
(0.7%). Only 6.8% of reported rabies cases were domestic animals.81The total number of
cases attributed to cats in 2001 was 270. Since 1975, there have been no reported
cases of a cat transmitting rabies to a human in this country.92Three large-scale
exposures of humans to rabid or potentially rabid cats were reported from 1990 through
1996.93The risk that feral cats, who tend to be shy by nature and fearful of people, could
transmit rabies to humans while at large is thus minimal judging by past experience.94
The risk does exist to a greater degree in regions where rabies is prevalent among the
local raccoon population. Raccoons often inhabit the same territory as feral cats. Most
raccoon rabies occurs in the northeast/mid-Atlantic region (69.1% in 2001).95Most cat
rabies occurs (214 of the 270 reported cases in 2001) in states where the raccoon-variant
of rabies is present.96In 1999, it was discovered that, "Nearly all [rabid domestic]
animals (229 cats and 78 dogs) were infected via spillover with the predicted terrestrial

81 Krebs, J., Noll, H., Rupprecht, C., Childs, 1., "Rabies surveillance in the United States during 2001,"
Journal o/the American VeterilwIJ'Medical Association 221(12): 1690-1701 (2002): see www.cdc.gov.
82 Levy, p. 379.
83 Slater, p. 32.
84 Ibid.
85 Krebs, 1.,Noll, H., Rupprecht, c., Childs, 1., "Rabies surveillance in the United States during 2001,"
Journal o/the American VeterinalYMedical Association 221(12):1690-1701 (2002): see www.cdc.gov.
86 Ibid.
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variant of the rabies virus, i.e., the variant maintained by and circulated in the dominant
terrestrial reservoir species in the geographic location where the infection occurred."s7
Consequently, "... feral cats may form an interface between wildlife reservoirs and
humans."ss
TNR can remove much of the opportunity for rabies to be transmitted from raccoons
to feral cats and then to humans by having the cats vaccinated against the virus at the
time of neutering. Vaccination of a large percentage of the feral cats in a given location
may then create a barrier species for transmission of the virus from raccoons to humans:
"By keeping a critical mass (usually 80 percent) of feral cats vaccinated against rabies in
managed colonies, a herd inllTIunityeffect may be produced, potentially providing a
barrier between wildlife and humans and preventing one of the major public health
threats caused by feral cats."s9
Using TNR to rabies-vaccinate the feral population also makes sense when the lack of
suitable alternatives to remove the public health threat is considered. As discussed
earlier, eradication of the feral population is not feasible. Trapping and removing a
portion of the population results only in turnover, not diminishing numbers, and leaves
the feral cat population unvaccinated and susceptible to rabies infection from raccoons.
Doing nothing also leaves the ferals unvaccinated and fails to lessen the risk of rabies
transmission from wildlife to cats to humans. A managed colony approach, where the
cats are vaccinated, monitored on a regular basis and gradually diminish in number, is far
more effective in removing the rabies threat.
Supporting the view that vaccinating the feral population can create a barrier against
rabies for humans is past experience with domestic dogs. "[A]nimal control and
vaccination programs begun in the 1940's have practically eliminated domestic dogs as
reservoirs of rabies in the United States."90While feral cats may not be a reservoir for
rabies to the same magnitude that domestic dogs once were, widespread implementation
ofTNR could eliminate even the possibility of that happening. This is a matter of great
significance as, "A single incident involving a case of rabies in a companion species can
result in large expenditures in dollars and public health efforts to ensure that human
disease does not occur."91The hands-on practice ofTNR entails close interaction between
feral cats and humans during the initial phase of trapping and neutering, potentially
creating opportunities for bites and rabies transmission. Access to TNR services should,
as a result, be conditioned upon training in safe handling techniques.
Other zoonotic diseases
A common misconception is that feral cats pose a health hazard through risk of
transmission of other zoonotic diseases besides rabies. Available evidence indicates this
is not true. For example, the 8000 acre campus of Stanford University is home to one of
the oldest TNR programs in the country. The university-approved, but privately funded
and operatedprogrambeganoperationin 1989.102Subsequently,whena graduate

87 Id.
88 Levy, p. 385.
89 Slater, p. 32.
90 Krebs, J., Noll, H., Rupprecht, C., Childs, J., "Rabies surveillance in the United States during 2001,"
Joumal of the American VeterinaryMedical Association 221(12): 1690-1701 (2002): see www.cdc.gov.
91 Ibid.
92 http://www.stanford.edu/group/CATNET/about.html
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student complained that the cats presented a health risk, campus administration took up
the issue.93The Environmental Health & Safety Department ofthe university, in
consultation with the Santa Clara County Health Department, "determined that there is a
general consensus that feral cats pose little health and safety risk to individuals on
campus."94The Stanford TNR program continues to the present date, claiming
reduction of the feral population from a total of 1500 cats at inception to 200 currently.95
A transmissible disease often associated with cats is toxoplasmosis which is caused
by a common parasite (toxoplasma) probably already found in more than 60 million
people in the United States.96Very few people display symptoms, but infection can be
serious in pregnant women and those with compromised immune systems.97The
parasite can be transmitted through the accidental ingestion of contaminated cat feces, but
infection is more commonly the result of eating or handling raw meat, or gardening.98A
study conducted in Norway found that living in a neighborhood with cats is not by itself a
risk factor for contracting toxoplasmosis.99Plague can be transmitted by feral cats who
catch the disease from infected fleas, but this concern appears to be geographically
limited to the southwestern United States.100In these regions, flea control and care in
handling feral cats with symptoms of pneumonia is recommended.101Fleas in Utah are
uncommon, due to lack of humidity.

"Cat scratch fever," caused by the bartonella bacteria, is relatively common, although it is
not clear the Iisk factor is any higher with the feral cat population as compared to the
domestic cat.102Given ferals' wariness towards humans and their tendency to keep a
distance, presumably the risk factor is lower for them.

Ringworm transmission requires physical contact with the cat and is most likely to be
a problem only for caretakers fostering injured or ill feral adults, or fostering kittens. 103
Transmission of roundworms to humans is another health risk mentioned in the
literature, but is not unique to feral as opposed to domestic catS.l04
WhenTNRsucceedsin loweringfree-roamingcat populations- whichno other
methodhasbeen shownto accomplish- thenwhateverrisk existsof transmissionof
these diseases is lowered as well.
Rat abatement

The rat problem in most urban areas is chronic and growing. For example, according

93Con'espondence from Carole Miller, co-founder of Stanford Cat Network, April 29, 2002.
94Letter from Gary W. Morrow, Biosafety Officer and General Safety Manager, Environmental Health
and Safety Dept., Stanford University, Nov. 24, 1992.
95http://www.stanford.edulgroup/CA TNET/about.html
96www.cdc.gov/healthypets/animals/cats.htm
97Ibid.
98Id. .

99Slater, p. 33, citing Kapperud, G., et.a!., "Risk factors for Toxoplasma gondii infection in pregnancy;
Results of a prospective case-control study in Norway," American Journal of Epidemiology 144: 405-412,
(1996),
100Slater, p. 33.
101Ibid.

102Id.; www.cdc.gov/healthypets/animals/cats.htrn
103Slater, p. 33.
104Ibid.
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to recent statistics from the New York City Department of Health, complaints in that city
about rats have risen 40% in the past two years.lls Complaints continued to rise in the
past year despite significantly increased efforts at inspections and exterminations.106
The usefulness of feral cats in controlling rat populations is well documented. Roger
Tabor, in his studies of London street cats, noted that one particularly adept tabby female
was recorded as having caught 12,480 rats over a six year span (an average of 5 to 6 per
day.)107Farmers and stable owners have long employed feral cats for rodent contro1.lo8
Thomas Gecewicz, while serving as Director of Health for the city of Fall River,
Massachusetts, found that a TNR'ed colony of feral cats at a local landfill resulted in a
cost savings for rodent control. 109In Pennsylvania's Longwood Gardens, feral cats "are
part of the integrated pest management control program to protect certain plant life from
damage by small rodents."11OOne researcher, Paul Leyhausen, suggests that in urban
environments where food sources such as garbage and rats cannot be permanently
removed, "the feral cat population serves a very useful purpose and should rather be
encouraged than fought."111Some researchers believe the Black Death during the Middle
Ages in Europe was exacerbated when the disease was blamed on witches and their feline
companions, causing cats to be exterminated and thereby reducing a significant control
on the transmission of the disease from flea-infested rats.ll2
TNR allows the cats to remain in the environment and continue to provide no-cost rat
control, while at the same time stemming future population growth and curbing nuisance
behavior such as noise and odor.

TNR has the Growing Support of Public Health Officials, Academics,
Animal Control Officers and Animal Welfare Organizations
Thomas Gecewicz, who in addition to his service in Fall River also served as the
Director of Public Health in Bridgeport, Connecticut from 2000 through 2004, writes: "I
can unequivocally state that I, as a public health official, do openly endorse any and all
trap, spay, and neuter programs as a public health benefit and cost savings to any
community to which it is offered."ll3 Dr. Jonathan We~sbuch,M.D., the Chief Medical
Officer for Maricopa County, states, "The effectiveness ofTNR has been demonstrated
by the Maricopa County Animal Care and Control Agency in resolving a complex
problem of feral cats overpopulating the streets and alleys of 24 of the most populated
cities and towns in Arizona. The program has reduced the number of strays, diminished
the number of kittens and resulted in a managed community of felines that no longer

105 "City's scurry worry: Rat complaints up despite crackdown," Daily News, August 16,2004.
106 Ibid.
107 Tabor, pp. 112-113.
108 Slater, pp. 38-39.
109 Correspondence, Thomas Gecewicz, July 16, 2004.
110 Slater, p. 39.
III Berkeley, p. 122.
112 Clifton, Merritt, "Where cats belong- and where they don't," ANIMAL PEOPLE, June 2003.
113 Correspondence, Thomas Gecewicz, July 16,2004. Mr. Gecewicz also served as Director of Health in
Braintree, Mass., from 1977 through 1990, and as Executive Health Officer in Braintree from 1996 through 1999.
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stimulate the number of community complaints that were common prior to our initiating
the program."114Ron Cash, Health Officer for Atlantic City, New Jersey, has also
found TNR to be a useful public health tool: "We serve a population of approximately 35
million people who visit this community every year. I need to operate a safe city for the
tourists of Atlantic City. When we went shopping for a solution to the feral cat concerns
in our community, we found TNR. TNR works."115
Dr. Slater concludes, "In communities where basic services are already available,
support for feral cat caretakers (including education) and evaluation of options beside,s
'wait and see' or trap and euthanize should be seriously considered as long-term
investments."116Likewise, Dr. Levy states, "TNR has emerged as one viable alternative
for non-lethal cat control capable of reducing cat populations over the long term."117Dr.
James Ross, DVM, a Distinguished Professor at Tufts University, concurs: "My
experience with feral cat control using the trap, neuter, release (TNR) method in the
British Virgin Islands has been very positive. It is a humane way to control the feral cat
population. I endorse it in most of the ecosystems I've experienced I trust you will
find it as useful as I and others have."118
Ed Boks, current executive director of Animal Care & Control of New York City and
former head of Maricopa County Animal Care & Control, is an enthusiastic supporter of
TNR. Mr. Boks has stated that TNR is, "the only viable, non-lethal, humane and cost
effective solution to our communities' feral cat problem.. .."119In Dallas, Texas, Kent
Robertson, manager of Dallas Animal Services, fully endorses TNR and works with local
feral cat groups to implement the method: "TNR is much better than killing cats! I hate
doing that, but I didn't know what else to dO."12oIn Seattle, Don Jordan, executive
director of the Seattle Animal Shelter, has also turned his animal control agency towards
TNR. "Based on the studies out there, we have to take a more active role in helping to
manage feral cats. Communities must recognize that there is value in getting populations
fixed and stable. This problem is not going to go away unless we all become
involved."J2I
The ASPCA, a powerful force for animal welfare and one of the nation's oldest and
most respected animal organizations, promoted TNR in a cover story for the Fall 2003
edition of its magazine, Animal Watch122and runs its own thriving TNR program in New
York City.123

114 Correspondence, Jonathan Weisbuch, July 16,2004.
I I 5 "The Humane Solution: Reducing Feral Cat Populations with Trap Neuter Return" [video], Alley Cat
Allies, 2001.
I 16 Slater, p. 76.
I 17 Levy, p. 387.
I I 8 Correspondence, James Ross, July 16, 2004.
I I 9 AC&C Newsletter, April 2004, Vol. I, Issue 2, p. 5.
120Alley Cat Action, Summer 2004, p. 5.
121 Id. at p. 6.
122 Commings, Karen, "TNR: The Humane Alternative," ASPCA Animal Watch (Fall 2003).
133Seewww.aspca.org/tnr .
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Salt Lake City-Problems with proposed TNR permit.
Considering limited animal control resources, a permit/inspection process is neither
recommended nor necessary for the implementation of a successful TNR program.
Targeting enforcement resources toward those cases in which a complaint has been made
is recommended. Feral cat caregivers already use their own private resources to help
solve a community problem, and should not be further taxed for acting on their
conSCience.
Feral cat caregivers have traditionally, due to a lack of ordinances effectively addressing
the issue, been forced to conduct their activities underground. This results in little trust
between traditional animal control and feral cat caregivers. Caregivers will likely be
reticent to apply for a permit if they feel their cat's lives are at stake. Educating
caregivers and promoting TNR is a much more effective use of animal control resources
to achieve the highest rate of success and build trust between the two groups.

Conclusion
A feral and stray cat overpopulation crisis is now underway in our community,
resulting in overcrowded shelters, high euthanasia rates, quality of life complaints a
nd
financialburdens.Themethodsof the past- a mixtureoftrap-and-killanddoingnothing
- have had no impact. Even if the resources were available for animal control to attempt
a wholesale removal of the cats, which they're not, the effort would fail due to feral
population dynamics and public opposition. Trap-Neuter-Retum alone holds out the
possibility of turning the crisis around, stemming the flood of homeless cats into shelters,
lowering costs and resolving complaints.
Therefore, it is respectfully requested that Trap-Neuter-Retum be endorsed as official
policy for Salt Lake County.
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Appendix 1
ASPCA STATEMENT ON TRAP-NEUTER-RETURN
The ASPCA supports Trap-Neuter-Retum (TNR) as the most humane and effective
strategy for managing the feral cat population. The ASPCA Cares program, launched in
200I, operates mobile spay/neuter vans that serve pet owners, shelters and rescuers in
New York City's five boroughs. In 2003, over 1,600 feral cats were spayed/neutered as
part ofthe ASPCA Cares TNR initiatives. In addition to providing free surgeries for feral
cats, ASPCA Cares ensures that all cats are vaccinated against rabies at the time of
surgery, and ear-tipped to clearly identify their status as sterile, healthy cats. The
program also maintains a bank of humane traps, which are loaned to rescuers at no
charge. Hundreds of local feral cat caretakers have been trained to practice TNR in feral
cat workshops taught by Neighborhood Cats Inc. at the ASPCA headquarters. In
addition, ASPCA Cares has augmented this training with on-going workshops in feral
kitten socialization to help rescuers socialize and re-home the offspring of feral cats. This
facilitates the reduction in size of feral colonies.
TNR is an integral part ofthe ASPCA's long-term strategy to end the euthanasia of
adoptable animals in New York City. It is our goal to increase the number of cats
spayed/neutered via our mobile clinics by the end of 2004 and to continue promotion of
TNR with hands-on assistance. This will include on-going participation in large-scale
collaborative projects such as the successful spay/neuter of250 cats living at the city's
correctional facility on Rikers Island in 2002, among others.
August 12,2004
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WEST VALLEYCITY FERALFIX

The National Feral Cat Resource / Spring 2005

In PartnershipwithAnimalControlto SaveFeralCats
EST VALLEY CITY,

Utah, is a community
of 32,250 households

where a pilot Trap-Neuter-Return

(TNR) program is making life bet-
ter for both cats and people. As

a result of a partnership between
No More Homeless Pets in Utah

(NMHPU) and local animal con-
trol officials, the cat intake at the

West Valley City Animal Services

shelter dropped 26 percent this

year, compared with a 3 percent
drop statewide.

The Feral Fix pilot, along with
." adoption program for kit-
tens and stray (tame) cats, has
already reduced euthanasia rates

by 34 percent. This groundbreak-

ing program has saved cats' lives,

cut back on the demoralizing
euthanasia work faced by shelter
workers, and saved considerable
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taxpayer dollars.

NMHPU is a program of Best

Friends Animal Society. Project di-
rector Holly Sizemore has 15 years

of experience demonstrating that

TNR is the practical, effective way
to control and reduce feral cat

populations. In 1994, Sizemore

co-founded the Community Ani-

mal Welfare Society (CAWS), one
of the first organizations in Utah to

support TNR. She joined NMHPU

in 2000 as Partner Development

Director. When NMHPU began
focusing on feral cats, Sizemore

undertook implementation of a

statewide TNR program, as well

as the West Valley City pilot.

"Alley Cat Allies has been
a terrific resource and mentor

for me throughout the years,"

Sizemore says. She took to heart

one of ACl\s most important

goals: working with animal con-

trol agencies.
"Without animal control on

board, nonlethal control can't

become a widespread reality,"

saysACA National Director Becky

Robinson. "Involvement by ani-
mal control officers is vital to

stopping the killing."

Karen Bird, Supervisor of West

Valley City Animal Services, was
skeptical when Sizemore first pre-
sented TNRto her. "I had seen da-

ta [about how trap-and-kill does

not reduce outdoor cat popula-
tions, while TNRdoes], but I like to

see results for myself," says Bird.

"I thought, 'What do we have
to lose?'" Shecommittedthe full

cooperation of her staff.

"It was a hard sell [to the staff]

at first," says Sizemore, "because

shelter workers had the impres-
sion that no one would want TNR

as an option. Their mindset didn't

allow them to see the possibili-

ties." But results soon proved the

benefits of sharing information

and resources to help the cats.

Before TNR, when citizens
called about outdoor cats, the
shelter's only course of action was
to send an animal control officer

to bring the cats in to be eutha-
nized. Shelter workers now offer

callers problem mediation, and

TNR assistance through the Feral

Fix program. Bird says, "Most

callers I've spoken with embrace'
this option. They don't want to

eliminate the cats, just the prob-
lems cats sometimes cause." The

shelter staff and management
have felt the benefits.

"We've had springs where all

56 cat cages are filled, many with
several cats, and lots of moms

with litters," recalls Bird. This year

with Feral Fix, she says, "we've
maintained four solid months of

no euthanasia for healthy, adopt-
able cats. Feral cats? We don't

see many come in, because we

refer them to Holly."
Prior to Feral Fix, as many as

20 feral cats were brought in and

euthanized every day. In the first
two months of 2005, feral cat

intakes dropped 95 percent. Bird
and Sizemoreestimate that before

Continued on page 3
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OneCaregiver'sStory:MakingA DifferenceForFeralCats
caregivertook the kittens home-and was in
for someexcitement.

"It was like a wild cat party," shesays."I
made the mistakeof being soft-hearted,and
let them out of the cage in my room." But
the kittenshad livedoutdoors their whole life

and had neverbeenhandledby humans,and
they went a little crazy in the confinesof a
house. Owen carefullycoaxedthem back in
the cage, with an important lessonlearned
about the wild natureof feral cats.

With the cats safely contained, Owen
drovethem, two at a time, to
a spay/neuterclinic 50 miles
away. "There are no kind-
hearted, feral cat-loving vets
in my town," she laments.
Once the young cats could

~ no longerreproduce,recalls
~ Owen,"I hadeveryintention
i of releasingthem backat the

Biggy,neuteredand cared '" lot,but I justcouldn'tdo it. I
for, loveshisoutdoorhome. releasedthem in my yard."

Owen built weather shelters

for her little colony-Maggie, Socks, Lilly,
Buff, Archie,and Daisy.

The cats love to hang out around her
workshop, keepingthe rodentsat bay.And,
after four yearsof getting usedto their guard-
ian, Socksand Lillysometimescome into her
houseto visit. "They are loving the luxuryof
a house!" she says."Socks has becomethe
most territorial, and watches my bedroom
door like a hawk."

THREEYEARSAGO, the plight of a cat
named Biggy compelledartist Jeanine
Owen of northeastFloridato applyher

talent to help out. This talented artist creates
coloredglassbeadsbyhand,manyin the shape
of beautifulcat headsinspiredby the animals
she loves. Biggy, with a damaged eye and
abandonedby people who decidedthey had
too many cats,had taken up residencein the
outsidestairwellof a nursinghome. Owende-
cidedto raisemoneyfor Biggy'sneutersurgery
with charitableauctionsof her beadson Ebay.

Owen held her auctions
in October becauseNational

Feral Cat Day (NFCD) falls
on October 16th. NFCD is

one day each year when
people who careabout feral
cats conduct events, train-
ings,and workshops to raise
awarenessand educatetheir

communities about Trap-
Neuter-Return(TNR).

Owen was first drawn to

helping feral cats in 2001 when she started
eding half a dozen feral kittens trying to

Jrviveon their own in a storm drainon a va-

cant lot. "I contacted Alley Cat Alliesfor help
on how to do TNR," shesays,"and now allof
the cats havebecomemy dependents!"

Owen fed the sixorphansregularlyto gain
their trust, and eventuallywas able to trap
them. Then, becauseshe couldn't get them
to a veterinarian right away, this fledgling

Natjonal FeralCatDay
. Oc.tDber 16

Meanwhile,Biggy,neuteredandno longer
contributing to the feral cat population,lives
comfortablyin hisoutdoor home.Thenursing
home's grateful staff considerhim "theirs."
Owen thinks he's "treated special" for two
reasons:"becausehe'sblind in one eye,and
becausehe likespeople."

JeanineOwen is one of tensof thousands

of peoplewho promotethe causeof feralcats
on NationalFeralCat Day-and everyday of
their lives.Thanksto her,one colonyof special
cats is livingthe life they were meantto live:
healthy,sterile,outside,and free. .

To.order yoOr,2oo5~
,NFCD:~AstionzPack~.go.to .

www.~natioralfeJ::alcatday.org

Thisshy feral cat lives with three others in Karen Bird's barn-another TNRsuccess.

----- --- --

Continued from page 1

the pilot program, the cost to taxpayers for

trapping, holding, euthanizing, and disposing

of cats was $40,000-$50,000 each year.

"The shelter staff's willingness to educate

the community and put TNR information out

there, to make changes and advocate for TNR,
has been critical." says Sizemore. "Most of

our referrals come directly from the shelter."
Field officer Ricardo Rosado has seen the

changes firsthand. As an example, he says,

"people kept calling about an area where
people were feeding a huge colony. and

the cats kept procreating. We implemented
the TNR program, and there were no more

problems, no more calls." He is relieved to be

Continued on page 8
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ShowYou
LoveCats
WithOne
Stroke.

OfYourPen.
Makea simplechangein yourwill
and leavea legacyfor the careof
feralcats.Evena smallgift canhelp
to savethousandsof lives.
Contactour Planned
Giving Department
at 240-482-1980, or
<!lleycat@alleycat.org
All informationisstrictlyconfidential.

Catsoutdoors.It's a fact of life. It doesn'thaveto be a sad fact.

In PartnershipwithAnimalControlto SaveFeralCats
Continuedfrom page 3
bringing far fewer feral cats into the shelter.

To launch FeralFix,Sizemorereachedout
to the community with a mailer written in
Englishand Spanish,and hired trapping co-
ordinator JamieAnnis to embody FeralFixin
the community.While most citizensare open
to the concept of TNR,many are not ready
to take on trapping. Annis traps the catsand
takes them to Orchard Animal Clinic, where
Dr.ShannonHinesprovideslow-costspayand
neuter surgery.Spay & Neuter of Salt Lake
City also provides low-cost surgeryand care
for catsin the program.

Feral Fix also fixes common cat-related

problems, like repelling cats from certain
areas with motion-activated sprinklers and
ultrasound devices.When Annis goes door
to door with "all the information from Alley
Cat Allies showing that trap-and-kill doesn't
1N0rkand TNRdoes," shefinds that "people

,'t want the catskilled, theyjust want usto
solveissueslikecats usingflower bedsaslitter

8 AUeyCatAction SPRING 2005

boxes." Face-to-facemediationworks.

"I met one personwho reallyhatedcats,"
saysAnnis.The woman complainedthat her
neighborfed catsthat were defecatingin her
yard. "I went over to till the caregiver'syard
three or four times, to encouragethe catsto
usethe bathroomthere," saysAnnis. "A year
later,this personcalledagain. Shehad a ma-
ma and two kittens that she'd beenfeeding
in her yard, and she liked them being there.
Shewanted usto helpwith TNR!"

West ValleyCity'ssuccessisa role model
for other communities. "I wanted to prove
to myself that TNR worked," says Bird.
"Now when other animal control agencies
come to me, I can say 'yes, it works.' We
are giving the public the tools to resolve
problems." Meanwhile, the West ValleyCity
government hasacknowledgedthe valueof
FeralFixwith a $50,000 grant to continue
this program and other spay/neuterprojects
in their community. That's the best vote of
confidencewe could hope for. .

Groundbreaking Animal Control Officer
Karen Bird, Supervisor of West Valley City
Animal Services, with the shelter's
resident cat Phoebe.



Analysis of the impact of trap-neuter-return programs
on populations of feral cats
Patrick Foley, PhD; Janet E. Foley, DVM, PhD; Julie K. Levy, DVM, PhD, DACVIM;
Terry Paik, DVM =
.
Abstract

Objective- To evaluate 2 county trap-neuter-return (TNR) programs for feral cat
population management via mathematical modeling.

Design-Theoretical population model.

Animals-Feral cats assessed from 1992 to 2003 in San Diego County, California (n
= 14,452),and from1998to 2004 in AlachuaCounty,Florida(11,822).

Procedure-Data were analyzed with a mathematical Ricker model to describe
population dynamics of the feral cats and modifications to the dynamics that occurred
as a result of the TNR programs.

Results-In both counties, results of analyses did not indicate a consistent reduction
in per capita growth,.thepopulation multiplier, or the proportion offemale cats.that
were pregnant.

Conclusions and Clinical Relevance-Success of feral cat management programs
that use TNR can be monitored with an easily collected set of data and statistical
analyses facilitated by population modeling techniques. Results may be used to
suggest possible future monitoring and modification ofTNR programs, which could
result in greater success controlling and reducing feral cat populations. (JAm VetMed
Assoc 2005;227:1775-1781)

Populations of feral cats are large, have high intrinsic rates of growth, and are highly
adaptable to different and sometimes harsh habitats. Feral cats often are regarded
as pests on the basis of their predatory habits and the negative effect they may have
on wildlife populations.1-4 They may function as hosts for diseases and vectors that
can infect humans, domestic animals, or wildlife5-7; yet, colonies of feral cats often
are maintained through feeding and care by people who have strong affection for
these cats.~

There have been many attempts to eradicate populations of feral cats or to
regulate their population sizes at low numbers. Such projects have included
intentional release of panleukopenia virus, poisoning, predator introduction,
euthanasia, and neutering.9-13 Often, despite intense effort, attempted control
programs fail because growth rates within the population do not decline or because
of additional recruitment of cats into the population, although some programs have
reported14-16 successful reduction in feral populations with humane trapping
programs. The general public often finds extermination programs for feral cats



unacceptable, yet also often is intolerant of cat predation on wildlife. It
has proven difficult to assess program success; theoretical models
would be helpful to guide interpretation of data from control programs
and to provide motivation for changes that could increase success.

Feral cats are territorial animals, and their highest potential for
population increase occurs when populations are low. The maximum
per capita rate of increase is the maximum mean number of female
cats produced annually from each female cat, including the cat and its
female kittens. A cat population size tends to increase until a carrying
capacity is reached. This carrying capacity depends mainly on food and
appropriate area for territories. After the carrying capacity has been reached, density
dependence forces the per capita growth rate to drop to O. Matrix methods are used
to study the sensitivity of long-term population growth rates to perturbations in
survivorship and fecundity and have been used to evaluate feral cat population
dynamics.1? By use of a logistic (Ricker) model to lower feral cat populations, 2
general approaches are possible: the carrying capacity can be decreased (eg, by
discouraging public feeding of feral cats), or the maximum per capita rate of increase
can be lowered (eg, by increasing mortality rate18 or by neutering female cats). For
feral cat populations to decline, the maximum per capita rate of increase needs to
decrease to < O. Temporarily lowering the population size below the carrying
capacity yields no long-term population reduction if this is not accomplished. The cat
population willsimply increase back to carrying capacity. .

The objective of the study reported here was to use data from 2 trap-neuter-
return (TNR) programs to evaluate development and implementation of models
that could determine program success and calculate the rate of neutering needed to
decrease the feral cat population.

Materials and Methods

Modeling-Statistical analyses and modeling were performed with computer
software.g,Q For all statistical tests, a value of P < 0.05 was considered significant.
Cat population regulation was modeled on the basis of a Ricker model:

where Rt is an annual population multiplier or net fundamental reproductive rate, rm
is the maximum per capita rate of increase, N1 is the population size at time 1, and K
is the carrying capacity. If Rt = 1, the net annual growth of the population rt is 0 (ie,
the population size is multiplied by 1.0).

To apply the model to TNRdata, results from trapping were inserted into the
model as index values (linear multipliers of the actual values) and interpreted with
the assumption that trapped cats represented some fraction of all cats in the county;
this fraction was divided into an index value (eg, the index carrying capacity) to yield
an estimated county-wide value. The county-wide feral cat population size was
approximated; there were 1,040,149 households in San Diego County in 2000, of
which 8.9% of those interviewed reported that they fed a mean of 2.6 feral



catsjhousehold.19 Thus, a minimum county-wide estimate of feral cat population
size for 2000 was 240,690 feral cats. In Alachua County, 12% of interviewed
households reported that they fed a mean of 3.6 feral cats each. There were 84,963
households in 1999 and approximately 36,398 feral cats.20

Estimates of feline population growth rate (Rt) were obtained from the trapped cat
data. The Rt was calculated as follows:

where Nt and Nt + 1 are indices of the actual population size, equal to the total
number of cats neutered at clinics for that year. It was not necessary to estimate
either K or Nt directly because the growth rates describe population trajectories
independent of absolute or index values of population size and carrying capacity. The
regression of per capita growth rate on population size provided the estimate of
maximum per capita rate of increase (y-intercept) and, for convenience, an index of
carrying capacity (x-intercept).21 The actual carrying capacity was obtained by
multiplying the index carrying capacity by the estimated total feral cat population in
that county and dividing by the total cats trapped.

Program success was evaluated with several methods. Evidence for density-
dependent population regulation was sought by plotting per capita growth rate as a
function of year to determine a significant reduction in per capita growth rate as
detected by a significant negative linear regression of per capita growth rate on time.
Similarly, evidence of reduced fecundity was sought by use of linear regression for
the proportion of female cats pregnant when neutered over time. The Malthusian
parameter rm(maximumper capita rate of increase) calculated for each county was

R 1mused to obtain a Malthusian multiplier, . In = C .

Management of feral cat Rmmeans getting a new value, Rm'. Population decline
occurs when Rm' is < 1.0; Rmcan be written as the sum of survivorship (p) and
offspring production (Rm- p). The critical fraction (s) of cats that would need to be
neutered in a population to induce a decline can be obtained by solving the following
equation:

1 = Rm'= p + (RI11- p)(l - 5)

to get

R111 - 1
5= Rm-p

One can also approximate the proportion of cats that must be neutered each year
(M) to gradually reach M = s . N neutered cats. Neutered cats accumulate in the
population because they survive at rate p from year to year. If the number of cats

- - - - -
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individuals are counted right after neutering but before death,

To achieve the neutering level s = MIN,the annual neutering rate Samust satisfy
the following equation:

Sa =In = sO - p)N

When survivorship (p) is close to 1.0, this is a much lower burden for the neutering
program. The calculation is only approximate because N is not constant over the
lifetime of the neutering program, survivorship may differ between neutered and
non-neutered cats, and cats do not live indefinitely. In the absence of field data, the
annual survival rate (&pcirc;) can be estimated from the mean cat life span as
follows:

"
p = 1- 1

and if such data were available, the life span and annual survival rate should be
estimated at low population sizes.

Data-Data from the Feral Cat Coalition were acquired during a
trapping program involving volunteers from across San Diego County,
California, from 1992 to 2003 and from a similar program from 1998
to 2004 run by Operation Catnip Inc in Alachua County, Florida. Cats
were live-trapped, transferred approximately once per month to
participating veterinary clinics, examined, vaccinated, surgically
neutered, and returned to their colonies after a short postoperative
recovery period. For each day that clinics were held, data compiled
included clinic number and date, location of the clinic, number of males
neutered, number of females neutered, number of cats already
neutered when trapped, and total females subdivided into the
categories pregnant and not pregnant. Data regarding San Diego County
demographics were obtained from the California Department of Finance22 and
included number of humans in the county and number of households. For Alachua
County, demographic data were obtained from the US Census Bureau. Data
regarding cat ownership, feeding of feral cats, approximate county-wide cat
numbers, and number of feral cats were obtained or calculated from published
surveys of San Diego and Alachua County households.19,20

Results
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Feral cat demographics-From 1992 to 2003, 14,452 cats were submitted as



feral cats to veterinary clinics in San Diego County for neutering ( Figure 1; data
for 1992 represent only part of the year, when the program began). Of these cats,
565 (4%) had already been neutered; 14,129 surgeries were performed on 6,494
(46%) male and 7,635 (54%) female cats. The number of cats neutered over the
months of the year did not vary significantly (P = 0.13), but the presence of
pregnant cats was strongly seasonal, with numbers increasing in spring, compared
with winter and fall ( Figure 2 and Fiqure 3). Overall, 17.2% of trapped female
cats were pregnant.

In Alachua County, 11,822 cats were submitted for neutering from 1998 to 2004 (
Fiqure 1). Of these, 258 (2%) cats had previously been neutered; 11,564

surgeries were performed on 4,928 (43%) male and 6,636 (57%) female cats.
Evaluation of pregnant cats revealed a double peak, with increases in March and
August ( Fiqure 2 and Fiqure 3). Sixteen percent of trapped female cats were
pregnant.

Model results-Per capita growth rate in San Diego County ranged from -0.58 to
0.30, with a value of 0.25 for 2002 ( Fiqure 4). Values for Alachua County were
similar. Regressing per capita growth rate on population size yielded estimates of the
index carrying capacity (x-intercept) and maximum per capita rate of increase (y-
intercept) of 1,323 and 0.45 (P = 0.09), respectively, for San Diego County and
1,855 and 1.41, respectively, for Alachua County (P = 0.1; Fiqure 5). In the last
year of data for each county, the total numbers of trapped cats were 1,514 (0.63%
of the total estimated feral cats) in San Diego County and 2,213 (9.6%) for Alachua
County. Thus, the county-wide carrying capacities were estimated as 210,325 and
19,323 feral cats, respectively. The calculated values for Rmfor each county were
1.57 for San Diego County and 4.1 for Alachua County.

Critical neutering rates depend on Rmand survivorship ( Table 1
and Table 2). Reported~,23 mean life spans in feral cats range from
2 to 8 years. By use of a median life span of 5 years for San Diego
County, the critical neutering fraction (s) would be approximately 71 %
(94% for Alachua County). The needed annual neutering fraction (sa)
was 14% for San Diego County and 19% for Alachua County.
Hypothetical feral cat populations would decrease between these
values.
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To assess the success of the TNR program, data were evaluated for

density-dependent population regulation and a significant reduction in
the proportion of female cats that were fertile. When per capita growth
rate was regressed on year, there were no indications ofa significant reduction in
per capita growth rate (ie, evidence for density dependence) in either of the counties
(P = 0.24 and 0.1 for San Diego and Alachua counties, respectively; Figure 4).
The proportion of pregnant females cycled annually, but an overall reduction in
either of the counties was not detected ( Fiqure 6). .

Discussion
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Feral and stray cats represent more than 40% of all cats in the United States, are
fed by an estimated 10% to 20% or more of households, and are rarely
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neutered.20,24,25 It is desirable to reduce feral cat populations because of welfare
concerns for the cats, concern about the effe~ts ()f feral cats onvulnera.~le wildlife,
and public health considerations. ThEr:A.merTcan~Asso2Iatlo"n:'orFeIIne':Practitio'ners
supports appropriately managed feral cat cc>IoQJes, bgt.that group's position.....
statement indicates that the goal pf cqlpnymaggggrngtitshouid be.the~ye.ntllal
r~.duction of the colony. 24 Additionally, feral cat colonies should not be located near
at-risk wildlife. Although several control methods including TNR have been proposed
and implemented, assessment of their efficacy has typically been missing or at most
anecdotal. This is unfortunate given the substantial investment of resources required
to run an effective program and the skepticism with which TNR is regarded by many
people.

Feral cat populations are extraordinarily capable of reaching local carrying
capacities as a function of reproductive mechanisms that emphasize breeding
efficiency. These include induced ovulation, weaning of kittens as young as 50 days
old, an age of first reproduction as early as 8 months, and many (approx 130) days
pregnant per year.~,26 Consequently, cats have some of the highest maximum per
capita rates of increase among carnivores, estimated in 1 study27 at 23.3%.
Population sizes, home range size, and local carrying capacity of feral cats all vary
extensively, depending on habitat type and availability of food and safe den sites.
Intrinsic control of feral cat populations may occur by density-dependent

~echa nisms inclLlSl~Q"~.~~!;"~~i()nr,"'~!~~c~.~~£2!l~.~~.L().!..r~P!gd.uc~iY~_~~.~7sC.~!ld
disease. Althoug h'cats, partlcularlym~I~~}~f~.~:nntol"laJr2~,29. f~r~!fc:lt.gql()r!1~~
receivi nga bu ndant food sURplerneqta~on.!p'1a~rJ;Jav~.:;~rec!9ctionin<appalJerit~
territori a Iityas cats co- occu pyterrito ri~so r'"Cltf~fT!gJfLto;JJ1<iintaiD§J!lClI!,tt~rrtto.rte~
(§.9meti Illes acccm"lPClnig!L~S!!:~§$.a nc.:lJightIr

The purpose of TNR program is rarely articulated in the language of population
ecology but often is motivated by an attempt to reduce population size (Nt) and per
capita growth rate (rt) by reducing reproduction. Addtional goals of TNR may include
provision of veterinary care and vaccines to reduce the threat of feline and Zoonotic
diseases, improve the quality of life of homeless cats, avoid euthanasia as a control
method, and, in some programs, reduce the population size.14,31 In many TNR
programs, including those described here, direct assessment of possible changes in
population size is not possible because date collection and population structure do
meet assumption of capture-recapture or other similar methods of estimating
population size. Although index values were necessarily used for parameters because
actual population counts were not available or practical, the trajectories of
populations (whether or not population were declining) could be determined from
calculation of maximum per capita rate of increase without accurately detecting
population size or carrying capacity.

The models reported here also have the flexibility of providing statistics that could
be used to evaluate success of control programs, methods for calculating the fraction
of cats that must be neutered to force population decline, and the annual neutering
rate required to eventually achieve the required neutered fraction. The assessment
statistics are Rm(multiplier for the maximum per capita rate of increase), which can
be calculated from the time series and, as a multiplier, must be < 1.0 for the
population to be in decline; the proportion of cats that are pregnant, which should be
declining significantly in a successful program; and the proportion of trapped cats
that already are neutered, which should increase. This last statistic was not
evaluated in the data given here because the TNR programs specifically avoided



retrapping cats, which was unfortunate because keeping account of previously ear-
tipped cats would have made the calculation of the proportion neutered more
accurate.

The present study yielded mixed results regarding the success of large TNR
programs in San Diego and Alachua counties. Results of the programs had previously
been summarized16 regarding the number of cats neutered, but the effect of
neutering on the free-roaming cat population had not been analyzed. Our analysis
indicated that any population-level effects were minimal, with Rm(the multiplier)
ranging from 1.5 to 4, which indicated ongoing population growth (similar to values
in previous studies), and critical needed values of neutered cats (ie, the proportion of
all cats that needed to be neutered to reduce Rmto < 1.0) of 71 % to 94%, which
was far greater than what was actually achieved. There are several potential
limitations to the data; the net reproductive rate was estimated under the
assumption that trapping effort and efficiency were unbiased acros~ sites and
trapping periods. Retrapping success for feral cats probably was underestimated
because cats were marked after neutering by removal of a small distal portion of the
pinna and ear-tipped cats usually were released from cages without counting. The
estimate of total numbers of feral cats was somewhat inaccurate because it was
calculated from general surveys of how many people feed how many feral cats.
However, this statistic was not used in the model itself but rather provided an
estimate of the calculated proportion of all available feral cats that were being
neutered, to allow for interpretation of model successes. The regression of per capita
growth rate on population size was not significant for either San Diego or Alachua
counties, possibly reducing confidence in the estimate of population growth rates.
However, this was not surprising given that a time series of at least 20 years is
typically required before such a regression is found to be significant.32 Nevertheless,
the coefficient of regression (y-intercept) still represented the maximum likelihood
estimator for maximum per capita rate of increase.

In some ways, results were similar to those obtained in an earlier, stage-
structured matrix model of feral cat demographic features. 17 The matrix model
forced A < 1, analogously with the Ricker model forcing Rm < 1, for the population to
decline. Implementation of the stage-structured model suggested that no plausible
combinations of life history variables would likely allow for TNR to succeed in
reducing population size, although neutering approximately 75% of the cats could
achieve control (which is unrealistic)f a value quite similar to results in the present
study. An important distinction between the 2 models was the incorporation of
density-dependent reduction of fecundity and possible saturation of the population
with neutered cats in the present model.

FeraL cat control programs are notoriously difficult, and in many cases, short-term
control has been followed by a long...;term return to precontrol conditions. Attempted
control of a feral cat population on Marion Island in the Indian Ocean had poor
success for many years.2. The population size on the island was estimated by use of
a line transect at approximately 2,200 cats, and in 1979, virulent panleukopenia
virus was released on the island. Although in 1 study2. it was concluded that the
population density of cats had declined, this conclusion was based on questionable
statistical analyses. Within 5 years, intrinsic population growth rates were reported
to have increased 4 times, and although population sizes had supposedly declined,
predation on seabirds continued. Hunting was instituted, and ongoing population
estimates were assessed by use of the highly biased index of cat sightings.10 The
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authors acknowledged that control (ie, suppression) would only succeed with
ongoing intensive hunting. Feral cats have been eliminated from at least 48 islands,
including Marion Island, primarily through hunting (sometimes with dogs), trapping,
poisoning, and disease and typically on fairly small islands with low cat density.33

In contrast with hunting, disea.se,or oth~r methodsof feral.ca.t cont~olthat
.!!"1.<::I:§!i3.?§!f1J0Q:i:I)itYJi3~e~LTNRhasthe:pot~~Tajach';'antageof~llowingnichestd
become saturated withneuteredfm:flvidua'119(;Jts. If, cppcurrel1t!ywiththe reductTo;;"Yn
rnaximum per capita rate of increas~!tf,ar~tl1gcapacitYisr~duc~d (typicallybyt.._
reduction offood. oversupplementatior~J,ananrnmigra,tiqDJ§.c;()ntrolled, th.eremaybe
aJJqmane,gr(3du(3J.reductionil1:()Y~rc:JUQ~t.,nYml:>.!=!I$;iFuture feral cat management
programs could potentially achieve better success with a few modifications of the
TNR paradigm. Despite the substantial expenditure of resources to operate the 2
TNR programs described here, they probably were performed on too large a scale;
many cats were neutered, but this constituted a very small overall proportion of the
cats. Moreover, feral cats within a county surely do not constitute a single
population, further clilu~ing the enormous overall effort into numerous smaller efforts
with less impact. Trap-neuter-return programs should be focused on well-defined,
preferably geo.gr;aphicaUyrestricted,cat populations, rather than diluting effort
across multiple populations. In future TNR studies, it would be helpful if trapping
efforts were standardized to allow for the least biased index estimates of population
size from trapping efficiency (catch per unit effort34), although with such an
intelligent species, cats may modify behavior after experience with the traps. If
population growth actually is declining, then per capita growth rate should decline
consistently. Also, retrapping statistics, which were not obtained in these programs,
are particularly valuable because they allow for comparison of observed retrapped
(neutered) proportions with the critical proportions needed to reduce Rmto < 1.0.

Focused TNR programs have had some success. A survey-based assessment~ of
TNR for small colonies (mean, 7 cats) revealed moderate success, with reduction of
mean colony size by as much as half. A two-thirds reduction in population size was
obtained in a feral cat colony on a university campus where every cat was specifically
included in the census.16 Although causes of loss from the population included
euthanasia of sick cats, adoption, and deaths (often vehicular trauma), increases in
population were attributable to immigration but not births because virtually all
resident cats were neutered. For these programs, managers were able to evaluate
success because every cat could be counted. In larger programs, such enumeration
is impossible and index-level assessment, such as that described here, becomes
necessary.

Statistical assessment of the impact of TNR programs on population size is critical
to help gain credibility for such programs. Because of the increasing will to address
humane, conservation, and public health concerns associated with free-roaming cats,
tools to evaluate program success will increasingly contribute to achieving
management goals.

a. Excel, Microsoft Corp, Redmond, Wash.
b. "R,ffThe R Core Development Team. Available at: lib.stat.cmu.edujRjCRANj.
Accessed May 1, 2002.
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SALT LAKE CITY ORDINANCE
No. of 2006

(Animal Control Amendments)

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 8.04, SALT LAKE CITY CODE,

RELATING TO ANIMAL CONTROL.

Be it ordained bv the City Council of Salt Lake City. Utah:

SECTION 1. That Chapter 8.04, Salt Lake City Code, pertaining to animal control

be, and the same hereby is, amended to read as follows:

Chapter 8.04
ANIMAL SERVICESC'ONTROI,

8.04.010 Definitions:
As used in this Title:

A. "Abandonment" means: 1) placing an animal in an unsafe or dangerous environment
where the animal is separated ITombasic needs such as food, water, shelter or necessary
medical attention, for a period oflonger than twenty four (24) hours; or 2) failure to reclaim
an animal seventy two (72) hours beyond the time agreed upon with a kennel, grooming
service, veterinary hospital, or animal shelter.
B. "Allow", for the purposes of this ordinance, shall include human conduct that is
intentional, deliberate, careless, inadvertent or negligent in relation to the actions of an
animal.

C. "Animal at large" means any domesticated animal, whether or not licensed, not under
restraint as defined below.
D. "Animal boarding establishment" means any establishment that takes in animals for
board for profit.
E. "Animal groomer" means any establishment maintained for the purpose of offering
cosmetological services for animals for profit.
F. "Animals" means any and all types oflivestock, dogs and other nonhuman creatures,
both domestic and wild, male and female, singular and plural.
G. "Animal services" means the office referred to in section 8.04.020 ofthis chapter, or
its successor.

H. "Animal shelter" means a facility owned and/or operated by a governmental entity or
any animal welfare organization that is incorporated within the state, used for the care and
custody of seized, stray, homeless, quarantined, abandoned or unwanted dogs, cats, or other
small domestic animals; or for the purpose of protective custody under the authority of this
ordinance or state law.
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I. "Animal under restraint" means any animal under the control of its owner or person
over the age of twelve (12) years having charge, care, custody or control of the animal, by
means of: 1) a leash or lead not to exceed six feet (6') in length, 91)) other physical
enclosure~,or 3) within the real property limits of the o'.vner.
J. "Attack" means any bite. attempted bite. or similar fierce behavior bv an animal
which places a person or another animal in danger of, or in reasonable fear of, immediate
physical harm. Actual phvsical contact is nQJrequired 10constitute an attack.
K. "Bite" means an actual puncture, tear or abrasion of the skin inflicted by the teeth of
an animal.
K.k. "Carriage" or "horse drawn carriage" means any device in, upon, or by which any
person is or may be transported or drawn upon a public way and which is designed to be
drawn by horses.
bM. "Carriage business" means any person offering to transport another person for any
valuable consideration and by means of a horse drawn carriage.
MN. "Cat" means any age feline of the domesticated types four (4) months of age or older.
NO. "Cattery" means an establishment for boarding, breeding, buying, grooming or
selling cats for profit.
rg. "Commercial animal establishment" means any pet shop, grooming shop, animal
training establishment, guard dog auction or exhibition, riding school or stable, zoological
park, circus, rodeo, animal exhibition, or boarding or breeding kennel.
QP. "Confinement" means that the animal is kept in an escape-proof enclosure or walked
on a leash of not more than six feet (6') in length by a person eighteen (18) years of age or
older. Confinement does not restrict contact with other animals or humans.
RQ. "Custody" means ownership, possession of, harboring, or exercising control over any
animal.
.s.R "Dangerous animal" means any animal that is a hazard to the public health and
safety.
IS. "Dog" means any Canis familiaris four (4) months of age or older.
U+. "Domesticated animals" means animals accustomed to live in or about the habitation
of people, including, but not limited to, cats, dogs, fowl, horses, swine and goats.
VY. "Driver" means any person operating or in actual physical control of a horse-drawn
carriage, or any person sitting in the driver's seat of such carriage with the intention of
causing it to be moved by a horse.
"VV-. "Enclosure" means any structure that prevents an animal from escaping its confines.
XW. "Estray" or "stray" means any "animal at large", as defined herein.
y~. "Euthanasia" means the humane destruction of an animal accomplished by a method
approved by the most recent Report of the American Veterinary Medication Association
Panel on Euthanasia.
Z. "Feral cat" means anv homeless, \\'ild or untamed cat.
AA. "Feral cat colonv" means a group of homeless, wild or untamed cats living or
growing together.
En. "Ferret" means any domestic Mustc1aputorius (cxCe12L1h9l?lack1botedferret) more
than four (4) months of age or older.
¥Cc. "Guard dog" means a working dog which must be kept in a fenced run or other
suitable enclosure during business hours, or on a leash or under absolute control while
working, so it cannot come into contact with the public.
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DO. "Harbor" means housin'. fcedino or carin) for a )ct without the crmission ofthe
0\\:11erwithin a person's house, yard. or premises for more than 24 consecutive hours.
z'EE. "Holding facility" means any pet shop, kennel, cattery, groomery, riding school,
stable, animal shelter, veterinary hospital, humane establishment, or any other such facility
used for holding animals.
AAFF. "Impoundment" means taken into the custody of an animal services agency, police
department, or an agent thereof.
BBGG. "Kennel" means an establishment having dogs for the purpose of boarding,
breeding, buying, grooming, letting for hire, training for fee, or selling.
<;GHH. "Leash" or "lead" means any chain, rope or device used to restrain an animal,
being no longer than six feet (6') in length.
II. "Livestock" means animals kept for husbandry. including but not limited to fowl,
horses, mules. burros, donkeys. cattle. sheep. goats. llamas, swine. and other fanTI,hoolbd
domesticated anim<lIs.excluding dogs,£,atfi,[mdferrets.
g.g.lJ. "Owner" means any person having title to, or an ownership interest in. or custody of,
or keeping, eF-maintaining,or possessing harboring one or more animals. :\n animal shuHbe
deemed to be harbored if it is fed or shelteredooring a pefl.e4Bf-tv..entyfouf-(-24j
consecutive hours or more.
EEKK."Person" means a natural person or any legal entity, including, but not limited to, a
corporation, firm, partnership or trust.
FflLL. "Pet" or "companion animal" means any animal of a species that has been developed
to live in or about the habitation of humans, is dependent on humans for food and shelter,
and is kept for pleasure rather than utility or commercial purposes.
GGMM. "Pet shop" means any establishment containing cages or exhibition pens, not
part of a kennel or cattery, wherein dogs, cats, birds or other pets are kept, displayed or sold.
HHNN. "Provoked" means any deliberate act by a person towards a dog or any other
animal done with the intent to tease, torment, abuse, assault or otherwise cause a reaction by
the dog or other animal; provided, however, that any act by a person done with the intent to
discourage or prevent a dog or other animal from attacking shall not be considered to be a
provocation.
HOO. "Quarantine" means the isolation of an animal in a substantial enclosure so that the
animal is not subject to contact with other animals or persons not authorized by the Office of
Animal Services.
YPP. "Riding school or stable" means an establishment which offers boarding and/or
riding instruction for any horse, pony, donkey, mule or burro, or which offers such animals
for hire.
K::KcQQ. "Service animal" means any guide dog, signal dog, or other animal
individually trained to provide assistance to an individual with a disability.
bbRR. "Set" means:
1. To cock, open or put a trap in such a condition that it would clamp closed when an object
or person touches a triggering device; and/or
2. To place a spring-loaded trap which has been opened or fixed so that it would close upon
the triggering device being touched upon the ground, or in a position where a person or
animal could become caught therein.
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MMSS. "Specialized equipment" is that equipment, other than the usual patrol
vehicles of animal services, which is designed for specific purposes such as, but not limited
to, livestock trailers and carcass trailers.
NNTT."Species subject to rabies" means any species that has been reported to the Center for
Disease Control to have contracted the rabies virus and become a host for that virus.
OOUU. "Spring-loaded trap" means any clamp-like apparatus which is utilized to
catch animals, objects or persons when, after being set and the triggering device being
activated, clamp-like jaws are designed to come together with force so as to clamp or close
upon an animal, person or object activating the spring or triggering device.
PFYY. "Stable" means any place or facility where one or more horses, ponies, donkeys,
mules or burros are housed or maintained, and are offered for hire.
QQWW. "Veterinarian" means any person legally licensed to practice veterinary
medicine under the laws ofthe State of Utah.
RRXX. "Vicious animal" means:
1. Any animal which, in a threatening or terrorizing manner, approaches any person in
apparent attitude of attack upon the streets, sidewalks, or any public grounds or places;
2. Any animal with a known propensity, tendency or disposition to attack, to cause injury or
to otherwise endanger the safety of human beings or animals; or
3. Any animal which bites, inflicts injury, assaults or otherwise attacks a human being or
domestic animal on public or private property.
£8.YY. "Wild, exotic or dangerous animal" means any animal which is not commonly
domesticated, or which is not native to North America, or which, irrespective of geographic
origin, is of a wild or predatory nature, or any other animal which, because of its size,
growth propensity, vicious nature or other characteristics, would constitute an unreasonable
danger to human life, health or property if not kept, maintained or confined in a safe and
secure manner, including hybrids, and animals which, as a result of their natural or wild
condition, cannot be vaccinated effectively for rabies. Those animals, however
domesticated, shall include, but are not limited to:
1. Alligators And Crocodiles: Alligators and crocodiles;
2. Bears (Ursidae): All bears, including grizzly bears, brown bears, and black bears;
3. Cat Family (Felidae): All except the commonly accepted domesticated cats, and including
cheetahs, cougars, leopards, lions, lynx, panthers, mountain lions, tigers and wildcats;
4. Dog Family (Canidae): All except domesticated dogs, and including wolf, part wolf, fox,
part fox, coyote, part coyote, dingo and part dingo;
5. Porcupines: Porcupine (erethizontidae);
6. Primate (Hominidae): All Stlbnonhumanprimates;
7. Raccoon (Prosynnidae): All raccoons, including eastern raccoons, desert raccoons and
ring-tailed cats;
8. Skunks: Skunks;
9. Fish: Venomous fish and piranha;
10. Snakes Or Lizards: Venomous snakes or lizards;
11. Weasels (Mustelidae): All, cxciillJdomcsticatQ~Jferrets. including weasels, martins,
wolverines, black footed ferrets, badgers, otters, ermine, mink and mongoose, except that
the possession of such animals shall not be prohibited when raised commercially for their
pelts.
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:++22. "Work", with reference to a horse, means that the horse is out of the stable and
presented as being available for pulling carriages; in harness; or pulling a carriage. (Ord. 69-
99 § 6, 1999: Ord. 52-89 § 2, 1989: Ord. 48-88 § 1, 1988: Ord. 88-86 § 1, 1986: Ord. 59-86
§ 1, 1986:prior code § 100-1-1)

8.04.030 Animal Services Officials-Powers And Duties:
A. The Animal Services Director, or any person employed by the Office of Animal
Services as an animal services officer, or any person authorized through a legal agreement,
shall take the oath of office and shall be vested with the power and authority to enforce this
Title.
B. The Animal Services Director, his or her deputies, assistants and animal services
officers, are hereby authorized and empowered to apprehend and take with them and
impound any animal found in violation of this Title, and including licensable degsanimals
for which no license has been procured in accordance with this Title, or any licensed or
unlicensed degsanimals for any other violation thereof.
C. In the enforcement ofthis Title, any peace officer, or the Director of Animal
Services, his or her assistants or animal services officers are authorized to enter onto the
open premises of any person to take possession of any animal in violation ofthis Title. (Ord.
69-99 § 6, 1999: prior code § 100-1-3)

8.04.040 Director's And Officers' Powers-Enforcement:
A. The Animal Services Director shall:
I. Enforce this Title and perform other responsibilities pursuant thereto;
2. Supervise the Municipal animal shelter(s) under his or her jurisdiction;
3. Keep adequate records of all animals impounded and all monies collected;
4. See that all animals and animal-holding facilities in his or her jurisdiction are licensed,
controlled and permitted in accordance with any applicable ordinance and/or regulations;
5. Establish, in cooperation with the Salt Lake City COllRtyValleyHealth Department and
other interested governmental agencies, adequate measures for rabies immunization and
control.
B. Each animal services officer shall:
1. Enforce this Chapter in all respects pertaining to animal services within the City,
including the care and impounding of animals and prevention of cruelty to animals;
2. Carry out all duties prescribed or delegated by the Director. (Ord. 69-99 § 6, 1999:prior
code § 100-1-4)

8.04.065 Permit And License Fees-Expiration-Renewal:
A permit issued pursuant to this Chapter shall expire one year after it is issued by the Office
of Animal Services or other authorized entity, and shall be renewable upon application
therefor. Renewal applications shall not be available until thirty (30) days prior to the
expiration date of the current permit. A permit may only be issued after the appropriate fee
has been paid. Application shall be accompanied by the fee established in the permit and fee
schedule, Appendix A ofthis Chapter. Licenses may be issued for multiDlevenrs in
n~(,onlnnrp. with fP.A~~~~p'jforth in AnneRd*-A-e:f-tlHc' I'hnntpr
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A. The permit and license fee schedule may be modified from time to time as deemed
appropriate by the Director of Animal Services or other authorized manager, and upon
approval by the Salt Lake City Council.
B. Permits are not transferable from one owner to another, nor from one site to another.
(Ord. 69-99 § 2, 1999)

8.04.070 Dog, Cat and Ferret License-Required When-Application And Fees:
A. Required: All dogs, cats and ferrets shall be licensed each year, except as otherwise
provided herein, to a person of the age of eighteen (18) years or older.
B. Deadline: Any person owning, possessing or harboring any dog1.~<:lt9.rf.9IT9..t.shall
obtain a license for such animal within thirty (30) days after the dog, cat or ferret reaches the
age of four (4) months, or, in the case of a dog, cat or ferret over four (4) months, or in the
case of a new City resident, within thirty (30) days of the acquisition of the dog. cat or ferrct,
or the commencement of residency.
C. Application: License applications shall be submitted to the Office of Animal
Services, by utilizing a standard form which requests name, address and telephone number
of the applicant; breed, sex, color and age of the animal; previous license information; rabies
and sterilization information; and the number, location or other identification applicable to a
tattoo or implanted microchip of the animal. The application shall be accompanied by the
prescribed license fee and by a rabies vaccination certificate current for a minimum of six
(6) months beyond the date of application. A license shall not be issued for a period that
exceeds the expiration date of the rabies vaccination. Rabies vaccinations shall be given by a
licensed veterinarian with a vaccine approved by the current Compendium of Animal Rabies
Control.
D. License Fees:
1. License fees shall be as set forth in the permit and fee schedule, Appendix A of this
Chapter.
2. No dog. cat or ferret shall be licensed as spayed or neutered without veterinary
verification that such surgery was performed.
E. License Vendors: The Animal Services Director may contract with veterinary
hospitals, veterinarians, pet shops, animal grooming parlors, and similar institutions or
individuals for the issuance of license application forms. License fees and requirements for
licensure with such vendors shall be the same as if the application was issued directly by the
Office of Animal Services.
F. Number Of Dogs, Cats and Ferrets: No person or persons at anyone residenceJ2I
property within the City shall at anyone time own, harbor or license more than two (2) adult
dogs four 4 adult cats or two 2 adult fClTcts.and no more than four total doO"scats and
ferrets in any combination except as otherwise provided herein.
G. Senior Citizen Provisions: In lieu ofthe annual license fees provided above, a person
sixty (60) years of age or older on the date of license application may, upon proof of age,
obtain a aeg-license for an unsterilized dog. cat or fen"ctfor a reduced fee as specified in
Appendix A of this Chapter. A person sixty (60) years of age or older may obtain a 6eg
license for the life of a spayed or neutered dog. cat or ferret for a one-time nontransferable
fee as specified in Appendix A ofthis Chapter, but such person shall nevertheless obtain a
license without fee thereafter for verification of rabies vaccination. This subsection shall not
be construed to relieve any person from meeting all licensing requirements not specifically
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exempted, including late fees and required vaccinations, nor is any license issued hereunder
transferable to any other animal or owner other than that for which the license was issued.
(Ord. 69-99 § 6, 1999: Ord. 30-88 § 1, 1988: amended during 1/88 supplement: Ord. 39-84 §
1, 1984: prior code § 100-1-6)

8.04.074 Liccnsin and Kcc in Three 3 or more Cats - Additional Re uiremcnts
Residents keeping three (3) or more cats in one household ~~erequires!to comply with the

eneral requirements for a cattery lmder the Salt Lake Vallev Health Department Health
Regulations #9, section 7.0. or its successor.

8.04.076 Licensin2 and Keepin2 Ferrets - Additional Requirements
A. Firsttimea licantsmust resent. roofof satisfactor. com letiollof a ferretownershi
class that included. as a minimum, the dangers ferrets present to people and other animals.
and the dangers of owning a ferret in a hQuseholdwithjnt~mts and .smallchildren.
B. No more than two adult ferrets may be kept in a household at any time, ,md no more than
two litters of kits under the age of five months may be kept in a household at any time.
C. An owners shall make their feITethOLL~ingfacilities and the health of their ferrets open to
inspection by an animal services officcr once eagLy~ar.
D. Fen'ets shall be ke t rimaril' as indoor ets and shall be housed in a ca Jeor kennel of
sufficient size and construction to allow proper space and safekeeping of the ferret. When a
ferret is outdoors. it shall be kept on a hamess with a leash specifically designed for ferrets
that is not morc than six (6) feet in length.
E. Ferret owners are encouraged to sterilize and de-scent their ferrets.

8.04.080 Dog. Cat and Ji'erret License-Tag and Microchip Requirements:
A. Upon payment of the license fee, the Office of Animal Services shall issue to the
owner a certificate and a tag for each dog. cat or ferret licensed. The tag shall have stamped
thereon the license number corresponding with the tag number on the certificate. The owner
shall attach the tag to the collar or harness of the animal and see that the collar and tag are
constantly worn when the animal is off the premises of the owner. Failure to attach the tag
as provided shall be in violation of this Title, except that animalsOOgswhich are kept for
show purposes are exempt from wearing the collar and tag when participating in a match or
show.
B. :gegLicense tags are not transferable from one dog~L.Qr ferret to another. No
refunds shall be made on any de-g-licensefee for any reason whatsoever. Replacements for
lost or destroyed tags shall be issued upon payment of the replacement tag fee set in
Appendix A of this Chapter to the Office of Animal Services.
C. Any person removing or causing to be removed the collar, harness or tag from any
licensed dog, cat or ferret without the consent of the owner or keeper thereof, except a
licensed veterinarian or animal services officer who removes such for medical and other
reasons, shall be in violation of this Title.
D. Microchip requirements:
1. Dogs Owners are encouraged tofflitJ'have an identifying microchip implanted in their
dogs. If owners take such action, they shall be exempt from the requirement that such dogs
wear identifying tags at all times while off the premises, provided that the microchip
information has been registered with the Office of Animal Services. ()'1'nPr'-'d...nl1n'-''-'lIl"np
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the risk of nonidentification of all microchipped, ltHl'eStminAd lilwl': v;ho are ~l1h~e(]lIentlv

impounded by aflimal services-&ffi.e.e.f5
2. Cats Owners are required to h~ve an identifying microchipjmplanted in their cats. fu
taking such action, owners shall be exempt from the requirement that such cats wear
identifying tags at all times while offthe premises, provided that the microchiu information
has been registered with the Office of Animal Services.
3. Fen-ets- Owners are reqlliredJQ have an identifying microc;J1iJ1.J.mplantedin each ferret.
and the microchip number must be included with each license application.
4. Owners shall assume the risk of nonidentification of all microchipped. unrestrained
m]Jm9.J§..~Yhi9hJIT.~§'1.l.l?.§..~_m~~D.JlyiJ:np_mm~i94hy~Jp.imi,l.1~9.r.yj9..~§..Q.m9.9r.§.,

E. It is unlawful for anY'v'endorof person or business that implants or furnishes
inJonnation for microchips to refuse to provide information to the Office of Animal Services
as to the identification of the owner of an animal that has been microchipped. (Ord. 69-99 §
6, 1999: Ord. 30-88 § 2, 1988: prior code § 100-1-7)

8.04.090 Dog. Cat and f1'erretLicense-Exemptions:
A. The provisions of Sections 8.04.070 and 8.04.080 of this Chapter, or their
successors, shall not apply to:
1. Dogs, cats and fen-etsproperly licensed in anotherjurisdiction whose owners are
nonresidents temporarily (up to 30 days) within the City. Licensed dogs, cats and ferrets
whose owners remain within the City longer than thirty (30) days may transfer to the local
license upon payment of a fee as specified in Appendix A of this Chapter and proof of
current rabies vaccination; or
2. Individual dogs. cats and ferrets within a properly licensed deg-kennel, cattery, or other
such establishment, when such degsanimals are held for resale.
B. The fee provisions of Section 8.04.070 of this Chapter shall not apply to:
1. Service de-gsanimalstrained and certified to assist persons with a physical or mental
disability, or <:legsanimalsin an official training program for such assistance; or
2. J)egsAnimals especially trained to assist officials of government agencies in the
performance of their duties and which are owned by such agencies.
C. Nothing in this Section shall be construed so as to exempt any dog. cat or ferret from
having a current rabies vaccination. (Ord. 69-99 § 6, 1999:prior code § 100-1-8)

8.04.100 Dog. Cat and Ferret License-Revocation Procedures:
If the owner of any dog. cat or ferret is found to be in violation of this Title on three (3) or
more different occasions during any twelve (12) month period, the Director of Animal
Services may seek a court order, pursuant to Section 8.04.220 of this Chapter, or its
successor, revoking for a period of one year any deganimallicense(s) such person may
possess and providing for the Animal Services Office to pick up and impound any
deganimal(s) kept by the person under such order. Any deganimal impounded pursuant to
such an order shall be dealt with in accordance with the provisions of this Title for
impounded animals, except that the person under the order of revocation shall not be
allowed to redeem the deganimal under any circumstances. (Ord. 69-99 § 6, 1999: prior
code § 100-1-17)
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8.04.130 Commercial And Pet Rescue Permits-Required When-Application-Issuance
Conditions:
A. 1. It is unlawful for any person to operate or maintain a kennel, cattery, pet shop,
groomery, riding stable, veterinary clinic or hospital or any similar establishment unless
such person first obtains a regulatory permit from the Office of Animal Services, in addition
to all other required licenses and permits.
2. All applications for permits to operate such establishments shall be submitted, together
with the required permit fee, on a printed form provided by the Animal Services Office to
that office. Before the permit is issued, approval shall be granted by the City CountySalt
Lake Valley Health Department, the appropriate zoning authority, any applicable business
licensing authority, and the Animal Services Office.
R A pet rescue permit for foster animals may be authorized for owners of dogs~-ffilii
cats and ferrets to keep one additionalno more Humthree (3) dogs-~(7fcat or ferr9.1sin a
residentialarea,but nomore thanfive 5 total licensedanimals do's. cats and fen"cts. Jer
household. provided:
1. The rescuedSti€h animals areis pending adoption from a local City or County operated
animal shelter or a section 501(c)(3), United States Internal Revenue Code, humane society
shelter; and
2. Such animals are awaiting udoption; and
3~. Approval is granted by the appropriate zoning authority,Gi-tj' CountySalt Lake Valley
Health Department, and Office of Animal Services; and
4J.. Adequate confinement areas are provided; and
51. Other provisions ofthis Title are complied with, and no animal or premises is deemed to
be a nuisance; and
()~.The holder of a pet rescue permit assumes all responsibility for the animal regarding
licensing, care, liability and oversight.
C. Holders of a pet rescue permit shall be subject to all requirements and regulations of
this Chapterpertainingto commercialestablishments.(Ord.69-99§ 6, 1999:priorcode §
100-1-28(1))

8.04.135 Feral Cat Colon" Ret!istration Permit - Requirements
It is unlawfhl for anv person to maintain a feral cat colony without a pennit. Unless
xohibited b zoning or other ordinances or laws an erson over ei} 1teen 18 ears of
age. may obtain a feral cat colonv permit from Animal Services or its designee upon:
A. Presenting proof that the cats in the maintained colony have been sterilized. given
their vaccinations as required and ear-tipped. or are being actively trapped so as to perform
sterilization. vaccination and ear-tipping:
B Presenting a detailed description of each cat in the colony including vaccination
history:
C. Presenting proof of property owner and/or landlord permission at the site that the
colony is being maintained: and
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D. Providing contact information, in the event that complaints arc received bv the
Office of Animal Services concerning rn~Dagementof the colonv.

8.04.136 Maintainin1! a Re1!istered Feral Cat Colonv - Additional Reouirements
Feral cat colonv permit holders shall:
A. Take responsibility for feeding the c~!colony regularly throughout the year, while
ensuring that the food storage area(s) ar..Q?ecurefi~ominsect,rodent. and other vernlin
attraction and harborage. Feeding times shall be set. and any remainimr food shall be
immediately removed after feeding;
11, S..!~:ri.Hz.~,.H!.Gci!!9.01~m1.Q~.~T=.!ip~t.l.l?~hlJt9.~.!$..Jhi,lt~~1.Dl?.9.9.~pn![9.d,..Jmplml..tiPKn.

microchip is recommended; and
C. Remove dro inas s oiled food and other waste from the remises as often as
necessarv, and at least every seven (7) days. to prevent odor, insect or rodent attraction or
breeding. or any other nuisance.

8.04.140 Commercial Permits Exempt Establishments Exempt from Licenshl1!:
Research facilities where bona fide medical or related research is being conducted, humane
shelters, and other animal establishments operated by State or local government, or which
are licensed by Federal law, and licensed veterinarian hospitals and clinics, are excluded
from the licensing requirements of this Title. (Ord. 69-99 § 6, 1999: Ord. 88-86 § 3, 1986:
prior code § 100-1-28(5»

8.04.150 (;&mmerdal And-Pct Rcseue-Permits-Fee Schedule:
Fees for commercial operations (kennels, catteries, groomeries, pet shops, veterinary clinics
or hospitals),--flfl6pet rescue permits and feral cat colony registration pernlits shall be as
indicated in Appendix A of this Chapter. (Ord. 69-99 § 6, 1999: Ord. 30-88 § 3, 1988: Ord.
88-86 § 3, 1986:prior code § 100-1-28(4»

8.04.170 Commercia) And Pet Rescue Permits-Expiration And Renewal:
Any permit issued pursuant to Sections 8.04.130 through 8.04.170 and Section 8.04.200 of
this Chapter, or their successors, shall automuticullyexpire one year after it is issued by the
Office of Animal Services. and shall be renewable upon acceptance by the Office of Animal
Services of a new application. RenewaIJ!Pp-licationsshall not be available until thirty days
prior to the expiration date of the cUrr9.ntp-~..rmit.A perl11itmav onlv be issued after the
a ro riate fee has been' aid. A)lication must be accom <miedb ' the fee as established in
Appendix A of this chapter. on the Deeember 31 immediately follo',';ingthe date of issue
Within two (2) months priof-te-t~ifatien of the permit, the perm-ittee-&lral-l-appl-y-fuf-a. .., .. ," .....-

- Q - - .I. ' ,
accompanied by a late applicution fee in-addition to the regHlarpennit fee. (Ord. 69-99 § 6,
1999: Ord. 88-86 § 3, 1986: prior code § 100-1-28(3»

8.04.180 Permit-Suspension Or Revocation:
A. Grounds: A permit may be suspended or revoked or a permit application rejected on
anyone or more of the following grounds:
1. Falsification of facts in a permit application;
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2. M.aterialchange in the conditions upon which the permit was granted;
~J. Violation of any of the provisions of this Title, or any other law or regulation governing
the establishment including, but not limite(Ug, health, noise, building and zoning
ordinances;
~. Conviction on a charge of cruelty to animals.
B. Procedure: If an inspection of any establishment required to be permitted under this
Title, reveals a violation of this Title, the inspector shall notify the permit holder or operator
of such violation by means of an inspection report form or other written notice. The
notification shall:
1. Set forth the specific violation(s) found;
2. Establish a specific and reasonable period oftime for the correction ofthe violation(s)
found;
3. State that failure to comply with any notice issued in accordance with the provisions of
this Title may result in immediate suspension of the permit;
4. State that an opportunity for appeal from any notice or inspection findings will be
provided if a written request for a hearing is filed with the Office of Animal Services within
five (5) days of the date ofthe notice. Compliance with the notice will be stayed pending the
decision from a request for hearing.
C. Revocation Or Suspension: Any permit granted under this Title may be suspended or
revoked by the Mayor or the Mayor's designee for violations listed in subsection A of this
Section. A minimum of five (5) days' notice shall be given to the permittee, advising him of
the date and time for such hearing, and listing the cause or causes for such suspension or
revocation. No new permit shall be issued to any person whose permit has been previously
revoked except upon application for a new permit, accompanied by the required application
fee, and unless and until all requirements of this Title have been met.
D. Notice Procedure: Notice provided for under this Section shall be deemed to have
been properly served when the original of the inspection report form or other notice has been
delivered personally to the permit holder or person in charge, or such notice has been sent by
certified mail to the last known address of the permit holder. A copy of such notice shall be
filed with the records of the Office of Animal Services. (Ord. 69-99 § 6, 1999: Ord. 88-86 §
4, 1986:prior code § 100-1-30(1)-(3) and (5))

8.04.200 Commercial EstablishmcntsPermits-Inspections:
All establishments and residences required to be permitted under this Title shall be subject
to periodic inspections, and the inspector shall make a report of such inspection with a copy
to be delivered to the establishment or residence and filed with the Animal Services Office.
(Ord. 69-99 § 6, 1999: Ord. 88-86 § 4, 1986:prior code § 100-1-28(6))

8.04.210 Commercial Establishments-Permits-Emergency Suspension Of Permit:
Notwithstanding the other provisions of this Title, when the inspecting officer finds
unsanitary or other conditions in the operation of feral cat colonies, pet rescue residences,
kennels, catteries, groomeries, veterinary clinics or hospitals, riding stables, pet shops, or
any similar establishments, which, in such officer's judgment, constitute a substantial hazard
to the animal(s) and/or the public health, such officer may, without warning or hearing, issue
a written notice to the permit holder or operator citing such condition and specifying the
corrective action to be taken. Such order shall state that the permit is immediately
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suspended, and all operations are to be immediately discontinued. Any person to whom such
an order is issued shall comply immediately therewith. Any animals at such facility may be
confiscated by the Animal Services Office and impounded or otherwise provided for
according to the provisions ofthis Title. (Ord. 69-99 § 6, 1999: Ord. 88-86 § 4, 1986:prior
code § 100-1-30(4))

8.04.230 Bites-Report Requirements:
A. Any person having knowledge of any individual or animal having been bitten by an
animal of a species subject to rabies shall report the incident immediately to the Office of
Animal Services or to the Salt Lake City C(}untyY~H9.YHealth Department.
B. The owner of an animal that bites a person, and any person bitten by an animal, shall
report the bite to the Office of Animal Services or the City CountySalt Lake Vallev Health
Department within twenty four (24) hours of the bite, regardless of whether or not the biting
animal is of a species subject to rabies.
C. A physician (or other medical personnel) who renders professional treatment to a
person bitten by an animal shall report the fact that such physician (or personnel) has
rendered professional treatment to the Office of Animal Services or the Gi-ty-(~Salt
Lake Valley Health Department within twenty four (24) hours of his or her first professional
attendance. He or she shall report the name, sex, phone number and address of the person
bitten as well as the type and location of the bite. Ifknown, he or she shall give the name
and address of the owner of the animal that inflicted the bite, and any other facts that may
assist the Office of Animal Services in ascertaining the immunization status of the animal.
D. Any person treating an animal bitten, injured or mauled by another animal shall
report the incident to the Office of Animal Services. The report shall contain the name,
phone number and address of the owner of the wounded, injured or bitten animal, the name,
phone number and address of the owner and description of the animal which caused the
injury, and the location of the incident.
E. Any person not conforming with the requirements of this Section shall be in
violation of this Title. (Ord. 69-99 § 6, 1999:prior code § 100-1-18)

8.04.240 Rabies Control-Vaccination For Dogs:l-Afl:dCats and Ferrets:
A. The owner or person having the charge, care, custody and control of a four (4)
months of age or over fen'et. cat or dog shall have such animal vaccinated for rabies. Any
person permitting any such animal to habitually be on or remain, or be lodged or fed within
such person's house, yard or premises shall be responsible for the vaccination. Unvaccinated
dogs~-&cats or ferrets over four (4) months of age acquired by the owner or moved into the
City must be vaccinated within thirty (30) days of purchase or arrival.
B. Every dO&-aHf1cat and ferret shall have a current rabies vaccination with a rabies
vaccine approved by the current Compendium of Animal Rabies Control as amended,
published by the National Association of State Public Health Veterinarians, Inc. This
provision shall not apply to veterinarians or kennel operators temporarily maintaining on
their premises animals owned by others. (Ord. 69-99 § 6, 1999: prior code § 100-1-19(1))

8.04.250 Rabies Control-Veterinarian Duties-Certification And Tag Requirements:
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A. It shall be the duty of each veterinarian, when vaccinating any animal for rabies, to
complete a certificate of rabies vaccination (in duplicate) which includes the following
information:
1. Owner's name and address;
2. Description of animal (breed, sex, markings, age, name);
3. Date of vaccination;
4. Rabies vaccination tag number;
5. Type of rabies vaccine administered;
6. Manufacturer's serial number of vaccine.
B. A copy of the certificate shall be distributed to the owner and the original retained by
the issuing veterinarian. The veterinarian and the owner shall retain their copies ofthe
certificate for the interval between vaccinations specified in Section 8.04.240 ofthis
Chapter, or its successor. Additionally, a metal or durable plastic rabies vaccination tag,
serially numbered, shall be securely attached to the collar or harness of the animal. An
animal not wearing such a tag shall be deemed to be unvaccinated, and may be impounded
and dealt with pursuant to this Title. unless the animal has an implanted microchip and such
information has been registered with the Office of Animal Services. Owners shall assume
the risk of the loss or destructiOlLOfan unrcst~fJinedanimal whose microchip either cannot
be located after a reasonable search therefor. or ovmer information cannot be found after a
reasonable records search.
C. It shall be unlawful for a veterinarian to refuse to provide the certificate infonnation
listed above to the Office of Animal Ser\:'i9.s:~,_(Ord.69-99 § 6, 1999:prior code § 100-1-
19(2»

8.04.260 Rabies Control-Transient Animals:

-

kept under strict supervision of the owner.-It is unlawful to bring any animal into the City
which does not comply with any applicable animal health laws and import regulations. (Ord.
69-99 § 6, 1999: prior code § 100-1-19(3»

8.04.270 Rabies Control-Reporting Of Rabid Animals:
Any person having knowledge of the whereabouts of an animal known to have been exposed
to or suspected of having rabies, or of an animal or person bitten by such a suspect animal,
shall notify the Office of Animal Services, the City County Salt Lake Valley Health
Departmentor the StateDivisionof Health.(Ord.69-99§ 6, 1999:priorcode § 100-1-
19(5))

8.04.280 Biting Or Potentially Rabid Animals-Quarantine/Confinement Or Other
Disposition:
A. Report Requirements: An animal that has rabies or is suspected of having rabies, or
any animal bitten by another animal infected with rabies or by an animal suspected of
having rabies, shall be reported by the owner or person having information as set forth in
Section 8.04.270 of this Chapter, or its successor, and shall immediately be confined in a
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secure place by the owner. The owner shall turn over the animal to the Office of Animal
Services upon demand.
B. Surrender Of Animal: The owner of any animal of a species subject to rabies which
has bitten shall surrender the animal to any authorized official upon demand. Any person
authorized to enforce this Title may enter upon private property to seize the animal; ifthe
owner refuses to surrender the animal, the officer shall immediately obtain a search warrant
authorizing seizure and impoundment of the animal.
C. Seizure, Confinement Or Quarantine:
1. Any animal of a species subject to rabies that bites a person or animal, or is suspected of
having rabies, may be seized and quarantined for observation as determined by the Animal
Services Director or designee. In consultation with a veterinarian when deemed necessary by
the Director or designee, the potentially rabid animal shall be quarantined or confined for
observation in accordance with the current Compendium of Animal Rabies Control, as
amended, and with Office policy and procedure. The owner of the animal shall bear the cost
of confinement. The animal shelter shall be the normal place for quarantine, but other
arrangements, including confinement by the owner, may be made by the Director of Animal
Services and/or the Director of the Health Department if the animal had a current rabies
vaccination at the time the bite was inflicted or if there are other special circumstances
justifying an exception.
2. A person who has custody of an animal under quarantine shall immediately notify the
Office of Animal Services if the animal shows any signs of sickness or abnormal behavior,
or if the animal escapes confinement. It is unlawful for any person who has custody of a
quarantined animal to fail or refuse to allow a City CountySaIt Lake Vallev Health
Department or animal services officer to make an inspection or examination during the
period of quarantine. If the animal dies within ten (10) days from the date of bite, the person
having custody shall immediately notify the Office of Animal Services or immediately
remove and deliver the head to the State Health Laboratory to be examined for rabies. If, at
the end of the quarantine period, the Director of Animal Services, or his/her designee,
examines the animal and finds no sign of rabies, the animal may be released to the owner or,
in the case of a stray, it shall be disposed of as provided in Section 8.04.340 of this Chapter,
or its successor.
D. Unvaccinated Bitten Animals:
1. In the case of an unvaccinated animal species subject to rabies which is known to have
been bitten by, or otherwise exposed to a known rabid animal, such bitten or exposed animal
should be immediately euthanized. Animals with expired rabies vaccinations of six (6)
months or more shall be considered unvaccinated for the purpose of this Section.
2. Ifthe owner is unwilling to euthanize the bitten or exposed animal, the animal shall be
immediately isolated and quarantined for six (6) months under veterinary supervision, the
cost of such confinement to be paid in advance by the owner. The animal shall be vaccinated
one month before being released. The animal shall be euthanized if the owner does not
comply herewith.
E. Vaccinated Bitten Animals:
1. If the bitten or exposed animal has been vaccinated, the animal shall be revaccinated
within twenty four (24) hours, kept under home confinement, and observed for forty five
(45) days; or
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2. If the animal is not revaccinated within twenty four (24) hours, the animal shall be
isolated and monitored according to the current Compendium of Animal Rabies Control, as
amended.
3. The animal shall be euthanized ifthe owner does not comply with subsections El and E2
of this Section.
F. Bitten Animals With Expired Vaccinations: Animals with expired rabies
vaccinations of six (6) months or less shall be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.
G. Removal Of Quarantined Animals: It is unlawful for any person to remove any such
animal from the place of quarantine without written permission of the Office of Animal
Services.
H. Vicious Animals: If any animal bites or attacks a person or animal two (2) times or
more in a twelve (12) month period, or if the Animal Services Director deems the bite or
attack to be vicious bv viltuCof the severity ofthG bite, such animal may be immediately
impounded by the Office of Animal Services without court order and held at owner expense
pending civil or criminal court action. Any such animal shall be deemed a vicious animal,
and the Director of Animal Services may seek a court order, as provided in Section 8.04.220
of this Chapter, or its successor, for forfeiture or cuthanasiatrestRlclH:mofthe animal. Parties
owning such animals shall, if possible, be notified immediately of the animal's location by
the Animal Services Office. (Ord. 69-99 § 6, 1999:prior code § 100-1-19(6))

8.04.290 Animals Without Rabies Vaccination Tag-Impoundment:
A. Any vaccinated animal impounded because of the lack of a rabies vaccination tag or
microchip may be reclaimed by its owner by furnishing proof of rabies vaccination and
payment of all impoundment fees prior to release.
B. Any unvaccinated animal may be reclaimed prior to disposal by payment of impound
fees and by the owner posting a twenty five dollar ($25.00) cash bond (deposit) with the
Office of Animal Services, obligation of which is conditioned upon the owner's failure to
obtain a rabies vaccination for the animal within seventy two (72) hours of release. Upon
proof of the required vaccination, said bond shall be released or returned to the owner.
C. Any animal not reclaimed during the period shall be disposed of pursuant to
provisions of Section 8.04.340 of this Chapter, or its successor. (Ord. 69-99 § 6, 1999: prior
code § 100-1-19(4))

8.04.320 Impoundment-Authorized When:
The Animal Services Director shall place all animals which he or she takes into custody in a
designated animal impound facility. The following animals may be taken into custody by the
Animal Services Director or designee and impounded without the filing of a complaint:
A. Any animal being kept or maintained contrary to the provisions of this Title;
B. Any animal running at large contrary to the provisions ofthis Title;
C. Any animal which is by this Title required to be licensed and is not licensed. An
animal not wearing a tag or not having a registercd microchip shall be presumed to be
unlicensed for purposes of this Section;
D. Sick or injured animals whose owner cannot be located, or whose owner requests
impoundment and agrees to pay a reasonable fee for the services rendered;
E. Any abandoned animal;
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F. Animals which are not vaccinated for rabies in accordance with the requirements of
this Title;
G. Any animal to be held for quarantine;
H. Any vicious animal not properly confined as required by Section 8.04.420 of this
Chapter, or its successor. (Ord. 69-99 § 6, 1999:prior code § 100-1-20)

8.04.340 Impoundment-Holding Period-Notice To Owner-Disposition Of Animals:
A. Animals shall be impounded for a minimum of three (3) woikingcalendur days
before further disposition, except as otherwise provided herein. Any animal which is
impounded and is wearing a current license, rabies tag or other identification designating the
owner of the animal and where such owner may be contacted, shall be impounded for a
minimum of five (5) calendar days before further disposition. Reasonable effort shall be
made to notify the owner of any animal wearing a license or other identification during that
time. Notice shall be deemed given when sent to the last known address of the listed owner.
Any animal voluntarily relinquished to the animal control facility by the owner thereof for
destruction or other disposition need not be kept for the minimum holding period before
release or other disposition as herein provided.
B. 1. All dogs,,-tffidcats and ferrets, except for those quarantined or confined by court
order, held longer than the minimum impound period, and all dogs..-tffidcats and ferrets
voluntarily relinquished to the impound facility, may be euthanized or sold, as the Animal
Services Director shall direct. Any healthy dog or cat may be sold to any person or to any
institution engaged in scientific research and desiring to purchase such animal for a price to
be determined by the Director, provided it is in accordance with lJCA § 26-26-4but 110tto
exceed thirty dollars ($30.00) per animal, plus license and rabies vaccination is required.
2. All persons purchasing any dog,-ef cat or fen"etfrom the impound facility shall, at the
time of purchase, execute an agreement on forms provided by the impound facility. Such
agreement shall provide that the purchaser will have the dog.-ef cat or ferret so purchased
spayed or neutered '.vithinby the date specified in the purchase or adoption agreementeire
lmndrod eighty (180) days of tho dare-ef-purchasoof such dog ef-€itt,and that the purchaser
will file with the Animal Services Director written verification from a licensed veterinarian
that such dog or cntanimal has been spayed or neutered prior to the date of written
verification. The agreement shall also provide that sale or transfer of the purchased
animaldog or cat by the purchaser shall not release the purchaser from the obligation to have
the animal spayed or neutered, nor from the obligation to file the written verification, as
provided hereinabove. In lieu ofthe aforementioned written verification from a licensed
veterinarian, the purchaser may file a truthful affidavit with the Animal Services Director
within by the date specified by the purchase or adoption agreementefl~-eEl eighty-t-l80-)
days of tho date ofpllrchllse certifying that the animaldog or cut so purchased from the
impound facility has died prior to the ono hundred eighty (180) day deadline, and prior to
being spayed or neutered.
3. Failure of the purchaser of an animaldf7g-Bf-€atfrom the impound facility to file the
written verification from a licensed veterinarian, as provided hereinabove, \\"ithinQyjhe_date
specified in the purchase or adoption agreementone hundred eighty (180) days of the date of
purchase of such dog or cat, or, in the alternative, failure of the purchaser to file a truthful
affidavit by the date specified in the purchase or adoption agreement\\"ithinofle--lmAdFed
ei2htv (1gO)days from the date of the nurchase certifying that the dog or cat so purchased
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has died within the one hundred eighty (180) day-p€fiOOtimeestablished and prior to being
spayed or neutered, shall constitute a misdemeanor.
C. Any licensed animal impounded and having or suspected of having serious physical
injury or contagious disease requiring medical attention may, in the discretion of the Animal
Services Director or designee, be released to the care of a veterinarian without the consent of
the owner.
D. When, in the judgment of the Animal Services Director, it is determined that an
animal should be euthanized for humane reasons or to protect the public from imminent
danger to persons or property, such animal may be euthanized without regard to any time
limitations otherwise established herein, and without court orderp.!:9.Y..i~19.Q..:\Y..riU9.DP9U9.j.9..~

and procedures are in place to guide this judgment.
E. The Director of Animal Services may euthanize an animal upon the request of an
owner without transporting the animal to animal services facilities. AtT-fll.tl*epfiatefee illLset
forth in Appendix A shall be charged the owner for the euthanasia and any subsequent
disposal of the carcass done by the Office of Animal Services. (Ord. 69-99 § 6, 1999: Ord.
59-86 § 2, 1986: prior code § 100-1-22)

8.04.350 Impoundment-Redemption Conditions:
A. Redemption Requirements: The owner of any impounded animal, or such owner's
authorized representative, may redeem such animal before disposition, provided he or she
pays the fees and charges as listed below, according to the amounts in Appendix A ofthis
Chapter:
1. The impound fee;
2. The daily board charge;
3. Veterinary costs incurred during the impound period, including rabies vaccination;
4. License fee, if required;
5. A transportation fee if transportation of an impounded animal by specialized equipment
was required. This fee shall be determined by the Director of Animal Services at a level
which approximated the cost of utilizing the specialized equipment in the particular
situation;
6. Any other expenses incurred to impound an animal in accordance with State or local laws;
7. Any unpaid or past due Animal Services fees and fines incurred by the owner.
8. If an animal is impounded on two or more occasions without wearing identification or
license tags. the owner shall be requiIed to pur_9.JJ?'§9and have implanted in the animal
microchip identification.
9. A dog or cat owner reclaiming an impounded pet shall comply with any applicable
requirements established bv Utah Code;-tnn. \\'17-42-101 el sell., or their successors. or
other applicable Utah law and proccdur~'i!,ldoptedby the Office of Animal Services to
confonn with said law regarding a sterilization deposit for fertile dogs and cats.
10. Upon the third impoundment and prior to the release of a fertile animal. said animal shall
be sterilized. Payment of all fees shall be required and sterilization completed prior to
release
B. Rabid Animals: No im )ound fee will be chap7edthe re ortin7 owners of sus ected
rabid animals if the owners com I with Sections 8J)4.240 through 8.04.290 of this Cha ter
or successor sections. (Ord. 69-99 &6. 1999:Ord. 46-91 ~ 1. 1991: Ord. 60-86 &1. 1986:
prior code § 100-1-23)
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B8.04.351. Removal Of Dead Pcts or Companion Animals:
The following service charge shall be levied for removal of dead animals from an

owner's property; no transportation fee shall be charged for dead animals brought to the
animal shelter provided the owner resides within the City, but a disposal fee in accordance
with Appendix A shall be charged:
1. Dogs, licensed: no fee;
2. Dogs (unlicensed), all cats and fen-ers,small domestic animals, small livestock, and all
other small privately owned animals: transportation fee and disposal fee in accordance with
Ap'p~ng.ix..,Atwentyfive dollars ($2~)(t);
2:3-.Large livestock, and all other large, privately owned animals: the owner shall arrange
removal by a private dead-animal hauler.
t' Rohi~ An;1YIo1c' Nn ;1YIt"\nllnrl f("'(' ,,,ill h("' f'j,'1rged-i.+tC 1'C"00111n::::OWfi€fS ofsusncctee

, "",., , r J ~...,.. ~--, ''''P~' 'P_ . ,. ' ;:::, v ' _.' ..., Yo..

or successor scctions. (Ord. 69-99 § 6,1999: Ord. 46-91 § 1,1991: Ord. 60-86 § 1, 1986:
prior code § 100-1-23)

8.04.352 Impound Fees For Voluntary Relinquishment By Owner:
Whenever any dog or catanimal is voluntarily relinquished by the owner thereof to the
Animal Services facility for destTUctioneuthanasiaor other disposition as provided by
subsection 8.04.340A of this Chapter, or its successor section, a fee as set forth in Appendix
A-shall be paid by such owner of twenty five dollars ($25.00) for each !!!1inl~ldogor cat
and/or for each litter under four (4) months of age of animalsdogs or cats so relinquished.
(Ord. 69-99 § 6, 1999: Ord. 45-90 § 1, 1990)

8.04.356 Sterilization Required for Adoption:
Any dog~-efcat, fen-ct.or rabbit adopted from the Office of Animal Services shall be
sterilized within the time established in the adoption agreement. Any person who fails to
comply with the requirement for sterilization of an animal under this Section is guilty of a
Class B misdemeanor. (Ord. 69-99 § 3, 1999)

8.04.360 Dogs-Prohibited Where:
A. It is unlawful for any person to take or permit any dog, whether loose or on a leash or
in arms, in or about any establishment or place of business where food or food products are
sold or displayed, induding, but not limited to, restaurants, grocery stores, meat markets,
and fruit or vegetable stores.
B. It is unlawful for any person keeping, harboring or having charge or control of any
dog to allow such dog to be within the following described watershed areas:
1. All of the Big Cottonwood Canyon watershed area lying east of the Salt Lake City water
intake, which intake is located east of Wasatch Boulevard in the mouth of such canyon;
2. All ofthe Parley's Canyon watershed area lying north and/or east ofthe Salt Lake City
Mountain Dell Reservoir Dam;
3. All of the City Creek Canyon watershed area lying to the north and/or to the east of the
City's City Creek Treatment Plant sludge beds;
4. All ofthe Little Cottonwood Canyon watershed area extending one thousand feet (1,000')
on either side of Little Cottonwood Creek east from the Little Cottonwood Creek radial gate
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intake structure, which structure is located approximately six hundred feet (600') west of
Wasatch Boulevard east to Wasatch Boulevard, and all of the watershed area in said canyon
lying east of Wasatch Boulevard, including the town of Alta. Dogs licensed in the town of
Alta may be maintained by their owners within the city limits of that community.
5. Any other watershed area so designated by ordinance or otherwise legally appointed,
either now existing or to be defined in the future.
6. This Section shall not apply to dogs provided for in subsection 8.04.090Bl or B2 of this
Chapter, or its successor, nor shall it apply to dogs owned by persons who are legal residents
of the aforementioned watershed areas and which have been issued a permit by the G#y-
r(mnt"s.?:.!.tI,,~kg._Y-'!11~yHealth Department. (Ord. 88-86 § 2, 1986:prior code § 100-1-13)

8.04.370 Animal Nuisances Designated-Penalty:
A. Any owner or person having charge, care, custody or control of an animal or animals
causing a nuisance as defined below shall be in violation of this Title and subject to the
penalties provided herein.
B. The following shall be deemed a nuisance: Any animal which:
1. Causes damages to the property of anyone other than its owner;
2. Is a "vicious animal", as defined in this Chapter, and kept contrary to Section 8.04.420 of
this Chapter, or its successor;
3. Causes unreasonable fouling ofthe air by odors;
4. Causes unsanitary conditions in enclosures or surroundings;
5. Defecates on any public sidewalk, park or building, or on any private property without the
consent of the owner of such private property, unless the person owning, having a
proprietary interest in, harboring or having care, charge, control, custody or possession of
such animal shall remove any such defecation to a proper trash receptacle, and shall carry
the appropriate instrument(s) for the removal and disposal of such waste;
6. Barks, whines or howls, or makes other disturbing noises in an excessive, continuous or
untimely fashion;
7. Molests or intimidates neighbors, pedestrians. cyclists, or passersby by lunging at fences.
chasing, or acting aggressivelv toward such l2Qrson(stQI by acting in such a way to cause
lmreasonable annoyance, disturbance or discomfort. or which chases passing vehicles;
8. Attacks people or other domestic animals whether or not such attack results in actual
physical harm to the person or animal to whom or at which the attack is directed,-and
whether or not the injured person or animal is the one to_whomor at which the attack is
directed;
9. Is found at large three (3) or more times within any twelve (12) month period;
10. Is offensive or dangerous to the public health, safety or welfare by virtue of the number
and/or type of animal kept or harbored; or
11. Otherwise acts so as to constitute a nuisance or public nuisance under the provisions of
title 76, chapter 10, Utah Code Annotated, 1953, or its successor. (Ord. 69-99 § 6, 1999:
prior code § 100-1-16)

8.04.410 Animals Attacking Persons And Animals:
A. Attacking Animals: It is unlawful for the owner or person having charge, care,
custody or control of any animal to allow such animal to attack, chase or worry any person,
any domestic animal having a commercial yalue, or any species of hoofed protected wildlife,
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or to attack domestic fowl. "Worry", as used in this section, means to harass by tearing,
biting or shaking with the teeth.
B. Owner Liability: The owner in violation of subsection A of this section shall be
strictly liable for violation ofthis section. In addition to being subject to prosecution under
subsection A of this section, the owner of such animal shall also be liable in damages to any
person injured or to the owner of any animal(s) injured or destroyed thereby. A com1order
may be sought for forfeiture or euthan':l:.~i~LQfsuch animal.
C. Defenses: The following shall be considered in mitigating the penalties or damages
or in dismissing the charge:
1. That the animal was properly confined on the premises;
2. That the animal was deliberately or maliciously provoked.
D. Animals May Be Killed: Any person may kill an animal while it is committing any
of the acts specified in subsection A of this section, or while such animal is being pursued
thereafter. (Prior code § 100-1-14)

8.04.450 Animals Injured By Motorists-Responses Required:
A. Every operator of a motor or other self-propelled vehicle upon the streets of the city
shall, immediately upon injuring, striking, maiming or running down any domestic animal,
give such aid as can reasonably be rendered. In the nbsonceof the O\',1ler,hHe or she shall
immediately notify the office of animal services or the Salt Lake City Police Department,
furnishing requested facts relative to such injury.
B. It shall be the duty of such operator to fomplv with the instructions given by thg
agency contacted. and shall. if instructed, remain at or near the scene until such time as the
appropriate authorities arrive:.,an€:tlUpon the arrival of such authorities, the operator shall
immediately identify himself to such authorities. Alternatively, in the absence of the owner,
a person may give aid by taking the animal to the animal services facility or other
appropriate facility and notifying the office of animal services. Such animal may be taken in
by the animal services facility and dealt with as deemed appropriate under the
circumstances.
C. Emergency vehicles are exempted from the requirements of subsection B of this
section. (Ord. 69-99 § 6, 1999: prior code § 100-1-25(7»

8.04.460 Using Animals For Fighting-Unlawful Activities:
A. It is unlawful for any person, firm or corporation to raise, keep or use any animal,
fowl or bird for the purpose of fighting or baiting; and for any person to be a party to or be
present as a spectator at any such fighting or baiting of any animal or fowl; and for any
person, firm or corporation to knowingly rent any building, shed, room, yard, ground or
premises for any such purposes as aforesaid, or to knowingly suffer or permit the use of such
person's buildings, sheds, rooms, yards, grounds or premises for the purposes aforesaid.
B. Law enforcement officers or animal services officials may enter any building or
place where there is an exhibition of the fighting or baiting of a live animal, or where
preparations are being made for such an exhibition, and the law enforcement officers may
arrest persons there present and take possession of all animals engaged in fighting or there
found for the purposes of fighting, along with all implements or applications used in such
exhibition. This provision shall not be interpreted to authorize a search or arrest without a
warrant when such is required by law. (Ord. 69-99 § 6, 1999:prior code § 100-1-25(8»
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C. Any person convicted of unlawful activities under this section shall automatically be
ineligible to adopt any animal from the animal shelter operated by the Office of Animal
Services.

8.04.470 Cruelty To Animals Prohibited:
A. Physical Abuse: It is unlawful for any person to willfully or maliciously kill, maim,
disfigure, torture, beat with a stick, chain, club or other object, mutilate, bum or scald, over
drive or otherwise cruelly set upon any animal. Each offense shall constitute a separate
violation. An animal services officer may re uire an examination of the animal b 'a
1i.~.G.n§~.~LY-~t~rinm;i~n...1.I.PQn_~mmi.9.i..Qn.Qf~t>..1.I$.9.,

B. Hobbling Animals: It is unlawful for any person to hobble livestock or other animals
by any means which may cause injury or damage to any animal.
C. Care And Maintenance: It shalJ.-ee-tfre-affij'-{Tfisunlawful fDrany person havingte
pro';ide any animal in such person's charge, carg-,ercustody or control of any animal, as
owner or otherwise, to fail to provide wi#t-adequate food, drink, care and shelter required
for the specific species or breed of the animal to maintain Dronerhealth and com/Drtoftll0
animal.
D. Animals In Vehicles: It is unlawful for any person to carry or confine any animal in
or upon any vehicle in a cruel or inhumane manner, including, but not limited to, carrying or
confining such animal without adequate ventilation..erfor an unusual length oftime, or in
extreme hot or cold temperatures that mav harm the animal. Persons transporting an animal
in the open bed of a vehicle shallphvsical1yrestrain.the anim~l in such a mqnner as to
prevent the animal ITomiumping or falling out of the vehicle.
E. Abandonment Of Animals: It is unlawful for any person to abandon any animal
within the jurisdiction.
F. Animal Poisoning: Except as provided in sections 8.04.450 through 8.04.490 ofthis
chapter, or their successors, it is unlawful for any person by any means to make accessible to
any animal, with intent to cause harm or death, any substance which has in any manner been
treated or prepared with any harmful or poisonous substance. This provision shall not be
interpreted as to prohibit the use of poisonous substances for the control of vermin in
furtherance of the public health when applied in such a manner as to reasonably prohibit
access to other animals.
G. Killing Of Birds: It is unlawful for any person to take or kill any bird(s), or to rob or
destroy any nest, egg or young of any bird in violation of the laws of the state.
H. Malicious Impounding: It is unlawful for any person maliciously to secrete or
impound the animal of another.
I. Abandoned, Diseased Or Painfully Crippled Animals:
1. It is unlawful for any person to abandon or turn out at large any sick, diseased or disabled
animal, but such animal shall, when rendered worthless by reason of sickness or other
disability, be killed in a humane manner by the owner thereof and disposed of as instructed
after contacting the office of animal services.
2. It is further unlawful for the owner or person having the charge, care, custody and control
of such animal infected with dangerous or incurable and/or painfully crippling condition to
have, keep or harbor such animal without placing the same under veterinary care, or to
dispose of the same. The failure to take such care is a violation of this title, and the office of
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animal services may take custody of such animals and deal with them as deemed appropriate
under the circumstances. (Ord. 69-99 § 6, 1999:prior code § 100-1-25(1)-(6), (9)-(11»

8.04.510 Issuance Of Citations-Notice Of Violations:
A. A peace officer and/or animal services officer is authorized to issue a misdemeanor
citation to any person upon a charge of violating any provisions ofthis title. The form of the
misdemeanor citation, and proceedings to be handled upon the basis of the citation, shall
conform to the provisions of the Utah code of criminal procedure, including, but not
necessarily limited to, sections 77-7-18 through 77-7-22, Utah Code Annotated, 1953, as
amended, or their successors.
B. Where violations ofthe following requirements ofthis ordinance are committed, and
provided they are not charged in conjunction with another criminal offense and do not
constitute a fourth or succeeding notice of violation within a twenty four (24) month period,
an animal services officer or authorized agent shall issue a civil notice of violation to such
violator in lieu of a misdemeanor citation; violations regarding: 1) commercial permits,
(section 8.04.130 ofthis chapter), 2) commercial permit display, (section 8.04.160 oftms
chapter), 3) licensing, (section 8.04.070 of this chapter), 4) license tag requirements, (section
8.04.080 ofthis chapter), 5) rabies vaccinations, (section 8.04.240 of this chapter), 6) rabies
tag requirements, (subsection 8.04.250B of this chapter), 7) harboring stray animals, (section
8.04.110 ofthis chapter), 8) animals running at large, (section 8.04.390 of this chapter), 9)
animal nuisances, (section 8.04.370 of this chapter except for subsections B2, B8, B9, and
BIO), 10) more than two (2) dogs at a residence, (subsection 8.04.070F ofthis chapter), 11)
more than two (2) effisferretsat a residence, (section 8.04.HG070F of this chapter), 12) more
than fDurtotal dogs, cats, andlerrets twe-(~Ms-at a residence, (section 8.04.HG070F of
this chapter), 13) staking dogs improperly, (section 8.04.400 of this chapter), 14) confining
female dogs in heat, (section 8.04.380 ofthis chapter), 15) giving animals as sales
premiums, (subsection 8.04.440B of this chapter), 16) the sale/premium of baby rabbits and
fowl, (subsection 8.04.440A of this chapter), or 17) the sale of pet turtles, (subsection
8.04.440C of this chapter). The notice of violation shall state, with reference to the pertinent
sections of this title, the violation which must be remedied by the person charged and may
set forth a compliance date by which the violator must comply with the remedial
requirements. The notice of violation shall include a list of the fees as applicable to this
violation as set forth in appendix A of this chapter for minimum citation penalties. This fee
amount may be reduced or waived for first offenses, provided the pet owner satisfactorily
completes a class on responsible pet ownership which is approved by the office of animal
services. Compliance with all remedial requirements referred to in the notice of violation by
the compliance date shown thereon shall result in a twenty five dollar ($25.00) reduction in
the penalty. Refusal or failure to comply with any remedial requirements referred to in the
notice of violation by the deadline set as the compliance date may result in the imposition of
the full penalty and any additional administrative fees which may be applicable. (Ord. 61-02
§ 2, 2002: Ord. 31-00 § 4, 2000: Ord. 69-99 § 4, 1999)

APPENDIX A
SALT LAKE CITY ANIMAL SERVICES
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PERMITS AND FEES

A. Pennit Fees:
Commercial operations up to 30 animals
Commercial operations over 30 animals
Riding stables
Business selling only tropical or freshwater fish
Pet rescue pennit
If issued at shelter's request
Feral cat colonv registration permit
Late fee (in addition to regular fee)

$ 75.00
150.00
?40.00
50.00
25.00

0.00
25.00
25.00

B. Pet License Fees:
1 Year 2 Year 3 Year

$2.~5.00Unsterilized
S60.00 nla

Sterilized
12.00 n/a

Sterilized and microchipped

-.--------..- _~~.OO

5.00

Lifetimo
1t.1"00

.QQD

Fees for Senior eCitizen_(age60 and older).1>.-9tLicenses
Unsterilized $20?00 (annual fee) 3600

48.00 n/o
Sterilized and microchippcd ~20.00 (liletimelDr pet)

Transfer fee
Replacement tag

$23.00
32.00

C. Service And Violation Fees For Pets:
Board fees per day for pets
Adoption fee (includes microchip and adoption packet)
Rabies deposit
Pet disposal fee
Pet pick up and transportation fee
Voluntary rc1inquishmenUec
Microchip implantatlCtll_____
Sterilization fee - cats

Sterilization fee - dogs
Sterilization deposit:

Dog 50.00
Cat 25.00

$ 8.00
~30.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00

_J5.00
35.00
65.00

Where indicated, fees for second, third, and subsequent violations are for those occurring
within a +.2-24month period.
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(Salt Lake City October 2002)
First
Offense

Impound fees $ 25.00

Second
Offense
$ 50.00

Third
Offense
$100.00

Subsequent
Offenses
$200.00Criminal

Minimum notice of violation penalties:
Licensing, permits, 25.00 50.00
tags, rabies vaccination,
at large, number of animals,
staking, female dogs in heat,
harboring stray animals,
animals as sales premiums, sale of
baby rabbits, fowl, and pet turtles

100.00 Criminal

Animal nuisance, 50.00
at large. commercial permit,
permit display

100.00 200.00 Criminal

D. Service Fees For Livestock:
Impound fees:
Large livestock
Small livestock
Board fees per day:

Large livestock
Small livestock

Transportation fees
Livestock disposal fee

$60.00
30.00

10.00
8.00

25.00
100.00

Purchase price for unclaimed livestock is based on costs incurred by animal services during
impound and recommendations made by the state brand inspector. (Ord. 61-02 § 3,2002:
Ord. 69-99 § 6, 1999)

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect immediately upon the date of its first

publication.

Passed by the City Council of Salt Lake City, Utah this day of

, 2006.

CHAIRPERSON
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